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ABSTRACT 

This research explores an object-oriented generic model for integrated process 

planning and production scheduling. The research employs the most advanced object-

oriented modeling technique and tools to implement a hierarchical-interactive process 

planning approach which integrates the process planning and production scheduling 

functions through a stepwise integration advancement. 

The integration of process planning and production scheduling is a 

comprehensive, controversial, and complicated topic to both academia and industry. Both 

process planning and production scheduling play important roles in manufacturing 

systems. Traditionally, these two functions are separated and have their own planning 

goals, constraints, and methodologies. The integration of these two functions has been 

driven by the fact that many process plans cannot be executed on the shop floor because 

the production constraints are not considered during the process planning. However, the 

implementation of the integrated planning remains an enigmatic task because of its 

complexity. While many studies have been conducted, more efforts are yet to be invoked. 

In this research, the integration of process planning and production scheduling is 

approached by a Hierarchical-Interactive Process Planning (HIPP) architecture, which has 

been modeled in the object-oriented paradigm. The HIPP includes three levels 

interactions between process planning and production functions. The functional and data 

gaps in the existing separated planning are bridged through object-oriented systems 

models. 

x 



The whole object-oriented system consists of three orthogonal models: object 

model to describe the static structure through data abstraction, the dynamic model to 

depict communication messages between the objects, and functional model to define 

specific methods of services embedded in the objects. Three modules (product, process, 

and resource) are developed. The modular structure provides an framework to incorporate 

many existing integration algorithms. Typical use case models are developed and a 

specific part example is used to illustrate the integration process. Object-oriented 

modeling technique is first introduced to model the integration architecture, and an 

object-oriented prototype has been developed and implemented using C++ on the UNIX 

and PC platforms. 

This research has developed the very first object-oriented model for the integrated 

process planning and production scheduling system. It fully utilizes the advantages of 

object-orientation for integrated planning systems. From the generic model, particular 

object classes can be derived through object-oriented inheritance for application 

extension and adaptation. Using the polymorphism, the system can provide the maximal 

flexibility to include multiple planning methods or algorithms for various use cases. It is 

an ideal testbed to examine various integration approaches and related methods or 

algorithms. 

The implementation of integrated process planning and production scheduling 

was often thought as a future task. However, this research has made a significant progress 

toward this future task. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Integrated process planning and production scheduling has recently become a 

provoking research topic under rapid development of the computerized manufacturing 

environment (Zhang and Alting, 1991). Both process planning and production scheduling 

functions have been playing their important roles in manufacturing systems. Traditionally, 

these two functions are separated and have their own planning goals, constraints, and 

methodologies. It has been noticed that separated computerization of manufacturing 

functions is no longer effective. However, this integration issue is a comprehensive, 

controversial, and complicated topic to both academia and industry. In order to adapt the 

future integrated manufacturing environment, traditional approach needs to be re-

engineered; and new methodologies and approaches need to be developed to enrich current 

research efforts. 

1.1.1 Process planning in traditional manufacturing system 

In the manufacturing industry, process planning determines the detailed procedure 

by which workpieces or parts are converted from initial stages (raw material form) to 

finished stage (desired form). Process planning is defined as "the systematic determination 

of the methods by which the product is manufactured economically and competitively'' 

(Zhang and Alting, 1993, p. 17). The product design data such as geometrical features. 



dimensional sizes, tolerances, materials, and finishes are analyzed and evaluated to 

determine appropriate sequence of processing operations. The detailed methods are then 

documented into process plans or process sheets, which serve as technical instmctions on 

the shopfloor and assure the desired characteristics of the final products. 

1.1.1.1 Tasks of process planning 

Typically, a process plan consists of a series of processes, operations (setups), and 

cuts. A process is defined as "a procedure in which one or one group of workpiece(s) is 

continually machined on one machine or workstation by one or one group of operator(s)" 

(Zhang and Alting, 1993, p. 17). A process can be a casting or forming or machine cutting 

process such as milling, turning, drilling, etc. A process may contain several operations. 

"Each operation is accomplished without changing cutting conditions (speed, depth, and 

feed), cutting tools, or surfaces" (Zhang and Alting, 1993, p. 17). In other words, an 

operation is performed within one setup which places the workpiece in the ready-for-work 

position. The operations must be sequenced according to technical requirements. Because 

of limited cutting capability, one operation may consist of several cuts. A cut is defined as 

a procedure in which the cutter passes the cutting surface once. 

The inputs for process planning include data from design drawing or design 

document, production information of order quantity, machining equipment, etc. A process 

planning model is provided by Zhang and Alting (1993) as shown in Figure 1.1. 



Design Data 

Equipment Data 

Quality Data 

Production Type 

Material Data 

Process Planning 

Intepretation of design data 
Stock selection 
Process selection 
Machine tool selection 
Fixture, cutter, datum selection 
Operation sequence 
Time calculation 

r 
Process 
Plan/Sheet 

Figure 1. 1 Process planning model (modified fi-om Zhang and Alting 1993) 

The tasks of performing process planning may vary with different application 

domains, but in principle they contain the following sequential logic steps (Zhang and 

Altmg. 1993): 

a. Interpretation of design data, 
b. Determination of stock, 
c. Selection of processes, 
d. Selection of machine tool, 
e. Determination of operation sequence, 
f Determination of fixtures, cutters, datum, 
g. Determination of cutting conditions, 
h. Selection of inspection instmments, 
i. Calculation of processing times, 
j . Generation of process sheets and NC data. (p. 22) 

1.1.1.2 Methods of process planning. 

The process planning can be carried out by either manual or automated method. 

1.1.1.2.1 Manual planning. Two fundamental approaches have been used for 

manual planning: traditional and workbook. The traditional approach is totally based on the 

planner's experience, whereas the workbook approach uses some of the typical process 

plans in the form of a workbook to assist planners making process plans. The 



disadvantages of manual process planning are the inconsistency of the process plans and 

the "difficulty of updating a manual file to reflect new process and tooling" (Zhang and 

Alting, 1993, p. 20). 

1.1.1.2.2 Automated planning. With the development of computer technology, 

process planning is now assisted with some Computer-Aided Process Planning (CAPP) 

systems. A comprehensive description about CAPP systems can be found in a survey paper 

(Alting and Zhang, 1989). Three primary approaches have been employed in automated 

process planning: 

1. Variant approach: The variant approach is based on retrieval of standard 

process plans stored in computer data base. By using a classification code, the 

process plans of similar workpieces can be accessed. New process plans are 

then generated through modifications on the retrieved process plans. This 

approach is comparatively easy and inexpensive because the most sophisticated 

planning tasks are performed by human planners. Therefore, the quality of the 

resultant plan still relies on the knowledge and experience of the process 

planner (Eversheim et al., 1994). 

2. Generative approach: The generative approach refers to using decision logic, 

algorithms, and mles to make process plans. Process planning is fully 

automated in the sense that new process plans are produced without referring to 

the previous plans. The results are consistent and reproducible. The procedure 

of generative process planning is so intricate that no tmly generative process 

planning system actually exists (Chang, 1990). 



3. Semi-generative approach: CAPP systems between variant and generative 

approaches are called "semi-generative" (Alting and Zhang, 1989). The semi-

generative systems first identify the part family of the product by Group 

Technology (GT), then provide several options for process plan generation: (a) 

modifying the standard process plans; (b) using a partially completed process 

plan and completing it for the specific part; and (c) using various standard 

processes generating mles and/or algorithms to create a new process plan from 

scratch. 

1.1.1.3 Role of process planning in integrated manufacturing environment 

The primary role of process planning in current manufacturing environment is to 

link product design with production. With the increasing complexity of integrated 

manufacturing systems, the role of process planning is challenged by many new issues. 

Four critical issues conceming process planning in the integrated manufacturing are 

1. Integration of design and process planning by common product modeling; 

2. Using process planning for design support; 
3. Integration of process planning and production scheduling by real time 

feedback from shopfloor; 
4. Integrating process planning with manufacturing resource database. (Zhang and 

Alting, 1991, p. 174) 

To cope with these issues, new framework for integrated process planning system 

including integrated process planning and production scheduling will inevitably be 

developed to restore or to replace the role of process planning in a new environment (Ham 

andLu, 1988). 



1.1.2 Production scheduling in manufacturing system 

Production scheduling is another important manufacturing planning function in 

manufacturing systems. The mission of production scheduling is to achieve an optimal use 

of available manufacturing resources for producing quality products with minimum cost 

and timely delivery. While the production scheduling is mathematically based on one 

branch of Operations Research (OR) ~ sequencing and scheduling, the practical focus is on 

the systematization of a series of planning activities. The major production scheduling 

tasks include product scheduling and capacity planning. 

1.1.2.1 Product scheduling 

The product scheduling is defined as the arrangement of desired completion time 

(due date) for a product or a part at different production phases. The content of product 

scheduling varies with different product decomposition levels. For example, the time 

widow for product scheduling at a higher level of a product should be larger than that at a 

lower level. One instance of such production scheduling boundary (see Figure 1.2) can be 

observed commonly in actual manufacturing companies. 

In product scheduling, the major planning activities include Master Production 

Schedule (MPS), Material Requirement Planning (MRP), loading, sequencing, expediting 

and detailed scheduhng. 



PRODUCT 

Month 
Year 

TIME-WINDOW PHASE 

Figure 1. 2 Product scheduling boundary 

1.1.2.2 Capacity planning 

Capacity planning concerns the feasibility of product scheduling. It determines the 

required capacity for accomplishing the production plan. Likewise capacity planning also 

can be divided into different levels according to the constraints. An example of capacity 

planning boundary is shown in Figure 1.3. Theoretically, product scheduling should be 

performed simultaneously with capacity planning. However, in reality this is very 

complicated. Rather, the plans are worked out through several iterations between product 

scheduling and capacity planning (see Figure 1.4). 

Capacity planning deals with resources within a manufacturing facility. A 

manufacturing facility can be viewed as a hierarchy of workshops, work-centers, work 

stations or machines, etc. (see Figure 1.5). Each work shop consists of work centers and 

each work center consists of either identical machines or similar machines (Gershwin, 

1994; Chryssolouris and Chan, 1985). 
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PRODUCT 

Month 
Year 

Assembly 

_ 1 _ Subassembly 

aclne tool 
Machine group 

Work center 
Workshop 

TIME-WINDOW CAPACITY 

Figure 1. 3 Capacity planning boundary 

Orders 

+ 
Product 
scheduling 

Capacity 
planning 

i 
Schedule 

Figure 1. 4 Interactive production scheduling 

Facility 

Work shop 

AAA 
Work Center 

A A A A A 
Machine Group 

AAAAAAAA 
Machine Tool 

Figure 1. 5 Manufacturing resource hierarchy 
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1.2. Research Issues 

The research issues of this study are to investigate the prevailing practice of 

separated planning, and to explore the effective integration methodologies. To clearly 

prescribe the research issues, the current problems and a taxonomy of integrated planning 

need to be outlined; and then research purpose and objectives, limitations, general 

assumptions, and the importance of the research are defined. 

1.2.1 The issues of separated process planning and production scheduling 

Current practice of separated process planning and production scheduling has been 

recognized by many researchers. A summary of common symptoms are as follows (Ham 

and Lu, 1988; ElMaraghy and ElMaraghy, 1993; Iwata and Fukuda, 1989; Khoshnevis, 

1990; Larsen and Alting, 1992; Lenderink and Kals, 1993; Liao et al., 1994; Tonshoff et 

al., 1989; Zhang, 1993): 

a. Scheduling strictly follows the process planning, and is unable to change the 

fixed process plan; 

b. Process planning assumes a 100% idle factory with unlimited capacity of 

various resources; 

c. Focusing on technical considerations, process planning always selects certain 

"good" machines; 

d. Changes of machine tools are conducted intuitively and opportunistically by 

foremen on the shopfloor with insufficient or incomplete knowledge on process 

planning. 



The consequences of the above-mentioned practice are as follows: 

a. Certain machines are always congested while others are kept idle; 

b. Neither process plans nor production schedules are followed well on the 

shopfloor; 

c. Selecting machine tool based only on technical considerations may lead to sub-

optimal selection. 

Because of the immense problems created in current practice of separated planning, 

integration of process planning and production scheduling has posed a great challenge to 

contemporary manufacturing planning research. Planning in manufacturing environment is 

vital to achieving the ultimate goal of unmanned and integrated factories in future (Ham 

and Lu, 1988). Process planning which serves as a linking element in perspective 

Computer Integrated Manufacture (CIM) must be integrated itself with product design and 

production scheduling. While the research issue of integrating process planning and 

product design has drawn great attention, the issue of integrating process planning with 

production scheduling has not been recognized enough by both academic and industry 

communities. Although some research has been reported on this topic, more serious issues 

need to be addressed in this current research endeavor: 

a. There is a lack of fundamental analysis encompassing technical and non

technical factors for manufacturing systems. The systems engineering concept 

which emphasizes the organized whole should be used to support a thorough 

analysis before an integration approach can be successful. "Without a clear 

structure, it is difficult to develop planning systems that are modular enough to 

10 



incorporate local constraints" (Ham and Lu , 1988, p. 595). A clear structure is 

based on a thorough systems analysis. 

b. More concrete models must be devised to support the integration philosophy. 

Most of the past research either focus on high level system architectures which 

need concrete models or focus on local level optimization algorithms with many 

assumptions which are not realistic at the current stage. 

c. Integrated planning requires integrated goals (objectives), integrated 

constraints, integrated methodologies, and integrated procedures. A robust 

integration system must possess diverse techniques including qualitative and 

quantitative methods. New techniques such as object-oriented modeling 

technique which can combine the functional integration and data integration 

need to be introduced. 

1.2.2 A taxonomy of research issues for integrated planning 

Owing to the complexity, the integrated process planning and production 

scheduling problem needs to be decomposed into small sub-problems. To decompose the 

problem, we need a taxonomy which identifies boundaries of the sub-problems concerned. 

To date, there is no existing taxonomy for integrated process planning and production 

scheduling problem. Hence, an initial taxonomy for integrated planning has been 

developed as Figure 1.6. As it will be discussed in Chapter II, many studies have reported 

on different sub-areas in the integrated process planning and production scheduling 

11 



problem. This research will focus on theoretical studies on systematic modeling of process 

selection and machine selection as outlined in Figure 1.6. 

1.2.3. Research purpose and objectives 

The purpose of this research is to develop a generic system framework of integrated 

process planning and production scheduling for future discrete manufacturing industry 

under computer-aided production environment. The objectives of the research include: (a) 

clarifying the complexity of the integration issue, (b) developing generic models of 

integration architecture by object-oriented modeling technique, and (c) elaborating a 

simplified demonstration prototype for the proposed integration system. Among these 

objectives, the main objective is to develop object-oriented generic models for integrated 

system. 

1.2.4 Limitations 

The limitations of this study include the following: 

a. This research focuses on the integrated process planning problems on discrete 

parts manufacturing system under computer-aided production environment. 

Engineering-to-order production type is the typical target system for the 

research. This research will not intend to explore the universal solution for all 

kinds of manufacturing systems, though the principles studied in this research 

can be eventually extended to other types of manufacturing systems. 
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b. This research focuses on the structural issue rather than algorithmic issues. 

Although this research realizes the importance and fitness of the integration 

algorithms, no attempts will be made to search for optimal integration 

algorithms. This research will not explore the comprehensive optimization 

algorithms for integrated planning, because the algorithms are themselves such 

complicated research topics in scheduling. 

c. The research will conduct a limited comparison study because no comparable 

object-oriented integration studies can be found in up-to-date literature. Some 

studies reported on "integration" actually approach the problem by interfacing 

process planning and production scheduling. Other studies focus on algorithmic 

issues using procedural modeling approaches. 

d. The research focuses on an integrated planning system which facilitates to make 

"good process plans" by including production scheduling constraints. Although 

production scheduling algorithms will affect the implementation of "good 

process plans," this research will not explore how to select the best scheduling 

algorithm based on shopfloor status. 

1.2.5 General assumptions 

The following general assumptions are made in order to simplify the study. More 

detailed analyses on the problem complexity and integration gaps are provided in Chapter 

111. 
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a. The research deals with large scale manufacturing planning problem which 

should always be decomposed hierarchically so that the problem size can be 

reduced. 

b. The type of production under this research is "engineering-to-order." The 

significance of integrated process planning and production scheduling in this 

type of production is the most obvious. 

c. The product mix varies with integration application. We assume that the types 

of products are multiple. 

d. The most critical concern in integration is to improve the validity of the 

generated process plans under different application environment. Therefore, the 

management strategy for evaluating such an integration system is the flexibility 

and extensibility of the system. 

e. The primary gaps between process planning and production scheduling are: (a) 

functional gap which corresponds to the diversity of planning goals of two 

functions, and (b) data gap which corresponds to inconsistent definitions and 

uses of the same data. 

1.2.6 Importance and impact of the research 

Based on future vision of the manufacturing environment, the separated manner of 

manufacturing planning activities will be replaced by the integrated manner. This research 

will be an integral part to realizing the ultimate goal of CIM (see Figure 1.7). 
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The research will have the following potential impacts on future discrete 

manufacturing industry: 

The first impact of integrated process planning and production scheduling is the 

better response to dynamic conditions on the shopfloor. Because the integrated process 

planing and production scheduling will take simultaneous consideration on both technical 

and production constraints, the resulting plan can be executed with fewer ad hoc changes 

on the shopfloor. 

Second impact of integration is the reduced manufacturing cost, because machines 

can be highly utilized, production cycle can be shortened, and product quality can be 

assured. The economic benefit can be expected because later changes, which are more 

costly, can be largely avoided. 

Third impact of integrated process planning and production scheduling is the chain 

reaction to organizational structure. Such a change is unavoidable when a manufacturing 

company moves towards a completely CIM system (Zhang and Alting, 1991). 

Some other benefits for integrated process planning include the improved efficiency 

of information flow, reduction of human error, flexible use of different functions, etc. 

(Ham andLu, 1988). 
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Figure 1. 7 Importance of integration in CIM mission 

This chapter addresses the background of integration issue. Chapter II describes a 

comprehensive review on previous studies. Chapter III further analyzes the complexity and 

discusses a new modeling methodology: Object-oriented Modeling Technique (OMT). The 

object-oriented generic models for the integration system are developed in Chapter IV. 

Chapter V elaborates a demonstrative prototype using a complete object-oriented approach. 

Chapter VI provides discussions on model evaluation. Conclusions and future research 

perspectives are summarized in Chapter VII. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

To improve the undesirable situation under separated planning manner, many 

research studies on integration architecture and algorithm are developed. Studies on 

integrated process planning and production scheduling are categorized into two areas: 

studies on integration theory and studies on the integration mechanism (Ham and Lu, 

1988). The studies on integration theory attempt to clarify the integrated planning activities 

and to better understand the integrated planning environment so as to establish a better 

integrated system for implementation. Most studies in this area focus on providing new 

system architecture and integration approach (Larsen and Clausen, 1992; ElMaraghy and 

ElMaraghy, 1993; Zhang, 1993; Cho, 1994), while a few focus on extending or modifying 

existing process planning systems for the integration purpose (Liao et al., 1994). The 

studies on the integration mechanism focus on developing decision algorithms and data 

description/representations to facilitate the computer implementation of integrated system 

(Chryssolouris et al. 1991; Dong et al. 1992; Singh et al., 1992; Brandimarte and Calderini, 

1995). It is also quite common that studies provide both system architecture and decision 

algorithms (Tonshoff et al., 1989, 1991; Iwata and Fukuda, 1989). 
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2.1 Studies on Integration Theory 

Studies on integration theories are conducted by various researchers in different 

areas. Among them, the following studies have the most significant impact: 

2.1.1 Nonlinear process planning 

FLEXPLAN developed by H.K. Tonshoff and his colleagues (1989) is one process 

planing system aiming at the unification of process planning and production scheduling. 

The nature of FLEXPLAN is a nonlinear process planning (NLPP) system which produces 

multiple process plans. In NLPP, the borderhne between process planning and production 

scheduling is still kept for avoiding the computational complexity. Process plans will be 

generated step by step for each workpiece. Process planning is still strictly followed by 

production scheduling. The integration is mainly achieved by providing alternative process 

and/or operation routes to the scheduling function. 

The research focus is therefore on (a) the representation of multiple process and/or 

operation routes which form nonlinear process plan, (b) knowledge-based methods to 

generate the nonlinear process plans, and (c) new production scheduling and rescheduling 

strategies. Petri-nets method is enhanced to facilitate the representation of process plans. 

The generation of nonlinear process plans is performed on a knowledge-based planning 

model called "planner model." At the first step, a global nonlinear operation sequence is 

generated and stored as an intermediate planning result. Then a detailed operation planning 

tries to map the suitable "work-element" to the features of the part. A work-element is 

defined with no "non-linearity." The procedure of mapping work-elements to the desired 
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features is called "inverse operation planning" which starts the searching fi^om the finished 

state of the workpiece. The advantage of "inverse operation planning" is three-fold: 

pruning of search space, easy feature recognition, and easy modeling of the decision 

process. The scheduling and rescheduling will be based on nonlinear process plans rather 

than on traditional linear process plans. The overall system architecture of FLEXPLAN is 

shown in Figure 2.1. 

The advantage of NLPP is that multiple process routes are provided off-line, and 

the flexibility is provided to scheduling. The disadvantage is that the process selection is 

still primarily done without considering production constraints in terms of machine 

capacity. This approach still performs the tasks of process planning and production 

scheduling separately. 

2.1.2 Dynamic process planning 

Iwata and Fukuda (1989) on the other side have developed another integrated 

process planning and production scheduling system called "Dynamic Process Planning 

(DPP)." The DPP system consists of a knowledge based process planning module and a 

scheduler. The purpose of DPP is to consider the shopfloor status while making process 

plans. No alternative process plans are prepared in DPP; the system inputs are loading and 

utilization status from shopfloor control due date and production volume of the production 

order from Material Requirement Planning (MRP) system, and product description data 

from Computer-Aided Design (CAD) system. A system architecture of DPP is illustrated 

in Figure 2.2. 
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The core of the DPP system is a knowledge based process planning module which 

is called KAPPS (Iwata and Sugimura, 1987; Iwata and Fukuda, 1990). The decision 

engine in KAPPS can use both process planning knowledge and production scheduling 

knowledge in the form of know-how, and the dynamic data of shopfloor loading status, to 

generate process plans. The know-how in the KAPPS module are described by pairs of 

condition and action. The condition is described by formula with quantifiable variables 

such as surfaces, machine tools, and tolerances, etc. The action concerns the procedures 

which will be applied onto the part according to certain conditions. The feasible machine 

tools, machining processes, and preference relations of machining processes with the 

surfaces are generated and used for determination of final selection of machine tools and 

machining sequences. 

The evaluation of the DPP system is performed by a simulation for the prototype 

system. Multiple objectives are evaluated, respectively. The results show that the 

effectiveness of the integrated prototype decreases when the production lot size increases. 

2.1.3 Real time computer-aided process planning 

A Real Time Computer-Aided Process Plarming (RTCAPP) system is developed by 

Khoshnevis and Chen (1989). The objective of RTCAPP is to develop an automated 

planning system where process planning and production scheduling are treated as unified 

whole (Khoshnevis and Chen, 1989). This system is characterized by the trigger signal 

from real time clock indicating shopfloor and order arrival transaction. The process 

planning tasks are then performed according to real time shopfloor status. The system 
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architecture of RTCAPP is shown as in Figure 2.3. To verify this integration idea, a 

simplified algorithm is developed and used as a testbed for further development. The main 

steps of the algorithm are summarized in Figure 2.4. 

2.1.4 Modular integration 

H.A ElMaraghy and W.H. ElMaraghy (1992) proposed a modular integration 

approach for this problem. The fundamental idea is to make use of existing CAPP systems 

and scheduling systems. Because the implementation of a brand new system for this 

integration problem is not likely in the foreseeable future, module integration serves as a 

compromise means to perform integrated planning. This approach is accomplished by 

developing an "integrator" which functions independently but links the process planning 

function and production scheduling function via a Reactive Planning Environment (RPE). 

RPE has the following objectives: 

1. Represent process plans at different levels; 

2. Allow mixed domain operations in one plan; 

3. Represent precedence constraints; 

4. Capture and model alternatives; 

5. Represent resources in a compatible form with production scheduling; 

6. Allow ahemate plan evaluation. 

The proposed "integrator" should have the following functions: 

1. Receive macro process plans from CAPP and convert them into linear 

sequential form for production scheduling; 
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2. Map individual resources used in CAPP into aggregate capacity groups used for 

production scheduling; 

3. Perform events handling and synchronization tasks; 

4. Coordinate and communicate between CAPP and production scheduling. 

2.1.5 Concurrent process planning 

N.E. Larsen and J. Clausen (1992) proposed a dynamic model of process planning, 

called "Concurrent Process Planning (CPP)," based on a thorough analysis for integration. 

The model includes four types of process planning activities: 

1. Design specific process planning, 

2. Order specific process planning, 

3. Schedule specific process planning, 

4. Production specific process planning. 

These process planning activities happen at different stages of the life cycle of 

production orders. The rationale is that, on one hand, if planning activities can be 

postponed, the flexibility and the quality of decision making can be improved, and on the 

other hand, the planning activities must not delay production lead time. Therefore, it is 

important to distribute the planning activities according to their timeliness with production. 

Two major phases of process planning activities are the analysis phase and selection phase. 

The analysis phase can be performed off-line and therefore is desirable to be performed as 

early as possible. The selection phase is affected by the real dynamic environment of 

shopfloor, and is therefore better distributed. A distributed planning methodology is also 
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proposed in the CPP research. The distributed planning concept divides the process 

planning and production scheduling activities into three phases: 

1. Preplanning phase: Technical analysis of the product is conducted off-line not 

constrained by short time dynamics. 

2. Pair-planning phase: The required job operations and machining capacity are 

matched by some algorithms or heuristics based on certain objectives. This 

phase performs true integration of process plarming and production scheduling 

activities. 

3. Final planning phase: Detailed manufacturing instructions such as fixture 

selection, cutting parameters, cutting tools, NC programs, etc., will be 

determined. Any specific production preparation must be completed. 

Three important points for implementation are: 

1. Simulation which will help to identify the potential problems, if any, for the 

process planning results; 

2. Professional project management which is necessary for such a complex task in 

developing an integrated process planing and production scheduling system; 

3. Detailed verification which is to ensure the performance of the developed 

system satisfying the requirement. 

2.1.6 Integrated process planning model 

Based on the distributed planning methodology, an Integrated Process Planning 

Model (IPPM) is developed by H.C. Zhang (1993). The IPPM consists of three modules: 
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process planning module, production scheduling module, and decision making module. 

The system architecture is shown in Figure 2.5. IPPM pursues the true integration rather 

than interfacing by making integrated decision at the task level. A proposed decision 

making model is constructed to perform such a task level integration (Zhang, 1993). 

2.1.7 Collaborative process planning and scheduling 

In order to produce good process plans which can be followed easily by the 

scheduling function, a collaborative integration system architecture is outlined in the 

ESPRIT project COMPLAN which is to develop a software prototype capable of manual 

and automatic process plarming and scheduling (Kempenaers et al., 1994). This system is 

an extension of nonlinear process planning. Instead of one way information flow in 

nonlinear process planning, the new system includes the use of production constraints in 

selecting process plans. There are two kinds of production constraints: 

1. General constraints are those constraints reflecting current and predicted 

loading of the workshop. Thus, the repetitive resource overloading can be 

prohibited. By including these constraints, the process planning always searches 

for those alternative process plans without using the machines which are 

heavily loaded. 

2. Specific constraints are formulated to solve specific scheduling problems 

conceming a specific order. The process plarming is restricted from selecting 

specific machines which are reserved for some specific order, or machines 

which are broken down. 
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The proposed prototype allows for human intervention, because the search for 

valuable nonlinear process plans is difficult. Some guidelines are: 

a. Limit the number of features and manufacturing methods at start of the search; 

b. Eliminate the invalid or worthless search as much as possible by including 

constraints; 
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c. Involve human interaction, so that the process plarmer can control the flow of 

search. 

2.2 Studies on Decision Making 

There are numerous studies on the integrative decision making methodologies. 

Only those directly related to integrated process planning and production scheduling are 

reviewed. 

2.2.1 MADEMA fi-amework 

The integration of process planning and production scheduling is such a 

complicated subject that traditional decision processes such as those based on the 

foreman's rule of thumb are no longer appropriate. New decision methods must be devised. 

The MADEMA approach is proposed for the decision problems associated with the 

integrated process planning and production scheduling (Chryssolouris and Chan, 1985). A 

multiple criteria decision making technique is employed in MADEMA. The procedure of 

MADEMA entails five steps: 

1. Determination of alternatives, 

2. Determination of attributes, 

3. Determination of consequences, 

4. Applying decision rules, 

5. Selection of the best alternative. 
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The MADEMA procedure is introduced to integration problem for process 

planning and production scheduling. The essence of this integration problem is assignment 

of jobs onto manufacturing resources with consideration on different factors such as 

geometrical factors of the part and technological factors of processing equipment. The 

crucial part of MADEMA is the determination of decision rules which must be suitable for 

the problems related to process planning and production scheduling. 

For a decision matrix as shown in Figure 2.6.a, altematives and their attributes are 

represented in rows and columns, respectively. Some form of utility function will be 

needed to convert attributes value into utility value. Since the attributes of altematives are 

independent, a common measurement is established through normalization of the original 

decision matrix (see Figure 2.6.b). A utility function is then applied and the utility values 

for each altemative can be calculated (see Figure 2.6.c). The best solution can be chosen by 

selecting the highest utility value. 

2.2.2 Incorporating scheduling criteria 

T.W. Liao and his colleagues (1994) approach the integration problem by 

incorporating scheduling criteria into an existing computer-aided process planning system. 

Most studies in this area have focused mainly on creating a brand new system; and less 

attention has been given on the extension of available commercial CAPP systems for 

integration purpose. The rationale of this approach is to ensure the generation of a process 

plan that is workable on the shopfloor by incorporating some scheduling criteria into the 

process planing procedure. The modification effort is comprised of four steps: 
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Figure 2. 6 MADEMA matrix (modified from Chryssolouris et al., 1991) 

1. A functional analysis of an existing CAPP system that is the target system to be 

modified. The purpose of the functional analysis is to identify the relevant areas 

where the production scheduling criteria can be combined. 

2. Selection of proper production scheduling criteria to be combined with process 

planning criteria. 

3. Development of related software to modify the existing CAPP system. 

4. Verification of the integrated system. 
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The most important part of the research is the second step, which creates an 

integrated plarming criterion called "operation-machine index (Jom)'' The operation-

machine index is a relative measure used to decide the suitability of one machine over 

another. An equation is formed for computing /(^^ with a set of selected factors: 

C... 1 

"'" C„ LENT 
avg 

where 

CfYi the cost of the machine, 

Co the cost of operating the machine, 

L the percentage load on the machine, 

B the percentage down time of the machine, 

N the number of altemates of the machine, 

Tavg the average cycle time for performing the operation using the machine. 

The operation with the highest index value should be selected. The data used for 

determining the operation-machine index are from historical records. Dynamic variations 

are not included. The weight for each factor may differ according to its importance in 

machine selection. Some form of utihty function can be devised to convert the value of 

each factor into the utility value so that the evaluation of the altematives can be made 

closer to the real situation. One drawback of this operation-machine index is that it cannot 

guarantee the success of the process plan generated, because the actual loading of the 

machine is not included in the index equation. 
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2.2.3 Machine loading method 

Based on an automated planning system (PART), the problem of interdependency 

between process planning and production scheduling is approached by an integrated 

method called "Machine Loading." The loading problem is defined as the selection of 

machine tools with aspects of both process planning and production scheduling (Lenderink 

and Kals, 1993). An integrated evaluation measure is "Evaluation Time," which reflects 

the quality of a process plan. The "Evaluation Time" has considered both machine tool cost 

and auxiliary cost. Three components of the "Evaluation Time" include: (i) the fixed 

evaluation time for machine tool and auxiliary tasks, (ii) the variable evaluation time 

consisting of penalties of indirect tasks such as tool changes, and (iii) the period-evaluation 

time for the cost incurred for specific planning period. 

The formula for the loading problem is given in the following optimization model: 

Minimize 

no nb„ np,,,, nt 

0 = 1 6=1 p=\ t = \ 
•^obpl^obpl 

Subject to 

m = l...nm. 
A^ Z^ Z^A^'-mrobpt-^obpt — ^mt' 
0=1 b=\ p=\ t=i t = L..nt 

2^2^^obpt ~ ^ 
p=l 1=] 

0 = 1...no 

'P'~^ b = \...nb„ 
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•^obpt 

= 1 if batch b is manufactured 

according to process plan p and 

is planned to be ready in period t 

= 0 otherwise 

where 

Imt 'obpt lo^d on machine tool m in period t' incurred by manufacturing products 

of batch h of order o according to process planp, when planned to be ready 

in period t, 

^obpt e\ aluation time, related to manufacturing products of batch b of order o 

according to process plan p, when planned to be ready in period t, 

Cffif capacity of machine tool m in period t', 

no the number of orders, 

nbQ the number of batches of order o, 

npoij the number of altemative process plans for batch b of order a, 

nt the number of planning periods, 

nm the number of machine tools. 

The loading procedure uses the partially completed process plans as altematives for 

decision making, and thus is more efficient than nonlinear process planning because a lot 

of unnecessary detail plarming tasks can be avoided. 
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2.2.4 Hierarchical bicriterion approach 

One recent approach for integrated process planning and production scheduling is 

hierarchical bicriterion approach proposed by Brandimarte and Calderini (1995). The 

process planning problem is conceived as a multi-objective optimization problem with 

major concems on makespan and process cost. Two hierarchical steps are suggested to find 

the best (not optimal) solution. In this way, the problem is decomposed and hence the 

complexity is reduced. The real planning problem is however very dynamic, and a static 

optimal solution can only constitute a partial solution at specific time point. 

2.3 Studies on Effective Data Representation 

Effective data representation is an important issue in the integration. The following 

are some representative studies. 

2.3.1 A Language for Process Specification (ALPS) 

For integration of process planning and production scheduling, a standard data 

exchange protocol is being developed in the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST). The protocol is ALPS: A Language for Process Specification (Catron 

and Ray, 1991; Ray, 1992). As a process specification tool, ALPS deals with the following 

aspects of process description requirements (Catron and Ray, 1991): 

a. Processing precedence, 

b. Altemative sequences, 

c. Parallel action, 
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d. Synchronization, 

e. Resource monitoring, 

f Post processing, 

g. Extensibility. 

A directed graph notation is used for describing the temporal relation between 

operations. An example of the directed graph notation is illustrated in Figure 2.7. 

(X)—(AND) (jom) ( j j 

Figure 2. 7 ALPS graph (adapted from Catron and Ray, 1991) 

2.3.2 Process description concept 

In order to facilitate the data communication between process planning and 

production scheduling, a process description concept was presented by H.K. Tonshoff The 

information requirements for both process planning and production scheduling are 

described in workpiece model, work shop model, and planner model. The workpiece model 

contains fundamental information about the product, and the planner model keeps human 

knowledge updated. The workshop model is made up of work shop objects and their 

interactions called work shop activities. Process plans and work shop production schedules 
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in this context are part of the workshop model (Tonshoff and Dittmer, 1990; Tonshoff et 

al., 1991). Four workshop objects are described below: 

1. Products, 

2. Resources, 

3. Orders, 

4. Materials. 

Resources and orders are two main objects concemed in integrated process 

plarming. Machine tools, tools, transport devices, and operators are second-level objects 

included in the resources object. Furthermore, these second-level objects can be divided 

into third-level objects. For instance, machine tools can be divided into milling machine, 

tuming machine, and drilling machine, etc. 

The work shop activities are essential in modeling a sophisticated manufacturing 

process. These activities reflect the relationship between process planning and production 

scheduling. Similar to objects, activities can be stepwise refined. Detailed activities can be 

derived from aggregate activities. A primitive activity is defined as one which satisfies the 

most detailed description requirements. Four kinds of activity relations are discussed in the 

research: 

1. Sequential stmcture, 

2. Exclusive OR stmcture, 

3. Collateral stmcture, 

4. Conditional stmcture. 
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For efficient presentation of the work shop model, a hierarchical layer stmcture is 

suggested. The first layer is user interface which is called the presentation layer, and the 

second layer is a conceptual layer which represents the logical relation among the objects. 

The third layer is an intemal layer which maps the logical relation into an object-oriented 

programming language and a relational database system. The hierarchical layer concept is 

illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2. 8 Presentation layer concept (adapted from Tonshoff et al, 1991) 
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2.3.4 Compact representation of process plan 

The representation of altemative process plans is always a major concern in the 

integration of process planning and production scheduling. At a first glance, the problem 

appears to be combinatory explosive, but further analysis proves that the complexity is not 

as serious as perceived (Mettala and Joshi, 1993). Therefore a more compact representation 

of altemative routes of a process plan becomes possible. Mettala and Joshi (1993) proposed 

a representation scheme by using AND/OR graphs and a vertex and edge list graph 

representation to support compact representation of altemative process planning. The 

AND/OR graphs are used to describe explicitly to the planner the altemative routes of a 

process plan, while the vertex edge list is used to store the AND/OR graph efficiently in 

the intemal data base. Data stmcture and algorithms are presented to convert the graph into 

a compact intemal representation of vertex edge list, and vice versa. The scheme is shown 

as in Figure 2.9. 

2.4 Other Related Studies 

While the main focus of the literature review is on the integration of process 

planning and production scheduling, other related studies such as object-oriented 

technology, CIM modeling and scheduling and sequencing are also briefly discussed. 

2.4.1 Object-oriented Technology 

The object-oriented concept is a new way of thinking about real world problems in 

terms of objects. The concept of the object-oriented approach stems from software 
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Figure 2. 9 Compact process representation (adapted from Mettala and Joshi, 1993) 

engineering and is now used widely in various engineering disciplines. The object-oriented 

approach focuses on the identification of objects and their relationship from application 

domain, and then develop relevant procedures to fit them. The major object-oriented 

approaches are Object-oriented Modeling Technique (OMT), Object-oriented Design 

(OOD), and Object-oriented Analysis (OOA). Other object-oriented studies include 'Use 

Case' studies, and object-oriented programming (OOP). 

The OMT methodology (Rumbaugh et al., 1991) is based on constmcting three 

visual projections of the system, called the object, dynamic, and functional model. Each 

model is meant to abstract a specific view of the target system. The views contains only 

essential aspects of the target system while suppressing the irrelevant details. Specifically, 

the object model captures the static stmcture of objects and their relationships; the dynamic 
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model represents control information, including event sequences, states, and operations; 

the functional model describes the procedures of computation of values. The OMT is one 

of the most popular methodology used today. 

The OOD (Booch, 1993) includes a variety of models that address the logical and 

physical views of the target system. The OOD addresses more on the design rather than 

analysis. The OOD has more similarities than differences with OMT. 

The OOA (Coad and Yourdon, 1990) focuses on the analysis. It explains how to 

identify object classes and their relationships. It also explains how to identify the attributes 

for object classes. 

Ivar Jacobson (1992) explains his 'Use Case' approach in his "Object-Oriented 

Software Engineering: A Use Case Driven Approach." A use case is a stylized definition of 

one complete unit of interaction with the system. The 'Use Case' approach can be used 

with OMT to identify the object classes. 

All object-oriented methodologies share many common concepts, notations, and 

processes. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is being developed by Rumbaugh and 

Booch and implemented through software design tool: Rational Rose. More detail 

discussion about object-oriented technology will be provided in Chapters III and IV, and in 

Appendix A. 

2.4.2 CIM modeling 

The problem of integration of process planning and scheduling is a sub-problem of 

Computer Integrated Manufacture (CIM). While there are too many areas to review under 
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CIM, it is worth mentioning some studies conceming general modeling of CIM, which will 

provide some underlying rationale on how to integrate process planning and production 

scheduling. 

D.K. Allen (1986) suggested an architecture for CIM. Because many enterprises 

seemed to have grown in a rather haphazard fashion over the years, the functional conflicts 

and communication ineffectiveness between functional departments opened up a whole 

Pandora's box of coordination problems. The integration of process planning and 

production scheduling will require the inclusion of the systems engineering concept. The 

concept of CIM system should involve capability of coordination, planning, scheduling, 

execution, and control. An integrated data base was suggested as a basis for realization of 

CIM. 

L. Alting (1986) investigated functional issues in the CIM. A prototype of 

miniature CIM was implemented. The main philosophy is to develop a workable concept 

for different functions and not to provide canned solutions, because each individual 

manufacturing company will tailor the concept into its own final solution and only the 

company itself can supply the decision stmcture, company culture, and data, etc. 

The success of the integrated process planning and production scheduling also 

relates to how each individual function deals with its own decision procedures. These 

functions still have their own problems to solve for achieving better solutions, and many 

ongoing research studies have been attempting undergoing to efficiently generate process 

plans and to make optimal schedules under different situation. All of these research efforts 
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will certainly impact the integrated planning. Although it is impossible for this proposal to 

cover all these topics, some related literature are listed in the bibhography. 

2.4.3 Scheduling 

Scheduling is an important topic in operations research. The research is concemed 

with how to allocate scarce resources to activities over time. The problem of assigning jobs 

onto the machines is the representative problem for scheduling and sequencing, though real 

world problems may vary fi"om one to another. 

The nature of scheduling research is to explore the solution methods for the 

optimization problems. However, the complexity of most scheduling problems are proven 

NP-complete problems which mean that we cannot find optimal solutions in polynomial 

time. Hence, many scheduling and sequencing studies focus on developing approximation 

algorithms or heuristics or dispatching mles for NP-hard problems. Lawer et al. (1989) 

analyzed the complexity of many scheduling problems and algorithms. Numerous 

algorithms, heuristics, and dispatching mles are developed in scheduling and sequencing 

research. Panwalkar and Iskander (1977) surveyed over 100 dispatching mles, and found it 

is formidable to analyze the results of different mles because of the different performance 

measures, different assumptions, ill-defined mles, and mle-combinations. Kim (1990) also 

compared dispatching mles for job shops with multiple identical jobs and altemative 

routings. The results indicated that a specific algorithm cannot be the best for different 

criteria. Cheng and Sin (1990) investigated parallel-machine scheduling research. The 

optimization algorithms for multiple machine scheduling include the list scheduling 
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introduced by Hu (1961), which schedules the jobs according to a priority list. Several 

people extended this algorithm into various forms, such as partition of a directed acyclic 

graph (Gabow. 1982), and fast-schedule-by-weight algorithm (Gonzalez and Johnson, 

1980). The problems are basically limited to two machine problems. Suresh and Chaudhuri 

(1993) surveyed studies in dynamic scheduling which addresses the problems of 

scheduling in a dynamic environment. Three approaches are surveyed: conventional, 

knowledge-based, and distributed scheduling. 

Adam and Ebert (1989, p. 374) indicate that an operational scheduling system may 

include several stages, such as loading, sequencing, detailed scheduling, and expediting. 

When the complexity of the problem increases because of the multiple machines involved, 

it is always easier to break down the problem into several sub-problems. A feasible 

scheduling system may divide the scheduling activity into stages as addressed by Adam 

and Ebert (1989). Loading is the process to determine how a specific product passes 

through the machines, and what machines are assigned for processing the unique product. 

There are two ways of loading, i.e., infinite loading and finite loading. With infinite 

loading, the jobs are allowed to be scheduled on the machine without regard to the machine 

capacity, so subsequently a smoothing will be necessary to make the loading feasible. 

Vollman et al. (1992, pp. 529-535) discussed the advanced concepts in scheduling, 

with emphasis on detailed scheduling of individual jobs through work centers in a shop. 

They indicated there are different ways to think about scheduling, and related problems. 

The scheduling framework should consist of performance criteria, shop stmcture, product 

stmcture, and machine capacity. 
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CHAPTER III 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Systems Analysis 

Previous literature review indicates that the integration between process planning 

and production scheduling is so comprehensive that further system analysis is necessary. 

3.1.1 Interdependence of process planning and production scheduling 

In decision making, the interdependency is defined as the phenomenon when a 

decision made for one problem reduces the solution space of the other problem. For 

instance, when a process planning decision is made, the production scheduling problem is 

constrained by the operation sequence which is determined by the process plan. 

In discrete part manufacturing systems, the process planning activities focus on 

developing the processing sequence to manufacture a part and selecting proper machine 

tools, fixtures, and processing parameters for the respective processes. The decisions on 

process and machine selection are primarily based upon technical considerations. The 

results of process planning will be the main pushing component to production scheduling 

(Mettala and Joshi, 1993). According to some research (Tonshoff et al., 1989), many 

process plans are not actually valid in the work shop and are somewhat altered to adapt the 

dynamic shop floor situation. The ad hoc change of process plan is usually carried out by 

line people such as foremen and operators, who are not in the position to consider the 

impact of the change on the overall production performance. The more important factor in 
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determining the machine selection, setup selection on the shop floor stage is capacity 

balancing and order due date. The result is that some change may violate the technical 

considerations inherent in the original process plan. The undesirable separation of process 

plarming activities such as machine selection and later stage ad hoc changes should be 

integrated so that a better overall production performance can be achieved. 

On the other hand, production scheduling is based on a fixed linear sequence of 

operations determined by process planning. The selection of processing machine tools and 

setups, is primarily done by process planners without consideration of the production 

capacity. The production scheduler can only strictly follow the predetermined process 

plans. The result is a lack of flexibility for the entire system; and this system carmot 

respond quickly to the dynamic shop floor environment. Consequently, both process plans 

and production schedules are not valid in most cases (Khoshnevis and Chen, 1989). The 

reason for this undesirable consequence is that the independence between process planning 

and production scheduling is not considered in separated planning activities. 

3.1.2 Common integration element 

Process planning focuses on the selection of the processing sequence and machine 

tools regarding a specific part, while production scheduling focuses on the allocation of 

machine tools to a specific job (part) with regard to the overall performance of a 

manufacturing system. The necessity for the integration of two planning functions arises 

from their incongment consideration on how to assign job (part) on a machine. Both 

functions allocate manufacturing resources but with different prioritization of objectives. 
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Thus, the common element of process planning and production scheduling is allocation of 

operations of workpieces onto the manufacturing resources, mainly machines. If the 

objectives of the two planning functions can be unified, the resulting plan will be followed 

on the shop floor without frequent ad hoc alterations. 

3.1.3 Analysis on Integration Constraints and Complexity 

The true integration of process planning and production scheduling relies on a 

thorough understanding of the integration constraints, complexity and problem scope. 

Many studies have shown that this is not a trivial problem. By clarifying the integration 

constraints, problem complexity and problem scope, the difficulties associated with 

integration effort can be more readily fathomed. 

3.1.3.1 Mutual information constraints paradox 

Traditional process planning usually does not include production capacity 

constraints. In fact, process planning always assumes that the production capacity is 

limitless, or "a 100% idle factory" (Khoshnevis and Chen, 1989). Materials, machines, 

tools, fixtures, and operators are always available when called upon. However, this 

assumption is unlikely to be tme, because manufacturing resources are very scarce, and 

particularly for some bottleneck resources, many jobs compete for prompt usage. 

The question is why process planing should not include capacity constraints early? 

The answer is that the information about dynamic resource utilization is not available (or at 

least not sufficient) at the time when process planing is being undertaken. To better analyze 
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this situation, let us look at the production scheduling side. Production scheduling 

allocates jobs on manufacturing resources based on predetermined process plans for each 

part. The allocation is carried out in batch size (at least more than just one part at a time), 

because the production scheduling is more concemed with overall capacity balancing. So, 

the fact is that the allocation of jobs is done only after process plans for at least a small 

batch of parts is completed. This will in tum create a time delay before actual production 

scheduling is carried out for those parts (see Figure 3.1). As a resuU, the information about 

dynamic capacity availability can only be provided after a certain period of time delay. The 

consequence is that process planning cannot get the real time information from the 

production planing function, not to mention real time information fi-om the shop floor. 

Production scheduling cannot be carried out without process plan input, while 

process planning cannot include capacity resource limitation prior to production planning. 

This is the mutual information requirement paradox, or mutual information constraints 

paradox. S.R. Ray (1992) indicated the similar problem of deferred evaluation of process 

plans and he suggested two possible ways: one is to define distinct "stages" for plans in a 

given domain, another is the evaluation being performed at different hierarchical levels of 

the process plan. However, this paradox has not yet been deeply analyzed and provided 

with satisfactory answer. 
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Figure 3.1 Time delay between process planning, scheduling, and execution 

3.1.3.2 Dynamic optima nature on multiple parts evaluation 

To implement tme integration of process planning and production scheduling, it is 

necessary to have integrated objectives for evaluating altemative process plans, not only 

for one specific part, but also for muhiple parts. Practically, the evaluation of process plans 

is performed with regard to a batch of parts at a given time interval. For simplifying the 
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analysis, let us first assume only one part is under evaluation at a time. The evaluation 

process is relatively simple. But, we need to continuously evaluate parts fi-om one to 

another. The problem arises when we evaluate the second part, we find it is necessary to 

reevaluate the process plan for the first part, because the evaluation of the process plans for 

parts are not independent. For example, two parts require the milling process. For the first 

part, the milling function may be substituted by shaping. At first, the milling function is 

chosen for part one, because the milling capacity is not occupied during the required period 

and it is more technically desirable. However, the second part also requires the milling 

process at the same time period. Because the milling function for part two is not 

substitutable, it may be necessary to make a change on the initial evaluation of part one. 

The interdependency of the multiple parts evaluation will lead to a dynamic optimal 

solution, if we conduct the process plan evaluation on one part each time. 

This dynamic nature of the process plan evaluation is also tme for batch size. The 

parts evaluated in different time periods may require the same processing facility during 

the same time horizon. Most of the current studies assume a static optimal solution for 

integrated process planning and production scheduling, i.e., once an optimal solution is 

obtained, it remains optimal. Unfortunately, this static optimal solution (even if this static 

optimal solution is difficuh to obtain) will not be valid in the shop floor environment. The 

line people will still need to make ad hoc changes dynamically. 

Can we include all parts which will be processed in a long enough planning 

horizon, so we can avoid making staged evaluations and achieve a relatively static 

optimum which could be valid during that time period? The answer is negative because it 
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is unrealistic to implement. One problem is that the time delay between process planning 

and production scheduling would be very large, which will worsen the mutual information 

constraints paradox as we discussed earlier. Another problem is that it would add more 

computational burden to the evaluation which has been proven in many cases complicated 

enough to have the dubious title of "NP-Complete." A discussion of this computational 

complexity of evaluation follows in the next section. 

3.1.3.3 Computational complexity 

Many studies have discussed the computational complexity for the integration of 

process planning and production scheduling. For production planning, the problem of 

scheduhng jobs in most job shop manufacturing systems is concluded as NP-Complete 

problem (Blackstone et al., 1982; Lawer et al, 1989). This observation implies that no 

computing device can assure to solve the problem mathematically within a realistic time. 

For such NP-Complete problems, different heuristic solutions are developed, but none of 

them can assure optimal solution for the problem concemed. Although many optima 

searching techniques involving Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches have been studied 

for many years, the results of practical importance have not yet reported (Mettala and 

Joshi, 1993). 
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3.1.3.4 Analysis on the problem scope 

The complexity associated with the integration effort has been recognized by 

almost everyone who has studied this topic. Different approaches have been created to 

reduce the complexity, because at present even very powerful computers still cannot solve 

such a complex problem. One of the most effective way is to restrict the problem scope. 

The factors affecting the problem scope include production size, type of production, 

product mix, manufacturing systems, and management strategy and policy. 

3.1.3.4.1 The size of a manufacturing system. One of the important factors to 

restrict the problem scope is the size of the manufacturing system. For small manufacturing 

companies, there is less demand for a completely computer-aided integrated manufacturing 

system, most coordination tasks can be handled by individual people. Because the problem 

size is small, such an integration effort will not be very difficult to accomplish. In contrast, 

large manufacturing companies are demanding an integration effort, because the 

organizational functions are deeply balkanized and the coordination is very complicated. 

3.1.3.4.2 Type of production. For large manufacturing companies, different types 

of production can result in different needs and degree of complexity for integration. There 

are four types of production systems, and each corresponds to a different product 

positioning strategy (Tersine, 1994): 

1. Make-to-order, 

2. Make-to-stock, 

3. Assembly-to-order, 
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4. Engineering-to-order. 

Among these four types, the engineering-to-order production system is most 

demanding of the integration effort. In fact, the different types of production associated 

with the different needs for integration. Therefore, the study should be focused on the most 

urgent needed type. 

3.1.3.4.3 Product mix. The product mix is another factor that determines the 

complexity of the integration system. There is a tendency that manufacturing companies 

are compelled to include more than one product in their production systems. By 

diversifying their products, the company can be more robust. Any single item production 

system is so vulnerable that it will eventually either be merged or diversified to produce 

multiple products. The diversification of product mix will add more complexity to the 

integration problem. 

3.1.3.4.4 Manufacturing system. Manufacturing system can be classified into 

traditional manufacturing systems, dedicated automated manufacturing systems, and 

flexible manufacturing systems. In reality, most manufacturing companies are some forms 

of the hybrid systems of all the above systems. The rationale of hybrid manufacturing 

systems is two-fold: (1) manufacturing systems are designed to maximize the system 

efficiency by including different types of manufacturing systems, and (2) manufacturing 

systems are developed step by step. The result of continuous system modification is 

inevitably a hybrid manufacturing system. The integrated system should be capable of 

meeting the hybrid systems requirements. 
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3.1.4 Functional and Data Gaps 

H.A. ElMaraghy and W.H. ElMaraghy (1993) indicated two major gaps between 

CAPP and production scheduling, namely functional gap and data gap. For functional gap, 

process planners focus on operation of single parts, but production plamiers must consider 

multiple products simultaneously. For process planning, the manufacturing quality, such as 

precision, tolerance, and surface roughness, is of most importance. Therefore, the most 

desirable machine tools are always selected, regardless that it may create a bottleneck 

problem in production capacity balancing. This functional gap is primarily a result of 

different functional job and performance criteria for process planing and production 

scheduling. 

The second gap is data gap. Typically, the process planing system and production 

scheduling system have respective database systems. They have different stmctures. The 

most current production scheduling data system is unable to respond to the changes in 

process planning data systems. 

In summary of the analysis, the integration of process planning and production 

scheduling is an important step in CIM. The complexity of this task requires continuous 

research for various approaches and effective methodologies. 

3.2 Methodology: Object-Oriented Modeling 

One of the major tasks of this research is to investigate and develop a concrete 

model for integrated process planning and production scheduling. In order to bridge both 

functional and data gaps effectively, the object-oriented modeling technique is employed, 
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because the object-oriented paradigm can best combine data integration with functional 

integration. 

3.2.1 Object-oriented approach 

The object-oriented concept is a new way of thinking about real world problems in 

terms of objects. An object is defined as the fundamental constmct which combines data 

stmcture and behavior together. The term "object-oriented" means that we organize a 

system as an aggregation of discrete objects. The concept of the object-oriented approach 

stems from computer software development. Traditionally, software systems are developed 

through functional decomposition in which the data stmcture and functional behavior are 

loosely connected. The object-oriented concept emphasizes the integration of data stmcture 

and functional behavior by modeling objects. The object-oriented approach focuses on the 

identification of objects and their relationship fi-om application domain, and then develop 

relevant procedures to fit them. The themes underlying the object-oriented concept are: (i) 

abstraction, (ii) encapsulation, (iii) combining data and behavior, (iv) sharing, (v) emphasis 

on object stmcture, and (vi) synergy (Rumbaugh et al., 1991). 

3.2.1.1 Characteristics of objects 

The most distinguished characteristics of objects are (1) identity, (2) classification, 

(3) polymorphism, and (4) inheritance. 

1. Identity: An object has identity which distinguishes itself from other objects. 

Each object possesses unique inherent identity which is implemented by 
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designing unique handles. Different ways of implementing object identity 

handle can be used to reference the object. 

2. Classification: Objects with the same data stmcture and functional behavior can 

be grouped into a class. Each class member is called an object instance. 

3. Polymorphism: In the object-oriented concept, the operations are defined to 

describe the object functional behavior. An operation is also referred to as a 

behavior or a service. The polymorphism is that when the same operation is 

applied to different objects, the behavior may differ according to the method 

used to execute the operation. 

4. Inheritance: Object classes can be connected through some specific 

associations. If a class is refined from another class, it is called a subclass while 

the other class is called a superclass. The subclass can share all data stmcture 

and operations with the superclass. The inheritance provides both data sharing 

and service sharing which in tum greatly reduce the redundancy between 

superclass and subclass. 

3.2.1.2 Comparison with traditional approach 

Figure 3.2 compares the traditional and object-oriented modeling approaches. The 

traditional approach focuses on functionality decomposition. It focuses on how the 

procedure is carried out. Typically, the main procedure is decomposed into a series of sub

routines. The interdependence between sub-routines are cmcial. The maintenance of such a 

system is difficult. In traditional approach, data stmcture and functionality are decomposed 
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separately. In contrast, the object-oriented approach captures the real world model by 

decomposing them into objects which include both data stmcture and functionality. The 

methods (similar to sub-routines) are embedded in the objects. These methods are executed 

under specific states and driven by specific events. 

3.2.1.3 Advantages of object-oriented approach 

The advantages of the object-oriented approach are three-fold: (1) the real world 

system can be better modeled in an explicit way, so that the system clients can understand 

the model and share comments and suggestions with the system model developers, (2) the 

stmcture of the object model is inherently encapsulated, and the changes on one object will 

have less impact on other objects, thus the model is more robust to the dynamic 

environment of real manufacturing systems, and (3) with object-oriented programming 

languages such as C++, Objective C, SmallTalk, the model can be easily coded, tested and 

quickly implemented. 

3.2.1.4 Object-oriented Modeling Technique (OMT) 

In evolution of the object-oriented methodologies, early emphasis is placed on 

programming techniques; and later much more emphasis is placed on systems modeling. 

To date, three major object-oriented methodologies are reported: Booch's method, Coad 

and Yourdon's method, and Rumbaugh's method. 
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Booch perceives a system with both logical and physical views (Booch, 1993). The 

logical view describes the object class stmcture, and physical view describes modular 

architecture and process architecture. Booch also developed a set of graphical notations for 

object-oriented modeling (Booch, 1993). Coad and Yourdon (1990) developed an "Object-

Oriented Analysis (OOA)" which is used to examine the requirements from the perspective 

of object classes. 

Rumbaugh's method is the most complete one called Object-oriented Modeling 

Technique (OMT). As compared with other object-oriented methodologies, and many 

traditional methodologies such as Stmctured Analysis/Stmctured Design (Marca and 

McGowan, 1988), Entity-Relationship Model (Chen, 1976), OMT contains most of the 

knowledge presented in either object-oriented or traditional approaches. It is one of the 

most powerful systematic methodologies for constmcting a new system model. OMT uses 

three orthogonal models (object model, dynamic model, functional model) to describe the 

system from different views. Each of them is discussed below. 

1. Object model: The object models are used to describe the attributes and 

operation of the object class concemed. An object is defined as "a concept, 

abstraction, or thing with crisp boundaries and meaning for the problem at 

hand" (Rumbaugh et al., 1991, p. 4). An object can be either concrete or 

conceptual. Each object has its unique attributes and behaviors; and objects 

having the same attributes and behaviors form an object class. Another 

important concept in OMT is association, which determines the relationship 

among object classes. The associations between objects have specific semantic 
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meanings. The object model captures the static stmcture of the system by 

determining objects and their associations. 

2. Dynamic model: Dynamic models indicate when the operations are applied to 

objects. Once an object model is built, the operations determining the object's 

behaviors can be modeled together to constmct a dynamic model for the entire 

system. The behavior of the entire system can therefore be identified. 

3. Functional model: Functional models illustrate how the operations are 

performed. The detail operations on how data are generated, modified, and 

retrieved are modeled by functional models. Data sources, constraints, 

manipulation algorithms, and output destinations are determined by functional 

models. 

Some OMT conventions used for this study are illustrated in Figure 3.3. More 

detailed examples are also provided in Appendix A. 
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Figure 3.3 Conventions in OMT (Rumbaugh et al., 1991) 
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CHAPTER IV 

GENERIC SYSTEM MODELS 

This entire research is divided into two tasks: (1) the exploration of generic 

integrated models; and (2) the implementation of a demonstrative prototype model. 

Chapter IV discusses the first task and Chapter V describes the second task. 

4.1 A Conventional Integration Architecture 

One of the ultimate goals of this research is to establish an object-oriented generic 

model for integrated process planning and production scheduling system. However, a 

conventional approach has been used to first outline the integration architecture so it can be 

more easily understood by conventional developers. 

4.1.1 Development of philosophical guidelines for functional integration 

Most conventional architectures are based on functional or procedural approach. 

The procedural modeling approach focuses on decomposing the system into a series of 

small procedures. The procedural approach can be used to describe how to bridge 

functional gaps between process planning and production scheduling. Through previous 

review and analysis, this study proposes a hierarchical-interactive philosophy to bridge the 

functional gap between process planning and production scheduling. The hierarchical-

interactive approach emphasizes on continuous decision interactions. The rationale of this 
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approach is derived and extended from Larsen's study, and the approach recognizes the 

difficulties and complexity involved in the large-scale manufacturing systems 

environment. 

4.1.1.1 Rationale of hierarchical-interactive integration approach 

Some current integration efforts support the production scheduling decision at an 

early stage of process planning by providing multiple process plans (nonlinear process 

plans) or by pmning partial altemate process plans with production scheduling constraints 

and/or objectives. These integration efforts aim at providing a robust process plan at early 

stage. However, when types of products increase significantly, this approach will become 

extremely difficult because there are too many possible routes. Some other research efforts 

employ reactive integration approach which advocates "Just-In-Time (JIT)" process 

planning. The process planning for a specific workpiece is only carried out when 

production scheduling determines a machine tool for manufacturing that workpiece is 

available. This approach assumes that a process plan can be generated instantaneously. 

This approach is limited to less complicated parts, because when parts require complicated, 

multistage processes, it is difficuh to produce a good process plan in such a short time 

period. Either proactive or reactive approach assumes a monolithic solution for the 

integration problem. Therefore, the problem size and/or complexity must be limited. In this 

research, the hierarchical-interactive approach advocates a stepwise refining process to 

generate the integrated plans for large-scale and complicated manufacturing systems. 
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Another rationale of the proposed hierarchical-interactive approach is to achieve 

tme integration rather than 'interfacing.' Ham and Lu (1988) indicated current confusion 

on "interfacing" and "integration." The interfacing approach allows functional activities be 

carried out separately, and uses an interfacing mechanism to connect these islands together. 

Integration on the other side should allow a closer relationship between functional 

activities, either by integrated constraints or integrated goals. The primary distinction 

between interfacing and integration can be observed at the different decision making 

levels. The interfacing is achieved at the result level, while integration at the task level. 

Although interfacing provides a connection mechanism for separated functional activities, 

it may be too late to attain a better solution when separate decisions are already made. 

For process planning and production scheduling, the concept of interfacing and 

integration is illustrated as Figure 4.1. Traditionally, the production scheduling follows 

process planning. All decisions in process planning are made without consideration of 

production scheduling constraints. The process planning and production scheduling are 

interfaced as shown in Figure 4.1a. Most current studies approach the integration problem 

by including some of the constraints from other functional activities. For example, during 

process planning some production scheduling considerations are included, or during 

production scheduling some process planning considerations are included. Such inclusions 

are limited by the complexity of the integrated decision making in process planning and 

production scheduling. Therefore, one step integration is unrealistic (if not impossible). 
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Figure 4 .1 Interfacing versus integration 

Even a partially integrated decision flow will follow several decision iterations as shown in 

Figure 4.1b. A genuine integrated system of process plarming and production scheduling 

will involve continuous interaction of decision making at task level between two functions, 

such as shown in Figure 4.1 .c. 

4.1.1.2 Hierarchical-interactive architecture 

The proposed integration model will be divided, by a hierarchical stmcture, into 

three planning phases: (1) preplanning, (2) intermediate planning, and (3) fine planning. 

The division of planning phases depends on the following factors: 

a. Organizational type of production; 

b. Knowledge level of work force; 
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c. Management strategy and policy; 

d. Availability of computer system. 

The total hierarchical-interactive architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.2. While 

three levels of integration activities are depicted, the focus of this research is on the high 

and intermediate level integration. The procedural planning activities are discussed below. 

1. Preplanning: In the preplanning phase, the design data are interpreted and 

manufacturing features are analyzed. According to the design, the stock for the 

part is designed/selected. By comparing the stock and the designed features, the 

process concepts are devised. On the other hand, the work order is assigned to 

production scheduling. The current overall capacity is evaluated. Then the 

process concept is related to the overall capacity. A rough scheduling for the 

part can be used to project its work load. If both technical and capacity 

evaluations are satisfactory, the process concept will be accepted and passed to 

the intermediate level planning. 

2. Intermediate Planning (Pairplanning): In the intermediate level planning, the 

required changes are analyzed and operational steps are devised. Specific 

manufacturing requirements are identified. The manufacturing requirements are 

than converted to match the resource capability. The current machine capacity 

is also evaluated. The workload of the part will be projected and adjusted. If 

evaluations are satisfactory, the machines are selected and passed to the lower 

level planning - fine planning phase. 
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3. Fine planning: At the fine planning phase, more considerations are placed on 

detail machining parameters and related supporting services, such as tooling, 

fixturing, gauging, etc. Owing to limited scope of research, the detail models 

for fine planning are not included in this study. 

4.2 Integrated Data Modeling 

While the functional gap between process planning and production scheduling is 

bridged by the proposed hierarchical-interactive approach, the data gap also needs to be 

bridged. In order to bridge both functional and data gaps effectively, the object-oriented 

concept is introduced, because the object-oriented paradigm can best combine data 

integration with functional integration. 

4.2.1 Concept of data modeling 

Object-oriented modeling approach is based on combining data model and 

functional model. To understand the integration of data, we need to understand the 

information system within manufacturing organizations. Manufacturing information can be 

categorized as extemal and intemal information. Extemal information concems 

information outside of the manufacturing organization, such as marketing information, 

vendor/supplier information, etc. Intemal information deals more with information about 

the manufacturing process of converting raw materials into products. For intemal 

information, there are primarily three important types of data: product data, process data, 

and factory/production data. 
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The recent trend in manufacturing information systems development indicates that 

the data management systems are not limited to functional activities. Various functional 

computer-aided software packages such as CAD, CAM, CAPP, NC, MRP, etc., are to be 

integrated in an object-oriented approach. One research is "modeling" of different objects, 

such as product modeling, process modeling, and production modeling. The related models 

are product model, process model, and production model. To explore the effective ways to 

manage data and use data in a computerized environment is the main purpose of "data 

modeling." A "model," according to Ross (1967), is defined in CAD/CAM context as an 

information entity to generate data, to form data stmcture, and to develop algorithms to 

manipulate data. 

4.2.1.1 Product modeling 

Product model is the central concept in the study of product modeling. Although 

product modeling is still under development, the concept of product model is widely 

accepted. Krause et al. (1993) defined the product model as "an accumulation of all 

relevant information conceming a given product during the product life cycle. They store 

the information in forms of digital model data, and are equipped with access and 

manipulation algorithms" (p. 695). 

Product is a material, artificially generated object which forms a functional unit 

(Krause et al., 1993). Product data are all facts to describe the product including: definition 

data such as geometric data, functional data, and metadata which are to describe the 

definition data, such as classification codes. 
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A product model can be further divided into partial models. An example is 

provided by Anderi et al. (1989) as shown in Figure 4.3. 

A challenging issue to product modeling is that the product data must be accessed 

throughout whole product life cycle. It is important to take downstream considerations into 

upstream phases. Product ahematives at early stages must be provided by a good product 

model. In such a way, at different stages of product development, the unnecessary 

iterations of product data can be minimized. In order to deal with different requirements 

and usage of product data, process chain which is defined as major steps in product 

development, must be involved. Therefore, it is natural that the product model is often 

intertwined with process model. 

4.2.1.2 Process modeling 

A process is defined as a series of manufacturing operations to convert the raw 

material into final product. In the discrete metal cutting industry, the process data are 

mainly concemed with the manufacturing process of a part, such as process definition, part 

feature, setups, tooling, fixture, machining parameters, and NC programs, etc. The process 

model generates the process data, defines data stmcture, and develops algorithms to 

manipulate the process data. A few research works have been reported. Some related 

studies have been studied together with product modeling. 
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Figure 4. 3 Example of partial models of product model (adapted from Anderi et al., 1991) 

Kimura defined process model in the context of Virtual Manufacturing (VM) as 

"process models are used for representing all physical processes which are required for 

representing product behavior and manufacturing processes" (Kimura, 1993, p. 148). 

According to Kimura (1993), "reference data or data stmcture are stored in product models, 

and appropriate process models are invoked automatically or with human intervention" (p. 

149). This definition emphasizes the physical behavior of the process model. 

Gindy (1992) described a framework for process planning. He divided process data 

into component information, such as parts, part features, connectivities, and processing 

systems information, such as available machines, tool, and processes. This information is 

further divided into absolute knowledge (geometry and topology of the parts), form-
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generating capability of process, and constrained knowledge (part size, accuracy and finish, 

process size envelops and capability). Gindy also described the process planning procedure 

in terms of three stages: (1) identifying part features which can be processed by available 

manufacturing resources; (2) determining macro processes and machines based on required 

technical constraints; and (3) optimizing the sequences of setups and detail of operations. 

H.P. Wang and R.A. Wysk (1987) proposed a framework for representing process 

planning knowledge. Their approach was to use two knowledge representing schemes: 

frames and mles. Facts such as geometric dimensions are better represented by fi-ames, 

while procedural knowledge such as process selection can be better represented by mles. 

There are a few other studies directly focusing on the process model. Process 

modeling is a less mature research topic than product modeling. Process models are not 

well defined. Current understanding of product model and process model is often 

combined. The main characteristics of the product model are that all relevant data are 

focused on physical descriptions of the product, while process models are characterized by 

focusing on relevant data of the manufacturing process of the product, and should be 

constrained by factory facility which is used to manufacture the product. Therefore, 

another important model is production model which concems data and information about 

how a factory facility is to be used for production of customers' orders. 
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4.2.1.3 Production modeling 

A factory is an organized facility to produce the products according to customers' 

orders. Factory data can be further divided into facility data and production data. The 

former deals with hardware aspects of a factory, and the latter addresses the soft aspects 

such as information flow, communication, planning and control, quality programs, and 

routine administrative procedures. For a new factory, the facility layout is an important 

concern; once the facility layout is fixed, the production system becomes a major concem. 

In this research, we refer to ''production'' as an abstract object to deal with making proper 

arrangement of using available facility, and production data are all data related to 

accomplishment of fumishing final products to customers. 

The production model is a new concept. There is little reference discussing the 

production model. The research effort is yet to be invoked. In this research, for easy 

discussion, we define production model as follows. 

Production model concems the generation of the production data in a 

predetermined data stmcture with access algorithms to manipulate the data. This 

production model can also be regarded as production information flows (systems) within 

manufacturing organization. It should encompass all planning and control activities 

conceming the optimal uses of manufacturing resources. Many research topics in the past 

or at present would eventually be used to support the production model. Some of examples 

include production planning and control, order management systems, material requirement 

planning, inventory control systems, facility maintenance systems, capacity expansion 

planning, labor force planning, etc. 
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The characteristics of the production model are always time related. The most 

critical concem is how to effectively make use of available resource within a given time. 

Production modeling will be closely connected to product and process modeling. 

4.2.2 Unified 3-P modeling 

In reviewing current research and practice in data modeling, we can see that all of 

the above mentioned models are inherently intertwined and can always be applied together 

into a specific domain. Spur et al. (1989) indicated a conceptual paradigm for integrated 

systems of integrated data models as shown in Figure 4.4. 

To implement this conceptual integration scheme, some reference concept of 

integrating data models is required. One such example is as shown in Figure 4.5 (Gielingh 

andSuhm, 1992). 

There are three possible ways to integrate product model, process model, and 

production model. 

4.2.2.1 Global interfacing scheme 

The most natural way is to develop a product model, a process model, and a 

production model individually with some overlap of the partial models. Current practice is 

to have a higher level interfacing scheme to connect those data models and exchange data. 

Such a way can be interpreted as developing independent model entity. The advantages are 

that those models are well encapsulated and easy to implement. The disadvantage is that 

overlap of data and redundant information are contained in the separated models. 
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Figure 4. 4 Integration of data modeling (adapted from Spur et al., 1989) 
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Figure 4. 5 Reference model for data model (adapted from Gielingh and Suhm, 1992) 
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4.2.2.2 Unification scheme 

The other extreme of the integration spectrum is to establish a completely unified 

model entity to include all partial data models so that the overlap of data can be avoided. 

The idea is to have one perfect model for the manufacturing system. This Utopia is a long-

term goal which will require several generations of research efforts, together with many 

breakthroughs in other related fields, such as high technology in computer science. 

4.2.2.3 Modular integration 

This approach creates an artificial environment for integration without breaking the 

individual data models. A complete integration system is by no means simple. Therefore, 

the integration efforts are more reasonable to be carried out one application domain to 

another. For a specific domain problem, an integrator is devised to serve as a specific 

integration mechanism. By placing the relevant partial models together, we can constmct 

an application model of integrator. 

4.3 Object-oriented Integration Model 

This study employs an object-oriented paradigm to model the integration system. It 

follows the modular integration approach. Through abstraction of objects from real world 

system, the object-oriented approach combines the data integration and function integration 

into an object-oriented paradigm. Three orthogonal views of the integrated system are 

presented by object model, dynamic model, and functional model. 
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4.3.1 Object model 

Object model captures the most essential characteristics of the system. It is the 

infrastmcture of the entire model. The object model reflects and abstracts the essential 

elements and their interrelations through an object diagram (Figure 4.6). The object model 

is comprised of the resource module, the product module, and the planning module. The 

emphasis of object model is focused on the development of an integrated planning module 

which serves as a linkage between the product module and the resource module. The 

detailed object class design is illustrated as below. 

4.3.1.1 Resource module (Figure 4.7) 

(a) MACHINE GROUP (MG): The MG is defined as an aggregate planning unit 

which groups all related machining equipment into a capacity planning object. For 

example, all milling machines form a milling group. For a flexible manufacturing system, 

MG may be defined as a manufacturing cell. The attributes of MG include: name of 

machine group, machining process type, machining capability, number of machines, 

machine list, gross and net capacity, estimated and actual workload, and maintenance. The 

services include add/delete machines, retrieval and update of workload, capacity 

estimation, etc. (b) MACHINE (MC): The concept of MC can be either one unit of 

machine tool, or several machines with identical specifications. The rationale of the MC 

concept is that the choice of any machine within MC will not affect the major technical 

performance of manufacturing, and that flexibility for scheduling a job is thus provided. 
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An instance of MC in an FMS can be a CNC machine center. The instance in a traditional 

manufacturing system can be a small group of lathes of identical specifications. The 

attributes of MC are: name of machine, machine identification, capability, gross and 

available capacity, scheduled maintenance, workload, and machining precision. The basic 

services include estimation, retrieval, update of workload, retrieval of available capacity, 

and modification of maintenance schedule. 

4.3.1.2 Product module (Figure 4.8) 

(a) WORKPIECE (WP): The object of WP describes the design requirements of a 

workpiece. The attributes are: name of workpiece, material requirement, feature list, 

feature relations, as well as required processes. The detailed feature descriptions will be 

contained in FEATURE (FT) objects. The services in WP include modifying attributes, 

setting feature relations, and determining and exporting required processes, (b) FEATURE 

(FT): FT is the descriptive object of workpiece. The attributes consist of feature 

identification and feature type. The services for FT are modifications on features, 

determining and exporting requirements. Class FT can be further divided into solid feature 

and surface feature according to the specific application domain. The more detailed 

attributes of solid features and surface features include dimensions, tolerances, and special 

requirements. Through virtual functions, the behaviors of solid feature or surface feature 

can be redefined, (c) STOCK (SK): Initial material of the workpiece is described by SK 

object. The attributes are: stock identification, stock name, type of material, change status. 
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and component features. The main services include stock selection, stock retrieval and 

modifications, stock deletion and stock export, change status update, and feature analysis. 

4.3.1.3 Planning module (Figure 4.9) 

(a) PROCESS PLAN (PP): One of the most important objects in the system is PP 

which contains all technical process information of manufacturing a workpiece from stock 

to finished part. The attributes include: work order identification, workpiece identification, 

classification code, planner identification, planning date, process list, and process 

sequence. Key services include: access of workpiece data, access of process knowledge, 

access of machine group capacity, process search and selection, process updating, and 

sequencing, (b) PROCESS SCHEDULE (PS): This object class is a part of process plan. 

Task level integration is best performed at the level of the PS object. The attributes 

contained in PS are: process identification, schedule date, stock identification, machine 

identification. Primary services include: access of stock and machine capacity, machine 

selection, heuristics selection, assignment of time and plan evaluation, (c) WORK ORDER 

(WO): The trigger signal of the system is the WO object. Work order drives all planning 

activities. The attributes are: order identification, workpiece name, due dates, customer 

identification, and batch size. The services are initiation, termination, and modification of 

order, (d) EVALUATION MEASURE (EM): To assist either the process selection and/or 

machine selection, some form of integrated goals must be measured by using the EM 

object. The attributes include: name of criterion, identification, type, associated weight, 

and provider. The services include adding, deleting, and updating criteria, modification of 
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associated weights, combining criteria and exporting the integrated measure, (e) PROCESS 

KNOWLEDGE (PK): Process planning is so contingent on the existing manufacturing 

environment that expert knowledge as well as scientific laws still need to be included to 

assist process selection. The attributes in PK comprise: index, type or nature of changes, 

sequence of changes required, and process recommendation. The services in PK include 

knowledge extraction and maintenance, (f) SCHEDULING HEURISTICS (SH): To 

facilitate the process scheduling, some heuristics or optimization algorithms need to be 

prepared in the SH object. The attributes are: heuristic index or optimization algorithm 

index, objectives and constraints, method description, and method provider. The services 

contain methods to assist the integrated planning. It should be noted that when more 

methods need to be included, this class can be used as base class. Each method can have 

individual class derived from the base class. In such a way, the polymorphism can be 

implemented to allow different methods in the same system. 

Key operations of this integrated system are process selection and machine 

selection, which are embedded in the PP object and the PS object, respectively. 

Comparatively speaking, process selection can be carried out off-line or semi-on-line to 

determine the macro-plan, while machine selection must be more closely tied to the on-line 

situation. Therefore, the operation of process selection is embedded in PP, and operation of 

machine selection in PS. The complete object model has been described using an object-

oriented design tool - Rational Rose (see Appendix B). 
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4.3.2 Constmction of state transition diagrams: dynamic models 

While the object model describes the static data stmcture, the dynamic model 

determines the system behavior through a series of state transition diagrams. For each 

object class, a state transition diagram is needed to determine when the embedded services 

are to be provided. The dynamic model reflects how each object is responsive to certain 

events. The design of dynamic model takes the considerations of integrated process 

plarming flexibility. 

4.3.2.1 Integrated process planning flexibility 

In practice, there are different types of flexibihty. Brandimarte and Calderini (1995) 

classify three types of flexibility in process plarming: type a flexibility which corresponds 

to degrees of freedom in sequencing operations; type p flexibility which corresponds to the 

possibility of executing an operation on altemative machines; and type y flexibility which 

corresponds to altemative processes. It is common that a process plan is made up of a set of 

processes (macro-operations), and each process is made up of a set of setups (micro-

operations). Type a flexibility can actually apply in both process (macro-operation) 

sequencing and setup (micro-operation sequencing). Similarly, type p flexibihty can also 

apply in machine selection at both process (macro-operation) and setup (micro-operation) 

levels. The overall flexibility is combination of all these types of flexibility. While all these 

types of flexibility can provide production scheduling more potential to obtain better 

solution, they also add cumbersome computational complexity to production scheduling. 
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Figure 4.10 depicts different types of flexibility in process planning. In dynamic model, 

the planning flexibility should be considered at different states of the planning objects. 

4.3.2.2 The integration scenario 

To build the dynamic model a typical scenario of planning procedure needs to be 

identified. In FMS environment, the integrated process planning scenario consists of three 

levels of planning: cell-level planning, machine-level planning, and setup-level planning 

(Gu and Zhang, 1994). However, this study focuses on two of the top level planning 

activities as following: 

• At the cell-level plarming, machine operations required for manufacturing a 

given workpiece are determined based on design requirements. The required 

knowledge of determining all machining operations are to be stored in a 
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knowledge base and can be accessed through services embedded in class PK. 

The knowledge of the available processing operations for all machines within a 

machine cell can be extracted from class MG. The technical and scheduling 

criteria of matching required processing operations with available process 

operations are integrated in such a way that different algorithms are utilized for 

different application portfolios. For example, one criterion of cell selection is 

that all required operations can be performed in a minimum number of cells, 

while another criterion is that the cell with the highest net capacity should be 

selected first. These two criteria can also be combined in some way by using 

weighted average. The flexibility of using different evaluation measures and 

different selection heuristics should be provided with the help of class EM and 

class SH. 

• After cell (process) selection, the machine-level planning starts by scanning all 

available machines in the selected cell. Meanwhile, operations to be machined 

are also being examined. Mapping criteria for available machines and required 

operations are similar to cell-level planning but in a more detailed manner. 

Under the scenario of integrated planning scheme, the key object classes are class 

PP and class PS. Class PP contains the service of process selection which perform the 

functional integration task at cell-level. Class PS contains the service of machine selection 

which perform the integration task at machine-level planning. 
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4.3.2.3 State transition diagrams 

The state transition diagrams for classes PP and PS are illustrated as Figure 4.11 

and Figure 4.12. The system is synchronized by common events in the state transition 

diagram. Other state transition diagrams are also developed as shown in Figures 4.13- 4.21, 
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State 0: Initialization 

entry: initializeAttributes 
on Cancel: deleteAttnbutes 
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Figure 4. 20 Dynamic model: state-transition diagram for MC class 
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State 2 StockUpdate 
do: modifyStockO 

on Change: updateStatus() 

State 3: Retrieval 
j do:7errieveStock(l 

FinishRetrievalj 

do. exportStockO RetnevalRequest 

Figure 4. 21 Dynamic model: state-transition diagram for ST class 
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4.3.3 Elaboration of functional models 

A functional model indicates how operations (services) should be performed. It 

describes the data sources, major procedures, and output destinations. Two major 

functional models are process selection and machine selection. As discussed before, the 

detailed design of integration algorithms depends on the specific application portfolio. In 

the next chapter, a specific integration prototype will be developed and corresponding 

algorithms will be built. 

For illustrative purpose, the graphical models for these two models are shown as 

Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23. In Figure 4.22, the net capacity of machine groups is 

estimated, and possible process routes for a given part are identified from a process 

knowledge base and the difference between raw material shape (stock) and the desired 

features. The possible process routes can then be determined by a preferred heuristic under 

certain evaluation criteria. In Figure 4.23, more detailed information about machine 

loading status will be used to assist the machine selection. Since altemate process routes 

for a part are limited when a specific manufacturing system is given, it is easier to select 

one of the altemate feasible machines, which are determined by comparing machine 

calibration and manufacturing requirements of the part. 

We have also developed other functional models for stock design, process 

sequence, initiate work order, assign workload, and capacity estimate (see Figures 4.24 -

4.28). It should be noted that these functions can vary from application to application. 

Therefore, these functional models can only be used as reference model to guide further 

implementation. 
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Figure 4. 22 Functional model for process selection (in PP object) 
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Figure 4. 23 Functional model for machine selection (in PS object) 
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Figure 4. 24 Functional model for process sequence (in PP object) 
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Figure 4. 25 Functional model for stock selection (in ST object) 
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Figure 4. 26 Functional model for initiation of work order (in WO object) 
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Figure 4. 27 Functional model for assigning workload (in MC object) 
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Figure 4. 28 Functional model for MG capacity estimate (in MG object) 

As we can see in the next section, the use of object-oriented modeling technique 

can provide the flexibility of fitting the model to different application areas. Although the 

dynamic and functional models may vary, the object model will remain unchanged. Thus, 

by modifying the dynamic and functional models, we can carry out various applications 

with the same object model. Also the generic functional models can be reused through 

inheritance and/or polymorphism. By defining virtual functions for similar functional 

models with different methods, the object-oriented model can implement polymorphism 

easily. With the generic object-oriented integration models, further implementation can be 

carried out. 
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4.4 Use Cases and the Example 

The object-oriented generic models provide an elegant framework for integration 

system. The object model, dynamic model, and functional model form themselves into the 

core part of the object-oriented system. Based on that, various applications or customer 

usage can be implemented. In object-oriented terminology, a designated application or 

customer usage is referred as a 'Use Case' (see Appendix A). Typically, the object-oriented 

system can support multiple use cases. In this section, three use cases of the integrated 

system are illustrated and a specific part example is provided. 

4.4.1 Use case discussions 

As previously discussed, the object-oriented integration models can be applied for 

different applications. Although virtually any manufacturing organization can use the 

proposed generic integration model, the target manufacturing systems are those with 

variety of products and with complicated and/or multiple manufacturing processes. 

Therefore, the proposed integration follows hierarchical-interactive approach which is an 

extension of Larsen's approach. Figure 4.29 shows the target manufacturing environment. 

Three use cases are illustrated with Rational Rose notation to indicate their usage 

for the generic object-oriented integration models (see Figure 4.30). One of the advantages 

of object-oriented modeling technique is its concurrence. The object-oriented model can 

support multiple tasks. These use cases reflect the multi-tasking scenario of the generic 

model. 
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Figure 4.30 Use cases for object-oriented generic integration model 
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4.4.1.1 Use case of new order 

The primary application of the integration model is for new order of product/part. 

When a new customer order comes, it will go through various functions within the 

manufacturing facility. These functions include the design function, the process planning 

function, the production scheduling function, the manufacturing function, and the other 

auxiliary functions. It will go through the integrated system as illustrated in Figure 4.31. 

First, the new customer order activates the initiate-work-order function embedded 

in WO object. Then when design is completed, it activates process-selection function 

which is embedded in the PP object. The PP object in tum activates the WP object to 

obtain the product/part design information. The WP object activates the FT object to get 

detail feature data and passes them to PP object. Then the PP object activates the PK object 

to analyze the process requirements and the PK activates the ST to get stock design. Also, 

the PK object gets the processing capability from MG object. When necessary process 

knowledge is sent back, the PP object begins to make process selection by integrating 

process knowledge with current capacity of related MG objects. 

Next, the PP object passes the selected process and their sequence to PS object. The 

PS object activates EM and SH objects to get machine selection methods, and then assign 

the machines for the product/part. The process planning of process and machine selection 

is completed. 
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Figure 4.31 Use case of new order 
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4.4.1.2 Use case of repeated order 

Instead of new order of product/part, the repeated order will go through the object-

oriented model differently. When a repeated customer order comes, it will bypass the 

design. A typical roadmap for repeated order is illustrated in Figure 4.32 

First, the repeated customer order activates the initiate-work-order function 

embedded in WO object. Then it activates process-selection function which is embedded in 

the PP object. Instead of activating WP object, the PP object now directly activates the PK 

object to analyze the process requirements. Thereafter, it follows same activating sequence 

as the use case of new customer order. 

4.4.1.3 Use case of design change 

In some situations, the design change is required. Assume that the design change 

only concems machine selection related parameters. Therefore, the activating sequence of 

objects will differ from previous two cases. Figure 4.33 illustrates the case of design 

change. 

First, the design'change activates the FT object and updates feature information. 

Then the WP object passes the change to PP object. Without changing the process 

selection, the PP object passes the change to PS object and makes the machine selection 

change accordingly. 
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4.4.2 A part example 

Custom Manufacturing Company (CMC)' is a typical metal cutting manufacturing 

company. It makes several hundreds of different parts from 100 to 500,000 items per year 

for different customers. The production organization follows "cell manufacture" 

philosophy. Most parts are produced in cells. Occasionally, it also produces some design 

prototypes of very small quantity for old customers to improve the design. 

An actual prototype part from this company is used to illustrate how to make a 

process plan through the object-oriented integration model. The design drawing of the part 

is shown in Figure 4.34. The customer requests 10 items of the part for design testing in 

two weeks. Other information about the new part is in Figure 4.35. Currently, CMC is 

manufacturing similar parts (see part in cell A in Figure 4.35) in a specific cell. Usually, 

the new part would go through the same cell because of the similar manufacturing process. 

However, when that cell is extremely busy, there are some other cells that also can produce 

the new part. For example, cell B and cell C can also be used to manufacture the new part. 

The new part example will follow the activating sequence in the object-oriented 

integration system the same as that of the application case of new order. First, the new part 

activates the initiate-work-order function embedded in WO object. It sends part 

information to PP object. So the part name, part id and due date are assigned for a new PP 

object instance through constmctor in PP object. Then the PP object instance in tum 

' Fictitious name 
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Q=10, 2 weeks, Aluminium, 
Part ID:9403 
Part name:Injector Block 
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holes, surface finish 
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(a) Mach A, (b) Mach B (special 
fixture, 5 days to prepare) 

Part in Cell C 

Figure 4.35 Process concept of new part 
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activates the WP object instance to obtain the product/part design information. The WP 

object instance activates the FT object to get detail feature data and passes them to PP 

object instance. In this example, part material is aluminum. Part name is injector block; 

part id is 9403; important manufacturing features are block, holes, slope hole, surface 

finish etc. Then the PP object instance of the new part activates the PK object to analyze 

the process requirements and the PK activates the ST to get stock design. Also, the PK 

object gets the processing capability from MG object (in this case, a MG instance is a cell). 

When the process concept is sent back, the PP object instance begins to make process 

selection by integrating process knowledge with current capacity of related MG objects 

(cells). There are two altematives for cell selection in this example. One is to select cell A 

which can process all the required features for the new part; Another is to select cell B and 

cell C. Cell B has the capability of machining the block, and cell C can drill the special 

hole. Having evaluated the current workloads of cells, we can decide which cell(s) should 

be chosen for the new part. Because cell A is overloaded, we select cell B and cell C for the 

new part, and determine the sequence is from cell B to cell C. 

Next, the PP object instance passes the selected process and their sequence to PS 

object instance through inheritance. The PS object activates EM and SH objects to get 

machine selection methods, and then assign the machines for the product/part. The process 

planning of process and machine selection is completed. The resuhant process plan for the 

example part is shown in Figure 4.36. 
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This example shows only a minor partial usage of the object-oriented integration 

system. It is inadequate to demonstrate the full potential of the object-oriented integration 

model without actually implementing the integration system. It is agreed that such 

implementation will require enormous efforts which are far beyond this study. However, a 

small, simplified prototype is developed for demonstration. 

Custom Manufacturing Corporation 
Process Plan (simplified) 

Part Name : Injector Block 
Material: Aluminum 
Customer: Design Engineering Co 
Process Plarmer: ZD 

Process Sequence: 

Operation 10 Rough Milling, 
Operation 20 Wash 

Operation 30 Drilling, 
Operation 40 Wash 

Operation 50 Slope Drilling, 

Operation 60 Wash • 

Operation 70 Finish Milling, 
Operation 80 Wash 

Part ID: 9403 
Order Quantity: 10 items 
Order Date: April 1, 1996 
Planning Date: April 2, 1996 

Cell B, Milling Machine 02 
Cell B, Washer 

Cell C, Drilling Machine 01 
Cell C, Washer 

Cell C, Drilling Machine 05 
(special fixture) 
CeUC, Washer 

Cell B, Milling Machine 01 
Cell B, Washer 

Figure 4.36 Process plan for example part 
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4.5 Comparison of Generic Models 

This study proposed the first object-oriented generic models for integration of 

process planning and production scheduling system. It employs the OMT and Rational 

Rose to build the generic models which combine the functional and data integration into an 

integrated framework. There exist no comparable object-oriented models for the integrated 

process planning and production scheduling. Therefore, the comparison is carried out with 

previous studies which were mostly based on traditional models. 

Three representative integration studies have been chosen for comparison: 

Concurrent Process Planning (CPP) by Larsen (1989), Non-linear Process Planning 

(NLPP) by Tonshoff et al. (1989), and Closed-Loop Process Planning (CLPP) by Iwata and 

Khoshnevis (1989). The following comparison will be carried out in terms of application 

focus, task-level integrity, model flexibility and adaptability, model completeness, and 

implementation of models. 

4.5.1 Application focus 

The NLPP approach assumes that the parts are relatively complex, and there exist 

multiple altemative process plans. It generates all possible process plans and passes them 

to production scheduling function. However, in reality, even the most sophisticated 

production planning software system cannot efficiently handle the ahemative process 

plans. Therefore, the application focus of NLPP would be on those manufacturing systems 

with complicated but limited variety of parts. 
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In contrast, the CLPP approach assumes that the parts are less complicated. 

Therefore, it is possible to generated process plans in almost real time. Because of this, 

CLPP can handle large variety of parts. 

When the parts are complex and the variety of parts are large, either NLPP or CLPP 

has its inherent defective aspect. The CPP attempts to alleviate the difficulties involved in 

this situation. It adopts a distributed process planning philosophy. The planning activities 

are divided into phases, and integration is implemented at each phase level. The generic 

model of this research follows and extends CPP philosophy. It employs the Hierarchical 

Interactive Process Planning (HIPP) philosophy. "Hierarchical" implies dividing the 

planning activities into phases; "Interactive" implies integration at each phase level. In 

terms of application domain, HIPP and CPP have the same focus. 

4.5.2 Task level integrity 

The NLPP is basically a resuh-level integration effort. It passes the multiple 

altemative process plans to production scheduling function, The decisions of process plans 

are made without production constraints until they are passed to production scheduling 

function. The CLPP, CPP and HIPP attempt to implement a task-level integration. A 

process plan decision is being made with simuhaneous consideration of production 

constraints. 
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4.5.3 Flexibility and adaptability 

Both NLPP and CLPP have developed sophisticated models. The CPP is more a 

philosophy than a model. All NLPP, CLPP and CPP illustrated their philosophies and/or 

models in traditional non-object-oriented procedure. They have limited flexibility and 

adaptability compared with object-oriented paradigm. In this research, HIPP has been 

illustrated through object-oriented models. Because the object orientation has the 

advantage of flexible and adaptable application, the resultant generic integration model is 

highly flexible and adaptive. 

4.5.4 Model completeness 

Although both NLPP and CLPP have concrete models but they have different 

apphcation focus. The comparison of completeness of model is more relevant between 

CPP and HIPP. While the CPP has almost no concrete models, HIPP has a more complete 

generic object-oriented model which comprises object, dynamic, functional, and uses case 

models. It is to date one of the most complete generic model following CPP/HIPP 

integration philosophy. It is also the first object-oriented model in the field of integrated 

process planning and production scheduling. Besides, a model of integration prototype is 

developed in the next chapter. 

4.5.5 Implementation 

The NLPP and CLPP use traditional procedural models to describe their integration 

philosophy. Although these models can be implemented using object-oriented 
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programming language, the advantage of object orientation cannot be fully utilized, 

because only the procedures not the objects are implemented. In early days, the object-

oriented programming was immature, and the implementation of object-oriented models is 

difficult. For instance, using C language to implement objects is very awkward. The actual 

codes can be several times longer than object-oriented language such as C++. Nowadays, 

the situation is reversed. Implementation of object-oriented models becomes very easy and 

effective with object-oriented tools. For example, one of the best object-oriented tools: 

Rational Rose can manage models very efficiently. It can even generate C++ codes from 

the design models or capture models from C++ codes through reverse engineering. 

Apparently, the object-oriented generic model for integration has exclusive 

implementation advantages over other models. The prototype followed in the next chapter 

will illustrate how the generic model can be eventually implemented for specific 

environment. 
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CHAPTER V 

INTEGRATION PROTOTYPE 

Implementation of the integrated process planning and production scheduling 

system architecture requires enormous group efforts. In European countries, a huge 

ESPRIT project has been involving several leading universities from various countries 

(Kempenaers et al., 1994). The state-of-the-art progress reported is still on the 

implementation of primitive prototypes with very limited practical importance. Therefore, 

this chapter focuses on implementation of an object-oriented demonstrative prototype 

system. 

5.1 Purpose and Assumptions 

The purpose of developing a demonstrative prototype is to serve as a pilot study 

which examines the generic integration model by focusing on a simplified integration 

problem in a simplified manufacturing setting. Although most benefits of integrated 

process planning and production scheduling will result from the implementation in large-

scale manufacturing systems, this pilot study will yield initial and valuable inference on 

how an actual implementation of the generic integration model can be ultimately realized. 

A base object model for the prototype is buih through simplifying the object model 

from the generic model. Then the specific implementation objects will be added through 

inheritance from the base object classes. Finally, the user application interface objects are 

added to serve as event managers to initiate and control the operations. 
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The assumptions for the prototype are specified in the following aspects: 

1. The prototype base object classes are simplified from the generic model. 

2. Additional implement object classes are derived from the base class. 

3. The assumed manufacturing system is a tiny gear box company. The typical 

product is a small gear box as shown in Figure 5.1. The detail drawings of 

individual parts are attached in Appendix C. 

4. The system consists of five machines representing different usage. 

5. The orders for parts arrive mainly at a constant rate and in small batch size. 

6. Each order is of small batch size and has the reasonable slack time. 

7- The manufacturer has the flexibility to choose process plans for parts. 

8. Integrated planning is primarily focused on the machine selection problem. 

9. The machine loading status is considered as the key element fed back from the 

production function. 

10. The criteria of planning are based on integrity of process planners' preference 

(regarding machining quality) and planned machine loading status. 

11. The implementation objects are deployed to a Hmited number of parts. 

12. Eight typical parts are selected for the prototype. 

13. Each part consists of up to eight features (or feature groups). 

14. Each feature (or feature group) requires one operation and allow limited 

altemative machines. 

15. Each part class has its unique process requirement and may possess muhiple but 

limited altemative process routes. 
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5.2 Base Object Model for Integration Prototype 

The base object class design for the prototype is developed using Rational Rose 

tool. It is simplified from generic object model, because the prototype is designed to only 

deal with limited problem size. The object classes include Part, Feature, Machine, Plan, 

and Dtable. The objects Part and Feature represent the product module; the object 

Machine represents the resource module; and objects Plan and Dtable represent the 

planning module in the generic integration model respectively. The Part object which 

consists of Features is assigned onto Machine by the Plan object with support of Dtable 

object. The detail design of the prototype object models are illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

The modeling of prototype follows the same logic as the generic integration model. 

First, it captures the relationship between parts and features. Each part has a set of unique 

features. Then the features are related to machines. With these relationships, the potential 

process plans for a specific part are identified and unreasonable plans are filtered out. The 

remaining plans represent process planners' preference at the this specific environment. A 

decision table is constmcted to reflect the planners' choice of a process plan at a particular 

time. With the limited candidate process plans, the machine loading status factors are 

considered. Therefore, the decision table is updated dynamically based on the planned 

machine loading status and process planners' preference. The methods of updating the 

decision table is cmcial to reflect the decision makers' pohcy. The diversity of decision 

policies demands a highly flexible model stmcture, so the model can adapt to different 

manufacturing environment. 
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Part 

'pName : char* 
pid : int 
arrivalTime : int 
dueDate : int 
batchSize : int 
procReqCode : int 
procTime : float 

setProcTime( ) 
setArr( ) 
setBatchSize() 
setDueDate( ) 
Part( ) 
~Part( ) 
storeFeature( ) 
retrvFeature( ) 

[setPart( ) 
'getPartName( ) 
getPanid( ) 
getPai1BatchSize( ) 
getProcReq( ) 
getDueDate( ) 
getFeatureld( ) 
getFeatureName( ) 
getProcTime( ) 
setFeature( ) 
setProcReqCode() 

7 '̂ 

Feature 

fName : char* 
fid : int 
fDimension : int 
fTolerance : int 
fSurface : int 

Feature( ) 
estimateTime( ) 
~Feature( ) 
getTime( ) 
getfld( ) 
getfName( ) 

Assign 
Mach 

Plan 
"procld : int 
volume : int 
totalOperation : int 
operlnMach : int [max_feature) 
operOnDay : int [max_feature) 

itotalTime : float 
operTime : float [max feature] 

setTotalOperation( ) 
setOperDay( ) 
setMachTime( ) 
Proc( ) 
-Proc( ) 
getOperlnMach( ) 

jgetOperOnDay( ) 
getTotalOper( ) 
getMachName( ) 
getOperTime( ) 
setProc( ) 
selectMachine( ) 

!mld : int 
mName : char' 
tLoad : float 

I 
'Mach( ) 
~Mach( ) 
getMachld( ) 
getTotal( ) 
getMachName( 

Feedback 

Dtable 

mtable : int [maxjype] [max_feature] 

modifyRoute( ) 
modifyElement( ) 
get_m_element( ) 
Dtable( ) 
getCurrentData( ) 
modifyTable( ) 

Figure 5.2 Detail base object class design for prototype 
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5.2.1 Planning scenario for base object model 

To illustrate the dynamic behavior of the prototype, a planning scenario is 

identified. The planning scenario for integration prototype mainly focuses on a machine 

selection procedure by using a dynamic decision table which reflects the projected machine 

loading status. The dynamic scenario of machine selection consists of six steps as shown in 

Figure 5.3. 

5.2.1.1 Determining operational requirements 

In manufacturing process planning, adequate machine selection is constrained by 

the operational requirements for each part. Given a specific manufacturing system, the 

number of machine is finite. In order to efficiently model operational requirements for 

every part, the parts are classified by the process routes how they are passed through the 

manufacturing system. Although the representation of different routes of the parts is still a 

serious problem itself, many studies have been done in this area with considerable progress 

(Tonshoff et al., 1991; Ray, 1992; Mettala and Joshi, 1993). It is reasonable to argue that 

within a specific manufacturing system, the number of machines is limited. Therefore, each 

part is assigned with a process route code which can represent efficiently its operational 

requirements. In practice, the parts arrive in certain type of queue requesting for process 

planning. The urgency of each part is primarily controlled by a master production schedule. 

Hence, process planning performs machine selection is primarily based on the first-come 

first-serve principle. 
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Figure 5.3 Dynamic loading feedback planning scenario 

5.2.1.2 Selection of machine 

Machine selection is a 'pigeon-hole' process. For each type of part, there is a 

process route code to indicate its operational requirements. The machine selection 

procedure simply uses this process route code to search a solution from a dynamic decision 

table. The dynamic decision table reflects the selection priority with consideration on 

dynamic machine loading status. It should include technical, economic, and production 

capacity factors. 

The dynamic decision table can be described by a decision matrix as follows: 

^ = !«/.} 
A 
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aj}^ - machine identification number to be selected for processing k operation of part 

process route type / . 

If more than one decision should be supplied, for instance, besides a set of first 

priority solution, a secondary priority solution is sometimes desirable for machine 

selection, the dynamic decision table can be extended into a three-dimensional decision 

table, and the corresponding decision matrix is as follows: 

Subscript h represents the priority of machine selection. The time estimation for 

each operation can be done according to the selected machine. 

5.2.1.3 Waiting in a predetermined buffer 

In practice, it is unnecessary to update the dynamic decision table for every entry 

part. One critical issue in dynamic control is how often feedback should be provided to 

decision making. There is a tradeoff between the benefit from timely feedback and the cost 

to achieve such timely response. In integrated process plarming, the purpose of maintaining 

the dynamic machine loading status is to reflect production plarming capacity constraints in 

process planning. In order to adapt to practical and executable planning scenario, this 

prototype devised a buffer for the parts with machines assigned. When the buffer size is 

large enough, the prototype system represents a separated planning scenario which can be 

seen as a special scenario in the integrated planning. 
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5.2.1.4 Loading part onto machines 

When the parts reach the predetermined buffer size, the machine loading starts. The 

machine loading is to assign the job onto the machine without considering the capacity 

limit. This primitive assignment is based on relaxed capacity constraints and may not be 

totally feasible. The further adjustment of detail sequencing of the jobs is required. At this 

stage, the aggregate load on each machine is a main parameter to reflect the machine 

loading status. 

5.2.1.5 Calculating dynamic loading index 

The individual dynamic machine loading index can then be computed by adding up 

the all work loads assigned on the machine. The relative load on each machine is fed back 

to decision table object and can be used to modify dynamic decision table. 

5.2.1.6 Modification of the decision table 

The knowledge of how to modify the dynamic decision table can be stored in a 

knowledge base or a file. For different manufacturing systems, the rules of maintaining the 

dynamic decision table are different. The principle is that the modification mles should 

reflect both technical considerations and the dynamic machine loading status. Two 

methods of modifying the decision table are used in this prototype. One represent the 

method that only machine loading status is considered; the other represents an integrated 

method that both machine loading status and technical considerations are included. 
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This six-step planning scenario describes the generation of the process plan with 

simultaneous consideration of machine capacity status. Under above integrated planning 

scenario, the resultant process plan should reflect production constraints and tend to level 

the machine loading status, so that the severe problems of machine overloading due to bad 

planning could be alleviated. 

5.3 Implementation Object Classes 

The prototype represents a fictitious manufacturing environment consisting of five 

machines: a CNC machining center, an NC lathe, an NC milling machine, a drilling 

machine, and a gear bobbing machine. The system manufactures the various parts 

including: shafts, gears, flanges, bearing housings, gearboxes, and covers. From the base 

object model, four groups of specific implementation object classes are derived to 

implement this prototype system. From the base object Part, specific implementation 

objects, such as Shaft and Gear, are derived. Further, specific parts, such as MainShaft 

(primary shaft), DrivenShaft (secondary shaft) can be derived from object class Shaft. 

Virtually there is no limitation of derived objects through inheritance. From base class 

Feature, various implementation manufacturing features such as Hole, Cylinder, are 

derived. From base object Machine, specific implementation objects, such as CÂ C Center, 

Lathe are derived. From base object Dtable, an implementation object for integrated 

planning method is derived. The expanded implementation object model is illustrated in 

Figure 5.4. The Rational-Rose model for prototype is attached in the Appendix B. 
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Figure 5.4 Implementation object model for prototype system 
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5.3.1 Implementation objects from Parr 

When an implementation object class is a type of Part, it can be derived from the 

exiting base object class through inheritance. Because the class Feature is a component of 

class Part, the specific implementation object also inheres the features. Although each 

specific part is derived from the base object, it has its individualized characteristics. For 

example, each specific part has its unique feature components. The implementation of this 

individualization is by overloading the class constmctor and redefining its particular 

feature requirements. Table 5.1 summarizes the specific parts and their required features. 

This indicates the flexibility to extend the base object model into an implementation 

model. The flexibility to expand the object-oriented model is very useful to adapt the 

generic integration model to a particular implementation environment. 

5.3.2 Implementation objects from. Machine 

In this prototype only five specific machines are implemented. The CNC machining 

center is capable to perform multiple types of operations for various features. This resource 

attracts the most competing usage. An NC lathe is often congested to perform tuming 

operations for features such as cylinder, holes, and chamfers. Overtime on this machine is 

sometimes required. The milling machine is used to perform operations for plane features. 

It is a good substitute machine for CNC machining center. The drilling machine is for hole 

making and is usually not fully utilized. The gear bobbing machine are used for gear 

processing. No altemative machines for the gear bobbing machine are assumed in the 
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prototype system. As it can be seen in Figure 5.4, all implementation object classes for 

specific machines are derived from base object Machine. These machines can provide 

necessary operations to process the required features for all prototype parts. Table 5.2 

summarizes the specific machines and their processing capability for part features. 

Table 5.1 Parts and associated features for the prototype 
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Table 5.2 Machines and their feature processing capability 
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5.3.3 Implementation objects from Dtable 

The decision table is a cmcial object to execute the integrated planning methods. It 

contains the integrated planning methods which dynamically update the decision table to 

reflect production constraints in terms of machine loading status. The base class contains a 

dynamic loading feedback method which updates the decision table primarily based on the 

current relative machine loading status. 

An integrated decision table object class is derived for the purpose of implementing 

an integrated updating method. This object inheres the method from the base class and 

overloads the planning method through a virtual function. 

In this prototype, three planning methods are implemented through polymorphism 

under object-oriented paradigm: (a) separated planning, (b) dynamic loading feedback 

method, and (c) integrated planning method. The separated planning is executed through 

machine selection without updating the decision table. The dynamic loading feedback 

method is to update the decision table by choosing an altemative plan for each part such 

that it alleviates the most heavily loaded machine(s). The integrated planning method gears 

the planners' preference with machine loading status. It updates the decision table through 

evaluation of integrated decision weights which are the combination of planners' 

preference and machine loading factors. The detail implementations of these methods can 

be seen in the Dtable class methods: modifyRouteQ, modify Element (), and modifyTablef). 

While the base object class contains a planning method, the derived object class 

contains a different method. However, these two different planning methods share the same 

service name. It is the concept of polymorphism: same service can be performed 
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differently. Therefore, an object-oriented system can contain multiple planning methods 

through the inheritance and polymorphism with the help of virtual functions. This indicates 

more flexibility and adaptability to implement various integration methods from the same 

base object model. It also indicates that the generic integration model can include different 

integration methods or algorithms to adapt to different application environment. The 

manufacturing environment is so diversified that the flexibility and adaptability of the 

object-oriented model appear extremely advantageous. 

5.4 Event Manager 

The prototype system can be viewed as consisting of an event manager and an 

execution agent. The event manager controls the events and activates the execution agent 

to perform services such as generating parts, performing process planning, and performing 

machine loading. The execution agent is implemented through above implementation 

object model. 

The event manager is implemented through an application class inherited from 

TWindow class from the Object Window Library (OWL). It consists of various virtual 

functions for managing following events: 

1. Initializing base features and store the features in a file. 

2. Displaying the features from the feature base file. 

3. Generating parts and set specific features for the part, and store parts in the 

« 

parts file. 

4. Displaying the part from parts file. 
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5. Initializing machines and save them in the machine file. 

6. Selecting process planning methods and buffer size for dynamic loading 

feedback method and integrated planning method. 

7. Displaying the machine loading status for each machine. 

8. Resetting the process planning. 

9. Displaying a particular process plan for a part. 

10. Displaying initial and current decision table. 

11. Collect large volume of data for analysis. 

12. Analyzing the daily average loading status for machines 

The event manager object is implemented through a non-window event manger and 

a window event manager. The non-window event manager object is implemented on UNIX 

platform which is capable of handling more sophisticated software requirements. The 

future implementation will be very likely based on UNIX platform. The window object 

event manager is implemented on PC platform. A snapshot of window interface is shown 

in Figure 5.5. The detailed programs (with window event manager) are attached in 

Appendix D. 
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5.5 A Demonstration Using Prototype System 

The prototype system can be used for selecting process plans of each part and/or for 

analyzing the planning methods. The demonstration starts with manufacturing feature 

initialization. In a specific manufacturing environment, the basic features are constrained 

by the specific parts and the existing machines. In the prototype system, 17 basic features 

are selected and initialized under InitFeature menu. The resultant basic features can be 

displayed under DisplayFeature menu (see Figure 5.6). 

After features are initialized, the orders of parts are generated and stored into file. 

The generation of orders for parts are randomized so that the types of parts, batch sizes, 

arrival times, and due dates reflect the specific prototype environment. The number of 

orders to be generated can be specified. The generated parts can retrieved and displayed 

(see Figure 5.7). 

The machines need initialized before the process planning can start. The 

initialization of machines is under InitMachine menu. Also the loading status of each 

machine can be displayed graphically (see Figure 5.8). 

The machine selection is carried out under process planning menu. The planning is 

carried out continuously. The current decision table will show the dynamic changes for 

dynamic loading feedback method and integrated planning method. While selecting 

machines, the total loads on each machine are monitored and a graphic relative loading 

status is displayed (see Figure 5.9). After machine selection, the specific process plans can 

be displayed (see Figure 5.6). 
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The Prototype can perform basic analysis for various planning methods. Under 

Analysis menu, the large samples of resuhant machine loading status from various planning 

methods can be collected. The data can then be analyzed and the average daily load for 

each of machines are calculated and displayed. The planner can specify the number of 

samples and the number of orders per sample. These sampled data can be used for further 

analysis such as various hypothesis tests. Figure 5.10 shows some preliminary results from 

the analysis. 
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5.6 Integrated Planning Examples Through the Prototype System 

Based on the prototype system, the examples of the integrated process plans are 

generated. These example process plans are generated under two scenarios: 

1. all machines are available and they are approximately equal-loaded. 

2. machine loading status is unbalanced, some machines are excessively loaded 

while some others are less loaded. 

The resultant process plans for the specific parts will be different through the 

integrated planning method. For instance, when all machines are idle (initial planning 

scenario), the process plan for the Gearbox Case will select the Machining Center to 

process all of its features. However, when the Machining Center becomes busy or 

relatively overloaded, the Milling Machine and/or Drilling Machine will be used to 

substitute the Machining Center. Thus the unevenly loaded situation can be avoided. 

Nevertheless, because of the technical constraints, not all machines are replaceable. The 

selection of machines is determined not only by the relative machine loading status. For 

instance, there is no altemative machine for the Gear Hobbing Machine. No matter how 

heavily the Hobbing Machine is loaded, it is always necessary to use the Gear Hobbing 

Machine to process bevel gears. Figures 5.11-5.18 show the process plans for each 

specific part under the first scenario when all machines are idle. Figure 5.19 - 5.26 show 

the process plans for each part under the second scenario when machines are loaded under 

a specific situation. 
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CHAPTER VI 

MODEL EVALUATION 

The rationale of justifying the object-oriented generic model of integrated planning 

system is primarily based on both a brief logic thinking and a thorough understanding of 

the object-oriented paradigm. The fundamental questions to evaluate the integration model 

include the following aspects: 

a. What major criteria should be addressed to evaluate the proposed generic 

integration model ? 

b. Why the proposed generic integration model will be superior in terms of the 

major evaluation criteria ? 

c. How the superiority of the object-oriented generic integration model can be 

further illustrated through the examples of the prototype integration model and 

its variations ? 

This chapter will address these questions and provide concise discussions and 

examples to support the proposed object-oriented generic integration model. First, the 

major evaluation criteria for model justification will be defined and discussed; second, a 

brief logic for model justification will be presented. More specific discussions to support 

the justification logic will be followed to include (a) a quahtative description of the 

comparison between the proposed generic integration model and other integration 

approaches or models, and (b) examples how the prototype model can have better 
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performance in terms of the major evaluation criteria. Finally, some trade-off concems of 

the object-oriented generic model will be indicated. 

6.1 The Major Criteria for Model Evaluafion 

In Chapter IV, a brief comparison has been conducted for various generic models 

(including the proposed object-oriented generic integration model). Among several factors 

used for comparison, the flexibility and adaptability is a more concrete criteria to evaluate 

the generic integration model. This criterion is also very important because "all systems 

change during their life cycles" (Jacobson, 1992, p. 21). To facilitate the model evaluation, 

this criterion can be further interpreted to include three aspects: (a) flexibility, (b) 

extensibility, and (c) reusability. 

6.1.1 Model flexibility 

The flexibility is defined as "characterized by a ready capability to adapt to new , 

different, or changing requirements" (Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 1993, p. 

445). The model flexibility is in contrast to rigidity which is considered a poor attribute for 

a model design. The rigidity means that if a model can fulfill its pre-defined requirement 

but exhibits a trait of difficulty to change "because every change affects too many other 

parts of the system" (Martin, 1996, p. 62). The rigidity is "due to the fact that a single 

change to heavily interdependent system components will cause a cascade of changes in 

dependent components" "When the impact of the changes is hard to predict, it is difficult 

to authorize that change. Hence that system becomes officially rigid and less flexible" 
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(Martin, 1996, p. 62). To achieve a good flexibility is important for a large-scale system 

which will have a long life cycle and will be subject to necessary changes because of 

dynamic environment. 

6.1.2 Model extensibility 

The extensibility is the capability to extend the scope of the existing system by 

adding additional parts or components without having to modify the exisfing parts or 

components. The extensibility also relates to the system robustness. Like flexibility, the 

extensibility can be interpreted in contrast to "Fragility." The "Fragility" means that when 

a new part or component is added, unexpected parts or components of the system will 

break (Martin, 1996). A fragile system is less extensible because it is difficult to add new 

parts or components. For a large-scale system, it is expected the scope of the system will 

change. Therefore, it is important to allow maximal extensibility when a generic model is 

being developed for the large-scale and complex system such as the integration system for 

process planning and production scheduling. 

6.1.3 Model reusability 

Reusability of the model is another important criterion to evaluate a generic model 

for large scale systems. The "Reusability" means that a part or component of one 

application can be reused for another application. Reusability is interpreted in contrast to 

"Immobility," which means "when a part or component is hard to be reused in another 
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application because it cannot be disentangled from the current application" (Martin, 1996, 

p. 62). 

In fact both traditional and object-oriented approaches achieve certain level of 

reusability. In tradifional modeling approach, the emphasis is placed on reusing the sub

routines or sub-procedures. For example, in traditional programming, it is common that we 

start a main body first and then call the sub-routines that we want to reuse. In object-

oriented approach, the control is inverted. The "main body" can also be reused. The scope 

of the reusability is enlarged to include the infrastructure of the model rather than merely 

reusing small pieces of sub-routines. The enhanced reusability can speed up the 

development of a new large scale application system because the generic (base) model and 

its implementation (it is also called 'framework' in object-oriented terminology) can be 

reused. It should be noted that in large scale application development, one of the most dme 

consuming tasks is testing. By reusing the generic model and its implementation 

(framework), the testing time can be significantly reduced. 

6.2 Fundamental Logic of Model Evaluation 

With above evaluafion criteria, the overall logic to deduce the model justification is 

straightforward. The logic include following statements: 

1. All genuine object-oriented models have inherent characteristics of superior 

flexibility, extensibility and reusability which are selected as major criteria to 

evaluate the proposed generic integration model; 
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2. The proposed generic integration model uses the object-oriented concepts and 

fully conforms the object-oriented paradigm, and the resultant model is a fully 

object-oriented application model; 

3. Hence, the proposed object-oriented generic integration model has a superior (at 

least not inferior) flexibility, extensibility and reusability to other comparable 

integration models which are non-object-oriented. 

The first statement has been proven in numerous literature of object-oriented 

methodology (Jacobson et al., 1992; Rumbaugh et al., 1991; Booch, 1993; Shlaer and 

Mellor, 1994; Martin, 1996). The second statement has been illustrated throughout 

Chapters IV and V, as well as in Appendix A. Although the third statement can be derived 

from the first and second statements, further explanations and examples about the third 

statement are discussed in this section. 

6.2.1 Qualitative comparison for flexibility, extensibility and reusability 

The proposed object-oriented generic model for integration of process planning and 

production scheduling system is based on a hierarchical interactive process planning 

(HIPP) approach which is extended from Concurrent Process Planning (CPP) by Larsen 

(1989). It is the first object-oriented model to comply the integration approach described 

by CPP and its extended form HIPP. The most comparable models should be the models 

which describe CPP integration approach. However, there exist no comparable object-

oriented models for the CPP system. There is even no complete non-object-oriented 
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models for CPP system. Therefore, the comparison is carried out with all previous studies 

which were mostly based on traditional procedural models. 

While in Chapter IV the comparison is carried out at a higher level, the comparison 

in this chapter focuses mainly on the flexibility, extensibility, and reusability. Three 

representative integrafion studies have been chosen for comparison: Concurrent Process 

Planning (CPP) by Larsen (1989), Non-linear Process Planning (NLPP) by Tonshoff et al. 

(1989), and Closed-Loop Process Planning (CLPP) by Iwata and Khoshnevis (1989). 

All three studies use the traditional approach to present their integration 

philosophy. They focus on organizing their integration ideas around integrafion 

procedures. Each of their presentations mainly supports only one integration procedure. 

For instance, in the RTCAPP architecture (Figure 2.3, Khoshnevis and Chen, 1989), it is a 

typical procedural model. The entire architecture describes an integration procedure. Each 

box represents a sub-procedure or sub-module. When any change of the integration 

procedure needs to be made, it will affect many other parts which are related to this 

change. For instance, if the change of the box of 'Part Description Data' is required, it will 

affect to 'Macro Process Plan' and eventually to 'Micro Process Plan'. Hence, according to 

the criterion of flexibility, this model is rigid. This is because there lacks of encapsulation 

and abstraction mechanism in the procedural modeling. Any change in one part will cause 

a chain of changes in the system. 

For the criterion of extensibility, it is also difficult for an procedure-oriented model 

to extend the scope of the system. For example, FLEXPLAN architecture (Figure 2.1, 

Tonshoff et al., 1989) represents another procedure-oriented model for integration. If one 
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needs to add more types of parts to the box (sub-procedure or sub-module) of 'Non-linear 

Process Plan Generation,' it is necessary to modify that box. When that box is too 

complicated, it would be difficult to assure the modificafion. Therefore, it is hard to extend. 

This is also because there lacks abstraction and polymorphism mechanism in the 

procedural modeling. 

All three procedure-oriented integration models are presented in a very conceptual 

level. It is possible for these models to reuse some sub-routines. For instance, in RTCAPP 

architecture (Figure 2.3), both 'Macro Process Plan' and 'Micro Process Plan' may call 

some idenfical sub-roufines. However, the entire infrastructure is not reusable. The 

implementation of using this base architecture for one applicafion needs to be modified for 

another applicafion. The integrafion architecture is generic only at conceptual level. Once it 

is implemented, the details are entangled with the generic model, it becomes a specific 

application and cannot be reused as a whole. This is also because there lacks abstraction, 

inheritance, and polymorphism mechanism in the procedural modeling. 

The proposed object-oriented integration model mainly focuses on modeling an 

HIPP system which is an extended form of CPP. It is highly flexible, extensible and 

reusable because it has all advantages of object-orientation. 

The object-orierLted generic integrafion model follows OMT methodology. It first 

captures the systems essential object classes and establishes an object model as the basic 

infrastructure. Each object class contains its own attributes (data members) and operations 

(function members). The attributes of the object class are highly encapsulated so that any 

change outside the object scope will not impact the attributes of this object. The 
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encapsulation is through a private membership mechanism. All private data members can 

only accessed through operations contained within that object class. This ensures that the 

change of another object class will not affect the private data members of this object class. 

Thus the enfire system is not rigid and more flexible. For instance, if a change on one 

object class (say 'Stock') is needed, it will not affect any private data members of any other 

object classes. 

The extensibility of the proposed object-oriented integration model is largely 

achieved through the abstraction. The proposed integration model attempts to follow the 

Open-Close Principle (OCP) which was defined by Bertrand Meyer (1988, p. 23). 

Although the OCP is used for software enfities, it can also be applied to any system 

models. According to OCP, a system should be open for extension, but close for 

modification. More specifically, when the requirements change, the system should be able 

to extend by adding new components or new modules, not by changing exisfing 

components or modules. The key to conform the OCP is the abstraction and interface 

segregation. The proposed generic integration model is an abstract base system model 

from which specific application models can be derived. For instance, given a specific 

manufacturing environment, the specific applicafion system can be derived from the 

abstract base system by adding specific applicafion objects. In the following secfion, some 

examples will be provided to show how a specific applicafion model can be derived from 

the base model. 

The proposed generic integrafion model is also aiming at reusable framework. 

Although the primary focus of integration procedure is HIPP which is extended from CPP, 
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the generic object model can also be reused for other integration procedures. The same 

object model can be reused for modeling different integrafion approaches by having 

different dynamic and functional models. In the prototype model, the base model can be 

completely reused for a different manufacturing setting. The prototype examples will 

provide more concrete demonstrations. 

In all, the proposed object-oriented generic integrafion model can provide superior 

flexibility, extensibility, and reusability because of the advantages of object-orientation. 

These advantages are ascribed to the characteristics of object-oriented methodology 

including: encapsulation, abstraction, inheritance, and polymorphism. A concise summary 

of the qualitative comparison is provided in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1 A concise summary of the qualitative comparison 

Intergation Model 
Non-linear Process 

Planning 

Closed-Loop Process , 
Planning 

Concurrent Process 
Planning 

Hierarchical-
Interactive Process 

Planning 

Flexibility 
Rigid 

Rigid 

Rigid 

Flexible 

Extensibility 
Difficult to extend 

Difficult to extend 

Difficult to extend 

Easy to extend 

Reusability 
Reusable 

subroutine, 
immobile framework 

Reusable 
subroutine, 

immobile framework 
Reusable 

subroutine, 
immobile framework 

Reuasble 
framework & 
components 

6.2.2 Examples through the prototype model 

As it can been seen that in the prototype integrafion model developed in Chapter V, 

there is a base model from which the completed prototype integrafion model is derived. 

The base model consists of five object classes, among them the class Dtable contains the 
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integrated planning logic. Three operations are implemented in the class Dtable to support 

an integration logic which is to select a machine for an operafion of a part based on the 

projected loading status of all machines. These operations include (a) ModifyTablef), (b) 

ModifyRouteQ, and (c) ModifyElementQ. All these operafions are defined as virtual 

functions in C++ language to facilitate the implementation of polymorphism, and hence to 

improve the flexibility, extensibility, and reusability. 

Now for instance some planners prefer to use a different integration planning logic 

(say they want to incorporate the technical factors for the integrated process plan). How 

this change of planning logic can be modeled and implemented without breaking exisfing 

base model? How the model can be flexible to adapt to this new change without causing a 

chain of changes to the existing model? 

The object-oriented prototype model can handle this change easily. One solution is 

to create a new object class called InDtable which contains the new integration logic (see 

Figure 6.1). The class InDtable is inherited from the class Dtable which is part of the base 

model. By overriding the virtual function of ModifyElementQ, the new logic is easily 

implemented. The detailed listings of the C++ codes are attached in the Appendix D. In 

fact, the prototype model now contains two form of the integrated planning logic. One is 

contained in base model, the other is contained in the derived object class. This example 

also demonstrates the extensibility of the prototype model. A new integrated planning logic 

can be extended through an additional object class. The addition of this extension does not 

require any change in the base model. Similarly, even more derived object classes can be 

created to support different integration methods and allow the base model be adapted to 
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Figure 6. 1 New class derived from the base model 

different manufacturing systems. Moreover, any deletion of the derived object classes will 

not adversely affect the base model and peer derived object classes. Thus the resultant 

object-oriented prototype model is very flexible and extensible to the systems requirement 

changes. 

Because of the object-orientation, the reuse of the entire base model and its 

implementation is also supported. The base model of the prototype can be migrated to 

adapt to a very different manufacturing setting without having to modify itself. Figure 6.2 

presents another application ofreusing the prototype base model. It is based on the part 

example provided in Chapter IV (see Figures 4.34 and 4.35). While the base model 
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Figure 6.2 Example ofreusing the prototype base model 
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remains unchanged, different implementation object classes are added to form a new 

prototype application model. The entire prototype base model is reused. Through above 

examples, the flexibility, extensibility and reusability of the prototype base model have 

been briefly discussed. However, full flexibility, extensibihty and reusability should be 

achieved through various different object-oriented mechanisms. It is the use of object-

orientation that facilitates the flexibility, extensibility, and reusabihty of the proposed 

generic integration model and the integration prototype model. With the superior 

flexibility, extensibility, and reusability, the generic integration model becomes extremely 

useful to future studies on this comprehensive, controversial, and complicated integrafion 

research topic. 

6.3 Trade-off of Object-Oriented Integration Model 

While the proposed object-oriented integrafion model has great advantages over 

tradifional integration models, there are some trade-offs which should be mentioned. 

First, the proposed object-oriented integration model is still at its infancy stage. The 

integration of process planning and producfion scheduling is a comprehensive, 

controversial, and complicated issue. While most prevailing manufacturing systems are 

still non-object-oriented, the transition to object-oriented system will require extra learning 

efforts. 

Second, the initial efforts to build the object-oriented integrafion system will be 

significant. It is important to construct the object-oriented integrafion infrastructure by 
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capturing essential elements of the system. It requires more efforts to analyze the system 

before the integration models can be established. 

Third, the implementation of object-oriented models will incur more overhead 

mechanisms for computing. This is because the object-oriented paradigm involves 

significant abstractions, inheritance, and polymorphism in order to achieve flexibility, 

extensibility, and reusability. In most cases, this slightly more overhead is not an issue 

because of high speed computing power of current computers. If the apphcation is not real

time critical, this does not even appear a problem. 

In all, for small, simple, or real-time critical apphcations, there is no significant 

need to apply the object-oriented paradigm. For large scale, complex, and non-real-time 

applications, the object-oriented paradigm is justifiable. The proposed object-oriented 

integration model aims at large scale, complex, non-real-time application under dynamic 

manufacturing system environment. It is therefore justifiable to use object-oriented 

paradigm, because the resultant integration model can provide maximal flexibility, 

extensibility and reusability. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

This research explores an object-oriented generic model for integrated process 

planning and production scheduling. The research employs the most advanced object-

oriented modeling technique and tools to implement a hierarchical-interacfive process 

planning approach which integrates the process planning and production scheduling 

functions through a stepwise integration advancement. 

The integration of process planning and production scheduling is a comprehensive, 

controversial, and complicated topic to both academia and industry. Both process planning 

and producfion scheduling play important roles in manufacturing systems. Tradifionally, 

these two functions are separated and have their own planning goals, constraints, and 

methodologies. The integration of these two functions has been driven by the fact that 

many process plans cannot be executed on the shop floor because the production 

constraints are not considered during the process planning. However, the implementation 

of the integrated planning remains an enigmatic task because of its complexity. While 

many studies have been conducted, more efforts are yet to be invoked. 

In this research^ the integration of process planning and producfion scheduling is 

approached by a Hierarchical-Interactive Process Planning (HIPP) architecture, which has 

been modeled in the object-oriented paradigm. The HIPP includes three levels interactions 

between process planning and producfion functions. The funcfional and data gaps in the 

existing separated planning are bridged through object-oriented systems models. 
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The whole object-oriented system consists of three orthogonal models: object 

model to describe the static structure through data abstraction, the dynamic model to depict 

communication messages between the objects, and functional model to define specific 

methods of services embedded in the objects. Three modules (product, process, and 

resource) are developed. The modular structure provides an framework to incorporate 

many exisfing integration algorithms. Typical use case models are developed, and a 

specific part example is used to illustrate the integration process. Object-oriented modeling 

technique is first introduced to model the integration architecture, and an object-oriented 

prototype has been developed and implemented using C++ on the UNIX and PC platforms. 

This research has developed the very first object-oriented model for the integrated 

process planning and producfion scheduling system. It fully ufilizes the advantages of 

object-orientation for integrated planning systems. Through object-oriented methodology, 

maximal systems flexibility and extensibility are obtained by taking the advantages of data 

abstracfion, encapsulafion, inheritance, and polymorphism. The proposed object-oriented 

system is capable to adapt to various manufacturing setfings. From the generic model, the 

particular object classes can be derived through object-oriented inheritance for application 

extension and adaptation. With encapsulafion of data and funcfion abstraction, the system 

integrity is adequately protected. Using the polymorphism, the system can provide the 

highest flexibility to include multiple planning methods or algorithms for various use 

cases. It is a perfect testbed to examine various integrafion approaches and related methods 

or algorithms. 
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7.1 Contributions 

This research provides both theoretical and deliverable contributions to the study of 

integrated manufacturing planning. It extends the processing planning research such that 

the down stream functional activities such as production scheduling decisions can be 

integrated in the earlier planning stage. This research concentrates on the development of 

concrete integration models. The object-oriented paradigm is first introduced to facilitate 

the modeling. The object-oriented integration models have been successfully built and 

illustrated by use cases and the specific prototype. Both theoretical and deliverable 

contributions of the research are itemized below. 

7.1.1 Theoretical contributions 

The major theoretical contributions of this study have two aspects: (a) 

comprehensive understanding of the complicated integrafion issue, and (b) establishing a 

generic integration model which has the highest flexibility and adaptability. Both aspects 

are crucial to achieve the practical importance of integrated planning. A concise list of 

these contributions is as follows. 

1. This study has outlined the first taxonomy of the integrated planning issue. It 

indicates the comprehensive research topics covered by various areas such as 

process planning, production scheduling, and computer application. This 

taxonomy can serve as a guideline for understanding the research efforts in the 

integrated process planning and producfion scheduling. 
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2. The most comprehensive literature review has been conducted in this research. A 

thorough state-of-the-art survey on the integrated process planning and 

production scheduling. It covers the most comprehensive knowledge and 

information in this field. 

3. The research has clarified the integrafion complexity with a thorough analysis. 

The integration complexity is fully discussed. The analysis indicates three main 

difficulties involved in the integration: (a) the mutual constraint paradox, (b) the 

dynamic nature of the optimal solution, and (c) the computational complexity. 

4. This study has introduced integrated data modeling concept: Integrated Product, 

Process, Production Modeling (IP M). 

5. More importantly, this research has proposed a Hierarchical-Interactive Process 

Planning (HIPP) scheme for bridging the functional gap between process 

planning and production scheduling. It follows and extends the previous studies 

on the integration topic. 

6. The most important contribufion of this study is to apply the object-oriented 

concept and use the object-oriented modeling technique to establish a generic 

integration model which is to date the most complete object-orientation based 

model for the integrated process planning and production scheduling system. 

7. Moreover, this research has developed a particular object-oriented integration 

prototype using the most advanced object-oriented design tool and object-

oriented programming language. The particular prototype has demonstrated how 

the generic model can be implemented through object-oriented advantages. 
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8. The development of both generic and prototype models has exclusively followed 

object-oriented technology: object-oriented model, object-oriented design, object-

oriented programming. 

9. Some integrated planning methods for the prototype have devised and 

implemented using polymorphism. These methods include (a) separated planning, 

(b) dynamic loading feedback method, and (c) integrated quality and loading 

factors. The prototype can contain multiple planning methods with same object 

model. It is a perfect testbed for examining various integrated or non-integrated 

planning methods or algorithms. 

10. Finally, this research has cross-connected the process planning and production 

scheduling areas. It is an interdisciplinary subject which enriches both process 

planning and production scheduling research areas. 

7.1.2 Deliverable contributions 

An integration prototype is implemented via object-oriented technology. The 

detailed modeling of the object-oriented integrafion prototype have provided a concrete 

example of using object-oriented paradigm to develop the integrated process plarming and 

production scheduling system. The prototype is programmed in object-oriented language, 

C++ on the UNIX and PC platform with window interface. 

All the objects implemented on C++ are fully deliverable. They can be ported to 

any platforms, DOS, UNIX, Window NT, Window 95, etc. 
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The implementation of the integration prototype employs the popular user friendly 

interface design. The C++ object windows are used as event manager to extend the 

integration prototype into a more sophisficated software which can be eventually 

developed into a commercial integrafion testbed system. 

7.2 Future Research Perspectives 

This research topic is so comprehensive that it can be extended in various 

directions. Two of the most challenging directions for the future research in integrated 

process planning and producfion scheduling are discussed as below. 

1. Using Distributed Objects Technology to extend the object-oriented generic 

model into a distributed object-oriented integrafion system. As the size of 

manufacturing systems increases, they will be physically more spread out and 

distributed. With the distributed objects technology, the future research can 

uncover how the integration can be carried out under a distributed environment. 

Three sub-topics under distributed object-oriented integration for process 

planning and producfion scheduling will be distributed integration framework, 

integrated planning methods using AI, and network communicafion objects for 

data integration. 

2. For centralized manufacturing systems, the real-time object-oriented technology 

can be used to further enhance the generic model. The real-time object-oriented 

technology supports mulfi-tasking operations which allow concurrent planning 

acfivities between functions. It can support to include more functional areas 
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such as design function in the integration. A real-time framework will be 

needed to illustrate multiple tasks and their communicafion threads. Other 

topics include (but not limit to) parallel compufing mechanisms, search 

techniques, and object-oriented database designs. 

7.3 An Ending Remark 

This research on the integrated process planning and producfion scheduling has 

been conducted since 1992 in the Department of Industrial Engineering, Texas Tech 

University. It has evolved from the initial results achieved by two master's students' 

theses. This research requires not only the extensive theoretical knowledge about process 

planning, production scheduling, and object-oriented technology, but also practical work 

experience in discrete manufacturing industry. Particularly, this study attempts to explore 

more on global structural issues and related implementation methodologies. The success of 

this research arises from the systems engineering approach and the object-orientation 

paradigm which provides both philosophical and methodological tools for integration 

framework. The implementation of integrated process plarming and production scheduling 

was often thought of as a future task. However, this research has made a significant 

progress toward this future task. 
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APPENDIX A 

OBJECT-ORIENTED METHODOLOGY AND EXAMPLES 

A.l. Capsule Summary of OMT 

OMT was introduced by James Rumbaugh, et al., through the book of "Object-

Oriented Modeling and Design," published by Prentice Hall. Object-oriented ideas and 

concepts started in the late '80s and early '90s. The term object-oriented means that a 

particular activity is carried out in a manner of thinking and organization that combines 

data and the processes data together into a single object. Among several object-oriented 

methodologies, OMT is one of the most widely used in industry. 

The basic elements of OMT include three fundamental models: object model, 

dynamic model, and functional model. These models can be developed through orientation, 

overall modeling, prototype modeling, and implementation phases. The development 

process is depicted in the Capsule Summary of OMT which concisely captures the logic 

process of applying the object-oriented paradigm in this study (see Figure A.l). 

A.2. Class Example 

In OMT, an object is defined as a "concept, abstraction, or thing with crisp 

boundaries and meaning for the problem at hand" (Rumbaugh et al, 1991, p. 21). An 

object class or class means a group of objects that share same types of attributes and 

behaviors. An instance is one object in the object class or class. For instance, STUDENT is 

a class, while students Joe Miller and Mary Muther are instances. The purpose of using 
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class is to abstract a problem so that the model can capture the generic nature of the real 

world objects. 

CAPSULE SUMMARY OF OMT 
A development process example of object-oriented modeling technique 

PHASE I ORIENTATION PHASE II OVERALL MODELING 

Define the system objectives 
Analyze external environment 
Analyze current situation 
Prescribe scope of target system 
Conduct use case studies 

, Identify object classes, 
I >~^ attibutes. services & 
* ttieir relatioships 

PHASE IV IMPLEMENTATION 

Select 0 0 tools, platforms, languages 
Devise event managers (GUI or Plain interface) 
Code object classes & methods 
Ctieck the execution 
Follow-up 

Q Simpify overall generic model to form a base model 
Q Define prototype system environment 
Q Derive implementation objects from base model 
Q Describe scenarios 
Q Determine methods for services 
Q Other 

|''W'lWHWiM;'^w!'i^ww!j;j:J;•'Wl!A^^jij|Mt«<WJjjji'.jj^'.'wAj^^ 
'.'MMWMV'M'/M'.'. 

©1997 David Ztiang 

Figure A. 1 Capsule summary of OMT development 
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To describe a class, two elements are used: attributes and operations. The attributes 

reflect the some characterisfics of real world objects. Only relevant attributes of real world 

objects need to be captured in the model. For example, NAME, and AGE may be relevant 

attributes needed for STUDENT class, while HEIGHT is not a relevant attribute because 

the application is not interested in students' height. The operafions reflect the behavior of 

an object class. For example CHANGE_NAME is an operafion for STUDENT class. 

The OMT graphical representation of STUDENT class is as following: 

Class Name 
STUDENT 

Attributes 
jName 
jAge 

Operations( ) changeName() 

The relationships among class are captured through various type line connections. 

Two most widely used relations are generalization and aggregation. The generalization is 

also called "inheritance" relation which means "is a type" relation between two classes. For 

example STUDENT is a type of PERSON. Aggregation reflects "is apart o f relation 

between two classes. For example, BODY is a part of PERSON. The OMT graphical 

representations for these relationships are as below: 
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PERSON is a part of BODY 

is a type 

r STUDENT 

Name 
Age 

changeName() 

A.3. Use Case Example 

"Use Case" is a term used in an object-oriented methodology developed by Ivar 

Jacobson (1992). The "Use Cases" have now been well received by all object-oriented 

modellers and developers. A use case describes the most typical sequences of interactions 

among the system. Typically, a use case can be presented in either natural language text or 

some form of diagrams. The most widely used diagrams for use cases are 'collaboration 

diagram and 'event-tra^e diagram'. The purpose of the use cases analysis is to understand 

the application problem, capture the requirements, communicate with users, and verify the 

models. The basic steps of develop a use case include: 

a. identify the boundary of the proposed application, 

b. classify the actors who are the outside objects, 

c. think how each actor uses the system, 
s 

d. draw collaborafion or scenario diagrams. 
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Following is an example of use case for a simplified course administrafion system. 

Course Adminstration System 

Student Course Registration 

The Student is an actor to use the system. The use case is called course registration. The 

detailed interactions for this use case is depicted in a collaborafion diagram as below. 

1: Fill form 

Registration Form j 

Student 
5; Completion 

2: Send to Reg. Mgr 

Registration Manager 

r ' 
3: Enroll on the requested course 

Hi 
4: Enrollment done | 

riEsboo 

Figure A.2 Use case example for course registrafion 
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APPENDIX B 

RATIONAL ROSE MODELS 
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I WorkPiece 

•^WPName 
"^MaterialType 
TJ,FeatureArray 
"^FeatureRelationMatrix 
"^RequiredProcesses 

..^addWorkPiece( ) 

.JS'deleteWorkPiecel ) 

.^modifyWorkPiece( ) 

.^setFeatureArray( ) j 
^setRelationMatnx( ) ! 
.^setRequiredProcesses( •); 
.^exportRequiredProcessj 

Consist of 

• 1 + 
Feature 

'^Featureld 
"^Fealurelype 

.j^virtual setProcessRequirement() 

.J^virtual addFeature( ) 

.^virtual deleteFeature( ) 

.j^virtual modifyFeature( ) 

..j^virtual exportProcessRequirements( ) 

SurfaceFeature 

' WorkOrder 

'"^Orderld 
"^WPName 
"^Duedate 
•»>>BalchSize 
%Custornerld 

n 

-J 
.^initOrder( ) 
.J^ternriinaleOrder( ; 

I .j^modifyOrdert ) 

Assign 

~r 
Concern 

I 

Need 

I 

i ProcessPlan 

f^WorkOrder ld 
_i "^WorkPieceld 
1 "i^ClassCode 
I "^Plannerld 
"^PlanningDate 

I "^ProcessList 
I '^ProcessSequence 

.^searchProcess( ) 

.^selectProcess( ) 

.j^sequenceProcess( ) 

.^updateProcess( ) 

.^getRequiredProcessl 
,.j^geiEstiiTiatedCap( ) 
!.^gelKnowledge( ) • 

Support 

1 I 

Concern 

Support 

ProcessKnowledge 

"^SurfaceCondition 
"^Dimension 
"^SpecialRequirement 

.^virtual setProcessRequirement( ) 

.^virtual addFealurel ) 
^v i r tua l modifyFealure( ) 
^v i r tua l exportProcessRequirements{ ) 

I Stock 

'^Sto'ckld ""' 
"^StockMaterial 
"^StockName 
"^ChangeStatus 
"^FeatureList 

i 
|.^slockSelect( ) 
|^modifyStock( ) 
'.^updateStatus( ) 
[.j^retrieveStock( ) 
^analyzeFeature( 
^expor tStock( ) 
.J^deleteStock() 

SolidFeature 

; •"^Tolerance 
'"^Dimension 
"^SpecialRequriement 

"^Index 
"^TypeofChange 
"^ChangeSequence 

I "^RecommendedProcess 

1 .^extractProcessKnowledge( 
.J^addKnowledge( ) 

|.^deleteKnowledge( ) 
;.^updateKnowledge( ) 

Assign 

ProcessSchedule 

"^ScheduleDate 
^Stock id 

I "^Machineld 
I "?>,Processld 

.^selectMachine( ) 

.5^selectHeuristic() 

.J^assignWorkload( ) 
^evaluatePlan( ) 
.^getStock( ) 
.^getAvailableCap() 

L, ..̂  

A+-

Support 

.^virtual setProcessRequirement( ) 

.^virtual addFealurej ) 

.^virtual niodifyFealure( ) 
'.^virtual exportProcessRequirements( 

Support 

Object-onented Model for Integrated Process Planning and Production 
Scheduling System This is the generic model which compnses most 
fundamental obiecl classes The implementation of this generic model 
will require addtional derived classes as needed. The prototype will 
show how the denved or component classes be developed according lo 
particular application. 

SchedulingHeuristics 
"^Heuristiclndex 
"^Constraints 
"^MethodDescription 
T^MethodProvider 

-^execution! ) 
.^addMethod( ) 
.^deleteMethod() 
.^updaieMethod( ) 

Concern 

i MachineGroup 

"^IVIacfiGrpName 
"^ProcessType 
"^Machlist 
"^Capability 
"^Capacity 
"^Workload 

I •^Maintenance 

.^addMach( ) 

.J^deleteMach( ) 

.j^retneveLoadl ) 

.^estimateCapacity( ) 
i^updaleWorkloadi ) 

Consist of 

Support 

1+ 

Machine 

t '^Machid 
"^MachName 
"^iCapability 

."^GrossCapacity 
"R/ivailableCapacily 
"^Workload 

j "^ScheduledMaintenance 
"^ProcessPrecision 

.^esliiTiateWorkload( ) 

.jl>retheveWorkload( ) 
^updateWorkload( ) 
.^retriveAvailableCap() 
.jS>modifyMaintenance( ) 

Support 

Support 

Support 
EvaluationMeasure 

"^Crilenald 
"^CnteriaName 
"^CntenaType 
"^CntenaWeighl 

'•^.CnteriaProvider 

.-ntena( ) 
.^deleteCnteria( ) 

N>updateCritena( ) 
1 .i>modifyWeight( ) 
.i^combineCriteria( ) 
.,j^exponMeasure() 

Figure B.l Generic model 
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Gear2 

•^Gear2( ) | 
^setProcReqCode( )' 

Gearl j 

^Gear1{) ' 
^setProcReqCode( ) 

SecShaft H 

^SecShaft( ) 
^setFeature( ) 
^setProcReqCode( ) 

n 

PriShaft 

*PriShaft() ! 
^setFeature( ) 
^setProcReqCode{) 

Feature 

•g^fName : char* ; 
•g^fld ; int 
•g^fDimension : int # 
•ijj^fTolerance : int -| + 
l^fSurface : int 

' '^Feature( ) • 
; <feestimateTime( ) 
! ^~Feature( ) j 
i ^getTime( ) , 

^9etfld( ) 
"^getfName() 

Gear 

i "^Gearl ) 
•*setFeature( 

Housing GearBox 

Wousing( ) 
•^setFeaturei ) 
^setProcReqCode( 

-1 r 

Driller MachCenter 

i •^GearBox( ) 
^setFeature( ) 
•^setProcReqCode( ) 

^Driller{) •^MachCenter( ) 

Shaft 

^Shaft( 

Cover Flange 
NCMill NCLathe GearHob 

*Cover() 
'5>setFeature( ) 
^setProcReqCode( 

^Flange( ) ; 
^setFeature( ) { 
^setProcReqCode( ) 

^NCMill( ) ^NCLathe() ^GearHob() 

Y 
Part 

Assign 
-A Mach 

^pName : char* 
I'g^pld : int 
•'g^arrivalTime : int 
lv>dueDate : int 
•^batchSize : int 
li^procReqCode : int 
^procTime : float 

•5^setProcTime( ) 
'5^setArr( ) 
•^setBatchSizei ) 
^setDueDate( ) 
^Part( ) 
^-Partj) 
•^storeFeature( ) 
^retrvFeature( ) 
•^setPart( ) 
<i>getPartName( ) 
^getPartld( ) 
"^getPartSatchSizel ) 
^getProcReq( ) 
*^getDueDate( ) 
^getFeatureld( ) 
•^ge'tFeatureName( ) 
^getProcTime( ) 
*^setFeature( ) 
^setProcReqCode( ) 

Plan 

^proc ld : int 
^vo lume : int 
^totalOperation : int 
^OperlnMach : int [max_feature] 
i^operOnDay ; int [max_feature] 
i^totalTime : float 
i^operTime : float [max_feature] 

i^setTotalOperation( ) 
^setOperDay( ) 
^setMachTime( ) 

'gj>mld : int 
•g^mName ; char* 
<^tLoad : float 

Support 

^Mach( ) 
0~Mach( ) j 
•<>getMachld( ) 
•^getTotaK ) j 
<i>getMachName( ) j 

^~Proc( ) 
^getOperlnMach( 
*^getOperOnDay( ) 
'%'getTofalOper( ) 
<i>getMachName( ) 
^getOperTime( ) 
*^setProc( ) 
^selectMachine( ) 

L_ 
Dtable 

<g^mtable : int [max_type] [max_feature] 

'••jj^modifyRoute( ) 
<g^modifyElement( ) 
•^get_m_element{ ) 
^Dtable( ) 
•^getCurrentData( ) 
'^modifyTable( ) 

InDtable 

Chamfer Cylinder Marking BevelGear Slot Groove 

^Chamfer( ):; ^Cylinder( ) ' I ^Marking() ; <^BevelGear() I ̂  •^Slotl ) 

A 

^Groovet 

SideMilling 

%SideMilling{ 

i^modifyElement( ) 
%>lnDtable( ) 

InCylinder 

•^lnCylinder( ) 

ExCylinderLong 

<&ExCylinderLong( 

ExCylinderShort 

^ExCylinderShort( 

FourThruHoles 

SurfMilling Hole SectionCut 

^SurfMilling( ) [ ^Hole( ) "^SectionCutC ) 

Keyway 

^Keyway( ) 

CentrHole EightSmallHoles ThreadHole EightThreadHoles 

<i>FourThruHoles( ) -^CentrHole! ) %EightSmallHoles( ) 

Figure B.2 Prototype model 
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APPENDIX D 

C++ PROGRAMS FOR THE PROTOTYPE MODEL 
(Version 2.1) 
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// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File ippps.cpp 
// Description: 
// Main Module for Integrated Process Planning 
// & Production Scheduling (IPPPS) project 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 

// 

//#define WIN30 

#include "winmgr.h" 

// OVERLOADING main window initialization -
void TlpppsApp::lnitMainWindow() 
{ 
IVIainWindow = new TlpppsWindow(NULL, Name); 
} 
//========== Execute IPPPS program ============ 
int PASCAL WinMain(HANDLE hinstance, HANDLE hPrevlnstance, LPSTR IpCmdLine, int nCmdShow) 
{ 
TtpppsApp IPPPS_App("lntegrated Process Planning and Production Scheduling (IPPPS)", hinstance, hPrevlnstance, 
IpCmdLine, nCmdShow); 
IPPPS_App.Run(); 
return (IPPPS_App.Status); 
} 
//end of main module— 

I / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File winmgr.h 
// Description: 
// Window interface object class definition for 
// IPPPS application 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 

#ifndef WINMGR.H 
#define WINMGR.H 

#include <owi.h> 
#include <owlrc.h> 

#include "analysis.h" 

class TIpppsApp :public TApplication 
{ 
public: 
TlpppsApp(LPSTR AName, HANDLE hinstance, HANDLE hPrevlnstance, LPSTR IpCmdLine, int nCmdShow): 
TApplication(AName, hinstance, hPrevlnstance, IpCmdLine, nCmdShow) 0; 
virtual void lnitMainWindow(); 
}; 

// define main window 
_CLASSDEF(TlpppsWindow) 
class TlpppsWindow:public TWindow 
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{ 
protected: 

public: 

Analysis analysis; 
Dtable *tb; 
Part -pa; 
Mach *ma; 
Feature *fe; 
int startPlan; 
int partNumber; 
void displaylnitPart(Part&, PTWindow); 
void displayCurrLoad(float [], PTWindow); 
void displayTable(PTWindow); 
void ProcPlanning(Dtable &, int); 
void setWindowAtrr(PTWindow, int, int, int, 
void displayLoad(Mach &); 

int); 

BOOL ButtonDown; 
HPENThePen; 
int PenSize; 

TlpppsWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle); 
-TlpppsWindow(){DeleteObject(ThePen); delete pa;} 
virtual void CMPartGen(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_PART_GEN]; 
virtual void CMDisplayPart(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_PART_DSP]; 
virtual void CMInitFeature(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CMJNIT_FT]; 
virtual void CMUpdateFeature(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_UPDATE_FT]; 
virtual void CMDisplayFeature(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_DISP_FT]; 
virtual void CMPIanSP(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_F1RST+CM_PLAN_SP]; 
virtual void CMPIanDLFM(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_PLAN_DLFM]; 
virtual void CMPIanln(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_PLANJN]; 
virtual void CMSwitchPlanning(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_PLAN_SW]; 
virtual void CMDisplayPlan(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_PLAN_DSP]; 
virtual void CMPIanReset(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_PLAN_RESET]; 
virtual void CMInitMh(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CMJNIT_MACH]; 
virtual void CMTotalLoad(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_DISP_MACH]; 
virtual void CMMachCentr(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_D1SP_MC]; 
virtual void CMLathe(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_DISP_LT]; 
virtual void CMMill(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_DISP_ML]; 
virtual void CMDrill(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_DISP_DR]; 
virtual void CMGearHob(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_DISP_GH]; 
virtual void CMDisplnitTable(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CMJNIT_TBL]; 
virtual void CMDispCurrTable(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_CURR_TBL]; 
virtual void CMData(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_DATA]; 
virtual void CMEvaluation(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_EVALUATION]; 
virtual void CMAbout(RTMessage Msg) = [CM_FIRST+CM_ABOUT]; 

// virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & Paintlnfo ); 
virtual BOOL CanClose(); 

}; 

#endif//WINMGR.H-

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - r k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

// 
// Project 
// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <inputdia.h> 

IPPPS 
Author David D. Zhang 
File winmgr.cpp 
Description: 

Window Event Manager 
IPPPS project 

Date 02-22-97 
Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
All Rights Reserved. 
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#include "winmgr.h" 
#include "dsplywin.h" 

Dtable *tl = new Dtable; 
Mach mh; 
Part pt; 
Proc pc; 
Feature ft; 

// WINDOW event manager constructor 
TlpppsWindow::TlpppsWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle):TWindow(AParent, ATitle) 

{ 
pa = new Part; 
StartPlan =0; 
partNumber = 10; 
Attr.X = 0; 
Attr.Y = 0; 
Attr.W = 800; 
Attr.H = 600; 
AssignMenuC'COMMANDS"); 
ButtonDown = FALSE; 
} 

//WINDOW event manager methods 
void TlpppsWindow::CMPartGen(RTMessage) 

{ 
fstream f i le l ; 
filel .open(PARTFILE,ios::out); 

//GET random seed and number of parts to start ~ 
int r_seed=1; 
char input_text[6]; 
sprintf(input_text,"%d",r_seed); 
if (GetApplication()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog 

(this,"Seed","Change Random Generator Seed:(<100000!)",input_text,sizeof(input_text)))==IDOK) 
r_seed=atoi(input_text); 

srand(unsigned (r_seed)); 
sprintf(input_text,"%d",partNumber); 
if (GetApplication()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog 

(this,"Order","Change Order Quantiy: ",input_text,sizeof(input_text)))==IDOK) 
partNumber=atoi(input_text); 

// INITIALIZE subwindow -
PTWindow dsplWindow; 
dsplWindow = new TWindow(this, "Part"); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplWindow, 20, 100, 230, 250); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplWindow); 

//GENERATE parts ~ 
int pType; 
for (int i=0; i<partNumber; i++). 

{ 
delete pa; 
pType = (rand()%12)+1; 
switch (pType){ 
case pSubPriShaft: pa = new PriShaft(i+1); breal<; 
case pSubSecShaft: pa = new SecShaft(i+1); breal<; 
case pSubGearl: pa = new Gearl (i+1); break; 
case pSubGear2: pa = new Gear2(i+1); break; 
case pSubFrtFlange: pa = new Flange(i+1); break; 
case pSubLeftFlange: pa = new Flange(i+1); break; 
case pSubRightFlange: pa = new Flange(i+1); break; 
case pSubFrtHousing:. pa = new Housing(i+1); break; 
case pSubLeftHousing: pa = new Housing(i+1); break; 
case pSubRightHousing: pa = new Housing(i+1); break; 
case pSubBox: pa = new GearBox(i+1); break; 
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case pSubCover: pa = new Cover(i+1); break; 
default: pa = new Part(i+1); break; 

} 
displaylnitPart(*pa, dsplWindow); 

fi lel « * p a ; 

} 

//CLEAN trashes ~ 
filel.close(); 
dsplWindow->CloseWindow(); 

// DISPLAY RESULT subwindows 
dsplWindow = new DsplyPtWindow(this,"Part", *pa); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplWindow, 20, 100, 230, 250); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplWindow); 

MessageBox(HWindow, "Order information generated","Part", MB_OK|MBJCONEXCLAMATION); 

} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMPIanSP(RTMessage) 
{ 
tb = new Dtable; 
ProcPlanning(*tb, CM_PLAN_SP); 
delete tb; 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMPIanDLFM(RTMessage) 

{ 
tb = new Dtable; 
tb->getCurrentData(*tl); 
ProcPlanning(*tb, CM_PLAN_DLFM); 
delete tb; 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMPIanln(RTMessage) 

{ 
tb = new InDtable; 
tb->getCurrentData(*tl); 
ProcPlanning(*tb, CM_PLANJN); 
delete tb; 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMInitMh(RTMessage) 

{ 
fstream f i le l ; 
filel .open(MACHFILE,ios::out); 

for (int 1=0; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
switch (i){ 

case MachineCenter: 
ma = new MachCenter;break; 
case NcLathe: 
ma = new NCLathe;break; 
case NcMillingMachine: 
ma = new NCMill;break; 
case DrillingMachine: 
ma = new Driller;break; 
case GearHobbing: 
ma = new GearHob;break; 
default: 
ma = new Mach(i); 
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} 
filel « *ma; 
delete ma; 
} 

filel.closeO; 
MessageBox(HWindow, "Initilialize Machine OK", "Machine",MB_OK | MBJCONEXCLAMATION); 

} 

M * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

void TlpppsWindow::CMMachCentr(RTMessage) 
{ 
ma = new MachCenter; 
displayLoad(*ma); 
delete ma; 
} 

n* *********************************** ************ 

void TlpppsWindow::CMLathe(RTMessage) 
{ 
ma = new NCLathe; 
displayLoad(*ma); 
delete ma; 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMMill(RTMessage) 
{ 
ma = new NCMill; 
displayLoad(*ma); 
delete ma; 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMDrill(RTMessage) 

{ 
ma = new Driller; 
displayLoad(*ma); 
delete ma; 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMGearHob(RTMessage) 

{ 
ma = new GearHob; 
displayLoad(*ma); 
delete ma; 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMTotalLoad(RTMessage) 

{ 
float Load[max_mach]; 
fstream f i lel ; 

// GET machine load -
filel.open(MACHFILE,ios::in); 
for (int i=0; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
file1.seekg(rollForwardMach * i, ios::beg); 
filel » mh; 
if (i > 0) 
{ 
Load[i] = mh.getTotalO; 

} 
} 

filel.closeO; 
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//DISPLAY relative load 
PTWindow resultCWindow; 
resultCWindow = new DsplyTotalWindow(this, "Relative Loading Status", Load); 
setWindowAtrr(resultCWindow, 430, 100, 350, 220); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(resultCWindow); 
} 

1 1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * it * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * ( * • * ( * * * * * * * 

void TlpppsWindow::CMDisplayPart(RTMessage) 
{ 
// GET Order Id (Part Id) 
intid=1; 
char input_text[6]; 
sprintf(input_text,"%d",id); 

if (GetApplication()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog 
(this,"Part ld","Change Part ld",input_text,sizeof(input_text)))==IDOK) 
id=atoi(input_text); 

// GET Part & its Feature 
fstream filel; 
filel .open(PARTFILE,ios::in); 
while (1) 

{ 
if (filel.ios::eof()) 
{ 
MessageBox(HWindow, "Cannot find the part.", "Part",MB_OK | MBJCONEXCLAMATION); 
break; 
} 

filel »p t ; 
if (id == pt.getPartldO) 

break; 
} 

filel.closeO; 

// INITIALIZE & DISPLY subwindow 
PTWindow dsplWindow; 
dsplWindow = new DsplyPtWindow(this, "Part", pt); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplWindow, 20, 100, 230, 250); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplWindow); 
} 

/ / * * • • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * ir**ick************************* 

void TlpppsWindow::CMDisplayFeature(RTMessage) 
{ 
// INITIALIZE subwindow -
PTWindow dsplFtWindow; 
dsplFtWindow = new DsplyFtWindow(this, "Feature", ft); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplFtWindow, 50, 100, 200, 430); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplFtWindow); 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMDisplayPlan(RTMessage) 

{ 
// GET Order Id (Part Id) 
intid=1; 
char input_text[6]; 
sprintf(input_text,"%d",id); 

if (GetApplication()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog 
(this,"Plan ld","Change Plan ld",input_text,sizeof(input_text)))==IDOK) 
id=atoi(input_text); 

// GET Plan 
fstream filel,file2; 
filel .open(PARTFILE,ios::in); 
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file2.open(PROCFlLE,ios::in); 
while (1) 

{ 
if (filel.ios::eof()) 

{ 
MessageBox(HWindow, "Cannot find the plan.", "Plan".MB_OK | MBJCONEXCLAMATION); 
break; 
} 

filel » p t ; 
file2»pc; 

if (id == pLgetPartldO ) 
break; 
} // end of while loop 

filel .closeO; 
file2.close(); 

// INITIALIZE & DISPLAY subwindow 
PTWindow dsplPlanWindow; 
dsplPlanWindow = new DsplyPnWindow(this, "Process Plan",pt,pc); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplPlanWindow, 50, 100, 370, 290); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplPlanWindow); 
} 

I/*** * * * * * * * * * * * ******-ki,***ir*******ic-ki,icieiei,if if if 

void TlpppsWindow::CMInitFeature(RTMessage) 
{ 
fstream file; 
file.open(FEATFILE, ios::out); 

for (int i=0; i<avail Jeature; i++) 
{ 
switch (i){ 

case fEmpty: fe = new Feature (i); break; 
case fExCylinderLong: fe = new ExCylinderLong(i); break; 
case fExCylinderShort: fe = new ExCylinderShort(i); break; 
case fInCylinder: fe = new InCylinder(i); break; 
case fCentrHole: fe = new CentrHole(i);break; 
case fFourThruHoles: fe = new FourThruHoles(i);break; 
case fSSmallHoles: fe = new EightSmallHoles(i);break; 
case fThreadHole: fe = new ThreadHole(i);break; 
case fSThreadHoles: fe = new EightThreadHoles(i);break; 
case fSectionCut: fe = new SectionCut(i);break; 
case fGroove: fe = new Groove(i);break; 
case fChamfer: fe = new Chamfer(i);break; 
case fBevelGear: fe = new BevelGear(i);break; 
case fSlot: fe = new Slot(i);break; 
case fSurfaceMilling: fe = new SurfMilling(i);break; 
case fSideMilling: fe = new SideMilling(i);break; 
case fKeyway: fe = new Keyway(i);break; 
case fMarking: fe = new Marking(i);break; 
default: fe = new Feature(i);break; 

} 
file « * f e ; 
delete fe; 

} 
file.CloseO; 
MessageBox(HWindow, "Features generated","Feature", MB_OK | MBJCONEXCLAMATION); 

} 

/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //* 
void TlpppsWindow::CMUpdateFeature(RTMessage) 

{ 
MessageBox(HWindow,"Not allowed now for feature base safety.\n Contact Author.", "Update Feature", MB_OK | 

MBJCONINFORMATION); 

} 
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11* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***********ic1,if if ififif 

void TlpppsWindow::CMSwitchPlanning(RTMessage) 
{ 
MessageBox(HWindow,"Future Method\nContact Author.", "Planning", MB_OK | MBJCONINFORMATION); 

} 

ll************************************it*if*ifici,i,i,ieif 

void TlpppsWindow::CMPIanReset(RTMessage) 
{ 
delete tl; 
tl = new Dtable; 
StartPlan = 0; 
fstream file; 
file.open(PROCFILE, ios::out); 
file.closeO; 
MessageBox(HWindow,"Planning Reset", "Planning", MB_OK | MBJCONINFORMATION); 

} 

n**********************************i,ic*ifi,i,ififififici,* 

void TtpppsWindow::CMDisplnitTable(RTMessage) 
{ 
//INITIALIZE subwindow-
PTWindow dsplTbWindow; 
dsplTbWindow = new DsplxWindow(this, "Initial Decision Table"); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplTbWindow, 470, 100, 270, 160); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplTbWindow); 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMDispCurrTable(RTMessage) 
{ 
//INITIALIZE subwindow-
PTWindow dsplTbWindow; 
dsplTbWindow = new DsplyWindow(this, "Current Decision Table"); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplTbWindow, 70, 100, 270, 160); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplTbWindow); 
} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMData(RTMessage) 

{ 
fstream file; 
file.open(ANALFILE,ios::out); 

int size=5; 
char inputjext[6]; 
sprintf(inputjext,"%d",size); 

if (GetApplicafion()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog 
(this,"Data","Sample Size (>0I!!) ",inputJext,sizeof(inputJext)))==IDOK) 
size=atoi(inputJext); 

int orSize=60; 
sprintf(inputJext,"%d",orSize); 

if (GetApplicafion()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog 
(this,"Data","Order Size (>6!!!)",inputJext,sizeof(inputJext)))==IDOK) 
orSize=atoi(inputJext); 

//INITIALIZE subwindow C 
PTWindow totalWindow; 
totalWindow = new TWindow(this, "Relative Loading Status"); 
setWindowAtrr(totalWindow, 430, 300, 350, 220); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(totalWindow); 

for (int i= CM_PLAN_SP; i<=CM_PLANJN; i++) 
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for (int j= 0; j<size; j++) 

{ 
analysis.reset(size, orSize); 
unsigned r_seed = 1+j*2; //RANDOMIZE seed 
srand(r_seed); 

{ 
int err = analysis.dataCollect(i, orSize, totalWindow); 
if (err 1=0 ) 

{ 
MessageBox(HWindow, "Error Data Sampling","Data", MB_OK|MBJCONEXCLAMATION); 
break; 

} 
else 

file«analysis; 
} 

} 
//CLOSE file 
file.CloseO; 
totalWindow->CloseWindow(); 

// DISPLAY RESULT subwindow C 
PTWindow resultCWindow; 
resultCWindow = new DsplyTotalWindow(this, "Relative Loading Status",analysis.getDataLoad()); 
setWindowAtrr(resultCWindow, 430, 300, 350, 220); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(resultCWindow); 

MessageBox(HWindow, "Data Sample Completed","Data", MB_OK|MB_ICONEXCLAMATION); 
} 

//*********************************************** 

void TlpppsWindow::CMEvaluation(RTMessage) 
{ 
char inputjext[6]; 
sprintf(inputjext,"%d",analysis.getSampleSizeO); 

if (GetApplication()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog 
(this,"Data"."Sample Size",inputJext,sizeof(inputJext)))==IDOK) 
analysis.putSampleSize(atoi(inputJext)); 

//INITIALIZE subwindow-
PTWindow dsplAnWindow; 
dsplAnWindow = new DsplxAnWindow(this, "Analysis", analysis); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplAnWindow, 50, 100, 450, 180); 
GetApplicafion()->MakeWindow(dsplAn Window); 

} 

void TlpppsWindow::CMAbout(RTMessage) 

{ 
MessageBox(HWindow,"The Prototype of Object Oriented IPPPS System\n\n\t By David D. Zhang\n\t Version 2.1\n\t 

Copy Right 1997", "About", MB_OK | MBJCONINFORMATION ); 

} 

//SUPPORTING methods for window event manager object class 
void TlpppsWindow::setWindowAtrr(PTWindow winPtr, int a, int b, int c, int d) 

{ 
winPtr->Attr.Style |= WS_SYSMENU; 
winPtr->Attr.X = a; 
winPtr->Attr.Y = b; 
winPtr-> Attr.W = c; 
winPtr->Attr.H = d; 
} 

BOOL TlpppsWindow::CanClose() 

{ 
return MessageBox(HWindow, "Close Application Window", 
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"Close", MB_YESNO | MBJCONQUESTION) == IDYES; 
} 

u********************************* ************** 

void TlpppsWindow::ProcPlanning(Dtable & tbi, int methodType) 
{ 
// DEFINE local variables --
int count=0; 
fioat mJoad[max_mach]; 
char load[50]; 
HDC DC; 

fstream filel,file2,file3; 
filel .open(PARTFILE,ios::in); 
file2.open(MACHFILE,ios::in | ios::out); 
files.open(PROCFILE,ios::in | ios::out); 

// GET Number of orders to plan 
char inputJext[4]; 
sprintf(inputjext,"%d",partNumber); 

if (GetApplicafion()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog 
(this,"Plan","Change Planning Item Quanfiy: ",inputJext,sizeof(inputJext)))==IDOK) 
partNumber=atoi(inputJext); 

// GET buffer size for dynamic feedback) * 
int buffer = 5; 
if (methodType == CM_PLAN_SP) 
buffer = partNumber+startPlan+1; 
else 
{ 
sprintf(inputjext, "%d", buffer); 
if (GetApplication()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog (this,"Buffer","Change Buffer Size ( <=500 ):", 
inputJext,sizeof(inputJext)))==IDOK) 
buffer=atoi(inputJext); 
} 

// INITIALIZE subwindow A~ 
char methodName[50]; 
PTWindow SelectWindow; 

switch (methodType){ 
case CM_PLAN_SP: strcpy(methodName, "Separated Planning"); break; 
case CM_PLAN_DLFM: strcpy(methodName, "Dynamic Load Feedback"); break; 
case CM_PLAN_IN: strcpy(methodName, "Integrated Quality and Load"); break; 
} 

SelectWindow = new TWindow(this, methodName); 
setWindowAtrr(SelectWindow, 30, 300, 350, 220); 
GetApplicafion()->MakeWindow(SelectWindow); 
DC = GetDC(SelectWindow->HWindow); 
if (DC ==0) 
exit(1); 

SetTextColor(DC, RGB(200,0,200)); 
TextOut(DC,50,10,"Dynamic Machine Loading Status",30); 
SetTextColor(DC, RGB(0,0,0)); 
ReleaseDC(SelectWindow->HWindow, DC); 

// INITIALIZE subwindow B 
PTWindow dsplTbWindow; 
dsplTbWindow = new TWindow(this, "Current Decision Table"); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplTbWindow, 70, 100, 270, 160); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplTbWindow); 

// INITIALIZE subwindow C 
PTWindow TotalWindow; 
TotalWindow = new TWindow(this, "Relative Loading Status"); 
setWindowAtrr(TotalWindow, 430, 300, 350, 220); 
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GetApplicafion()->MakeWindow(TotalWindow); 

//FIND the position to start read PART and write PROC 
for (int i=0; i<startPlan; i++) 

{ 
filel » p t ; 
file3»pc; 

} 

// GET part and select mach ~ 
for (i=startPlan; i<startPlan+partNumber; i++) 

{ 
if(file1.ios::eof()) 

{ 
partNumber = i; 
MessageBox(HWindow, "End of order file", "Plan",MB_OK | MBJCONEXCLAMATION); 
break; 

} 
filel » p t ; 
pc.setProc (pt); 
pc.selectMachine(tbl, pt); 
file3«pc; 

// UPDATE mach load -
for(int j=1; j<max_mach; j++) 

{ 
file2.seekg(rollForwardMach * j , ios::beg); 
file2»mh; 
mjoady] = loadMach(mh,pc); 
DC = GetDC(SelectWindow->HWindow); 
if (DC ==0) 

sprintf(load, "%d %s Load = %6.2f", mh.getMachld(), mh.getMachName(), mJoad[j]); 
TextOut(DC, 50, (j * 30 + 10), load, strlen(load)); 
ReleaseDC(SelectWindQw->HWindow, DC); 

file2.seekg(rollFonwardMach * j , ios::beg); 
file2«mh; 
} 

exit(1); 

// UPDATE Decision Table 
if (count == buffer-1) 

{ 
tbl.modifyTable(mJoad); 
tl->getCurrentData(tbl); 
displayTable(dsplTbWindow); 

count=0; 
} 

else 
count++; 

displayCurrLoad(mJoad, TotalWindow); 
}// end of loop 

//CLOSE temp windows 
TotalWindow->CloseWindow(); 
SelectWindow->CloseWindow(); 
dsplTbWindow->CloseWindow(); 
// CLOSE files !!! 
filel.CloseO; 
file2.CloseO; 
files.closeO; 

// DISPLAY RESULT subwindows 
SelectWindow = new DsplyDyWindow(this, methodName); 
setWindowAtrr(SelectWindow, 30, 300, 350, 220); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(SelectWindow); 
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dsplTbWindow = new DsplyWindow(this, "Current Decision Table"); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplTbWindow, 70, 100, 270, 160); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplTbWindow); 

PTWindow resultCWindow; 
resultCWindow = new DsplyTotalWindow(this, "Relative Loading Status",mjoad); 
setWindowAtrr(resultCWindow, 430, 300, 350, 220); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(resultCWindow); 

StartPlan = startPlan + partNumber; 

} 

void TlpppsWindow::displayLoad(Mach &mc) 
{ 
// GET startDay of showing machine load 
intd=0; 
int n; 
char inputJext[4]; 
sprintf(inputjext,"%d",d); 

if (GetApplication()->ExecDialog(new TInputDialog 
(this,"View Machine","Start Time: (<60) ",inputJext,sizeof(inputJext)))==IDOK) 
d=atoi(inputJext); 

if (StartPlan == 0) 
n = partNumber; 
else 
n=startPlan; 

//INITIALIZE subwindow-
PTWindow dsplyMcWindow; 
dsplyMcWindow = new DsplyMcWindow(this, mc.getMachName(),mc,pc,n,d); 
setWindowAtrr(dsplyMcWindow, 50, 50, 300, 200); 
GetApplication()->MakeWindow(dsplyMcWindow); 

} 

/ • * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //* 
void TlpppsWindow::displaylnitPart(Part &p, PTWindow dsplWindow) 

{ 
char space[]=" "; 
HDC DC; 
DC = GetDC(dsplWindow->HWindow); 
if (DC == 0) 
exit(1); 

// DISPLAY Part & its Feature 
char pName[50]; 

sprintf(pName, "%s %s","PartName:",space); 
TextOut(DC, 20, 10, pName, strlen(pName)); 
sprintf(pName, "%s %s","PartName:", p.getPartNameO); 
TextOut(DC, 20, 10, pName, strlen(pName)); 
sprintf(pName, "%s",space); 
TextOut(DC, 20, 30, pName, strlen(pName)); 
sprintf(pName, "%s %d", "BatchSize: ", p.getPartBatchSizeO); 
TextOut(DC, 20, SO, pName, strlen(pName)); 
sprintf(pName, "%s",space); 
TextOut(DC, 20, 50, pName, strlen(pName)); 
sprintf(pName, "%s". "Features: "); 
SetTextColor(DC,RGB(100,100,0)); 
TextOut(DC, 20, 50, pName, strlen(pName)); 

SetTextColor(DC, RGB(0,0,0)); 
for (int j=0; j<max_feature; j++) 

{ 
sprintf(pName, "%s",space); 

TextOut(DC, 20, 70+j*18, pName, strlen(pName)); 
sprintf(pName, "%d %s", j+1, p.getFeatureName(j)); 
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TextOut(DC, 20, 70+j*18, pName, strlen(pName)); 

} 
ReleaseDC(dsplWindow->HWindow, DC); 

} 

void TlpppsWindow::displayTable(PTWindow dsplWindow) 

{ 
HDC DC; 
char Name[5]; 

DC = GetDC(dsplWindow->HWindow); 
if (DC == 0) 
exit(1); 

for (int 1=1; i<maxjype; i++) 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 

{ 
sprintf(Name, "%5d",tl->get_m_element(i,j)); 
TextOut(DC, j*30+5,1*15-5, Name, strlen(Name)); 
} 
ReleaseDC(dsplWindow->HWindow, DC); 

} 

void TlpppsWindow::displayCurrLoad(fioat ld[], PTWindow TotalWindow ) 

{ 
static preLoad[max_mach] = {0,0,0,0,0,0}; 
char Name [50]; 

HDC DC; 
DC = GetDC(TotalWindow->HWindow); 
i f (DC==0) 

exit(1); 
else { 

static LOGPEN IpGrn = {PS_SOLID, 1,1, RGB(100,255,0)}; 
HPEN hGrnPen; 
hGrnPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpGrn); 
static LOGPEN IpRed = {PS_SOLID, 3, 1, RGB(255,0,0)}; 
HPEN hRedPen; 
hRedPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpRed); 
static LOGPEN IpWht = {PS_SOLID, 5, 1, RGB(255,255,255)}; 
HPEN hWhtPen; 
hWhtPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpWht); 

SelectObject(DC, hGrnPen); 
MoveTo(DC, 40,160); 
LineTo(DC, 300,160); 

sprintf(Name, "%s","Center Lathe Milling Drilling Hobbing"); 
TextOut(DC, 40, 165, Name, strlen(Name)); 

// DISPLAY machine load -
fioat top=0; 
char Name[50]; 

for (int i=1; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
if (top < ld[i]) 

top = ld[i]; 
} 

if (top != 0) 
{ 
for (i=1; i<max_mach; i++) 
ld[i] = ld[i]*120/top; 

} 
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//CLEAR previous drawing 
SelectObject(DC, hWhtPen); 
MoveTo(DC, 40, 160-preLoad[1]); 
for (1=2; i<max_mach; i++) 

LineTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-preLoad[i]); 
for (i=1; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
MoveTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-preLoad[i]); 
LineTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160); 
} 

//DRAW new loading status 
SelectObject(DC, hRedPen); 
MoveTo(DC, 40, 160-ld[1]); 

for (1=2; i<max_mach; i++) 
LineTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-ld[i]); 

SelectObject(DC,hGrnPen); 
for (1=1; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
MoveTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-ld[i]); 

LineTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160); 
} 

for (1=1; i<max_mach; i++) 
preLoad[i] = ld[i]; 
ReleaseDC(TotalWindow->HWindow, DC); 
}//endof if DC 1=0. 

} 

// END of event manager class methods 

I l - k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I 

II 
II Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File dsplWin.h 
// Description: 
// SubWindow interface object class definition for 
// IPPPS application 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
11**************************************************************************************1 

#ifndef DSPLYWIN_H 
#define DSPLYWIN_H 

#include <owl.h> 
#include <owlrc.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "winmgr.h" 
#include "top.h" 

// define display window 
class DsplyWindow : public TWindow 
{ 
public: 

BOOL ButtonDown; 
DsplyWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle); 

-DsplyWindowOO 
virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ); 

}: 

class DsplxWindow : public TWindow 
{ 
public: 
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DsplxWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle); 
-DsplxWindowOO 
virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT FAR & )• 

}; 

class DsplyTotalWindow : public TWindow 
{ 

float Ld[max_mach]; 
public: 

DsplyTotalWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle, float LoadQ); 
-DsplyTotalWindowOO 
virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & )• 

}; 

class DsplxAnWindow : public TWindow 
{ 

Analysis analysis; 
public: 

DsplxAnWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle, Analysis & Ans); 
-DsplxAnWindowOO 
virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ); 

}; 

class DsplyFtWindow : public TWindow 
{ 

Feature f; 
public: 

DsplyFtWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle, Feature ft); 
-DsplyFtWindowOO 
virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ); 

}; 

class DsplyPnWindow : public TWindow 
{ 

Part dpt; 
Proc dpc; 

public: 
DspiyPnWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle, Part &p, Proc &r); 

-DsplyPnWindowOO 
virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ); 

}; 

class DsplyPtWindow : public TWindow 

{ 
Part dpt; 

public: 
DsplyPtWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle, Part& pt); 

-DsplyPtWindowOO 
virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ); 

}; 

class DsplyMcWindow : public TWindow 

{ 
int ptNumber, startDay; 
Mach dmc; 
Proc dpc; 

public: 
DsplyMcWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle, Mach &mc, Proc &pc, int n, int d); 

-DsplyMcWindowOO 
virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ); 

}; 

class DsplyDyWindow : public TWindow 

{ 
Mach dmc; 

public: 
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DsplyDyWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATifle); 
-DsplyDyWindowOO 
virtual void Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ); 

}: 
#endif//DsplyWIN.H 

11**************************************************************************************1 

II 
II Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File dsplywin.cpp 
// Description: 
// subWindow Event Manager 
// IPPPS project 
// Date 02-22-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
I / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - r t r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <inputdia.h> 

#include "dsplywin.h" 
extern Dtable *tl; 
extern Mach mh; 
extern Part pt; 
extern Proc pc; 
extern Feature ft; 

DsplyWindow::DsplyWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATifle): 
TWindow(AParent, ATifle){ButtonDown = FALSE;} 

void DsplyWindow::Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ) 

{ 
char Name[5]; 
for (int i=1; i<maxjype; i++) 

for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
{ 
sprintf(Name, "%5d",tl->get_m_element(i,j)); 
TextOut(PaintDC, j*S0+5, i*15-5. Name, strlen(Name)); 

} 
ReleaseDC(HWindow, PaintDC); 

} 

DsplxWindow::DsplxWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATifle): 
TWindow(AParent, ATifle){} 

void DsplxWindow::Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ) 

{ 
char Name[5]; 
for (int 1=1; i<maxjype; i++) 

for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
{ 
sprintf(Name, "%5d",initTable[i][j]); 
TextOut(PaintDC, j*30+5, i*15-5. Name, strlen(Name)); 

} 
ReleaseDC(HWindow, PaintDC); 

} 

;;*********************************************** 
DsplyTotalWindow::DsplyTotalWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATifle, float Load[]): 

TWindow(AParent, ATifle){for (int i=0; i<max_mach; i++) Ld[i] = Load[i];} 

void DsplyTotalWindow::Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ) 

{ 
char Name[50]; 
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float top=0; 
for (int i=0; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
if (top < Ld[i]) 

top = Ld[i]; 
} 

if (top != 0) 

{ 
for (i=1; i<max_mach; i++) 
Ld[i] = Ld[i]*120/top; 
} 

staflc LOGPEN IpGm = {PS_SOLtD, 1 ,1 , RGB(100,255,0)}; 
HPEN hGrnPen; 
hGrnPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpGrn); 
staflc LOGPEN IpRed = {PS_SOLID, 3, 1, RGB(255,0,0)}; 
HPEN hRedPen; 
hRedPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpRed); 
SelectObject(PaintDC, hGrnPen); 

MoveTo(PaintDC, 40,160); 
LineTo(PaintDC, 300,160); 

sprintf(Name, "%s","Center Lathe Milling Drilling Hobbing"); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 40, 165, Name, strlen(Name)); 

//DRAW loading status 
SelectObject(PaintDC, hRedPen); 
MoveTo(PaintDC, 40, 160-Ld[1]); 

for (i=2; i<max_mach; i++) 
LineTo(PaintDC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-Ld[i]); 

SelectObject(PaintDC,hGrnPen); 
for (1=1; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
MoveTo(PaintDC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-Ld[i]); 

LineTo(PaintDC, (i-1)*65+40, 160); 
} 

ReleaseDC(HWindow, PaintDC); 
} 

DsplyFtWindow::DsplyFtWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATifle, Feature ft): 
TWindow(AParent, ATifle){f=ft;} 

void DsplyFtWindow::Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ) 

{ 
// DISPLAY Feature 
char Name[50]; 
fstream filel; 
filel .open(FEATFILE,ios::in); 

sprintf(Name, "%s","Feature Name"); 
SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(100,100,0)); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 10, Name, strlen(Name)); 
SetTextCo!or(PaintDC, RGB(0,0,0)); 

for (int i=0; i<avail_feature; i++) 

{ 
filel » f ; 
sprintf(Name, "%d %s",f.getfld(), f.getfNameO); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, i*18+30. Name, strlen(Name)); 

} 
ReleaseDC(HWindow, PaintDC); 
filel.closeO; 

} 

n* *->' * A t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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DsplyPnWindow::DsplyPnWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATifle, Part &p, Proc &r): 
TWindow(AParent, ATifle){dpt=p; dpc=r;} 

void DsplyPnWindow::Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ) 

{ 
char Name[50]; 

sprintf(Name, "%s %d","Orderld:", dpt.getPartldO); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 20, Name, strlen(Name)); 
sprintf(Name, "%s %s","PartName:", dpt.getPartNameO); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 40, Name, strlen(Name)); 
sprintf(Name, "%s %d", "BatchSize:". dpt.getPartBatchSizeO); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 60, Name, strlen(Name)); 
SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(100,100,0)); 
sprintf(Name, "%s %d", "Operaflons: ",dpc.getTotalOper()); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 80, Name, strlen(Name)); 
SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(0,0,0)); 
for (int j=0; j<dpc.getTotalOper(); j++) 

{ 
sprintf(Name, "%-s",dpt.getFeatureName(j)); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 100+j*18, Name, strlen(Name)); 
sprintf(Name, "%-s",dpc.getMachName(dpc.getOperlnMach(j))); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 150, 100+j*18, Name, strlen(Name)); 
sprintf(Name, "%8.2f",dpc.getOperTime(j)); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 260, 100+j*18, Name, strlen(Name)); 
} 

ReleaseDC(HWindow, PaintDC); 

} 

***************************************** 
DsplyPtWindow::DsplyPtWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATifle, Part &pt): 

TWindow(AParent, ATifle){ dpt = pt;} 

void DsplyPtWindow::Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ) 

{ 
char Name[50]; 

sprintf(Name, "%s %s","PartName: ", dpt.getPartNameO); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 10, Name, strlen(Name)); 
sprintf(Name, "%s %d", "BatchSize: ", dpt.getPartBatchSizeO); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 30, Name, strlen(Name)); 
sprintf(Name, "%s", "Features: "); 
SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(100,100,0)); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 50, Name, strlen(Name)); 
SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(0,0,0)); 
for (int j=0; j<max_feature; j++) 

{ 
if (dpt.getFeatureldO) == 0) 

break; 
sprintf(Name, "%d %s", j+1, dpt.getFeatureName(j)); 
TextOut(PaintDC. 20, 70+j*18, Name, strlen(Name)); 
} 

ReleaseDC(HWindow, PaintDC); 

} 

DsplyMcWindow::DsplyMcWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATifle, Mach &mc, Proc &pc, int n,int d): 
TWindow(AParent, ATifle){ dmc - mc; dpc = pc; ptNumber = n; startDay =d;} 

void DsplyMcWindow::Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ) 

{ 
char Name[50]; 

staflc LOGPEN IpBlue = {PS_SOLID, 1,1, RGB(0,0,255)}; 
staflc LOGPEN IpRed = {PS_SOLID, 2, 1, RGB(200,0,0)}; 
staflc LOGPEN IpGrn = {PS_SOLID, 1 ,1 , RGB(100,0,100)}; 
HPEN hBluePen; 
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HPEN hRedPen; 
HPEN hGrnPen; 
hBluePen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpBlue); 
hRedPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpRed); 
hGrnPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpGrn); 

SelectObject(PaintDC, hBluePen); 
MoveTo(PaintDC, 35,45); 
LineTo(PaintDC, 35,145); 
LineTo(PaintDC, 275,145); 

for (int 1=0; i<5; i++) 
{ 

MoveTo(PaintDC, 35, 145 - (i+1)*20); 
LineTo(PaintDC, 40, 145 - (i+1)*20); 
sprintf(Name, "%d", (i+1)*4); 
SetTextAlign(PaintDC, TA_RIGHT); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 30, 137 (i+1)*20. Name, strlen(Name)); 
} 

for (i=0; i<10; i++) 

{ 
MoveTo(PaintDC, (i+1)*24+35, 145); 
LineTo(PaintDC, (i+1)*24+S5, 140); 
} 

SelectObject(PaintDC, hGrnPen); 
MoveTo(PaintDC, 35, 145 - work_hour*5); 
LineTo(PaintDC, 275,145 - work_hour*5); 

// DISPLAY machine load --
float load; 
fstream filel; 
filel .open(PROCFILE,ios::in); 

SelectObject(PaintDC, hRedPen); 
MoveTo(PaintDC, 35,145); 

for (int j=startDay; j<show_day+startDay; j++) 
{ 
filel .seekg(OL,ios::beg); 

load =0; 
for (int k=0; k<ptNumber; k++) 

{ 
filel » d p c ; 
if (filel.ios::eof()) 

{ 
sprintf(Name, "7oS", "NO DATA AVAILABLE !!"); 
SetTextAlign(PaintDC, TA_LEFT); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 50, 30, Name, strlen(Name)); 
break; 
} 

for (int h=0; h<max_feature; h++) 
if((dpc.getOperlnMach(h) == dmc.getMachldO) && (j== dpc.getOperOnDay(h))) 

load += dpc.getOperTime(h); 

} 
MoveTo(PaintDC, (j+1-startDay)*4+35, 145); 

LineTo(PaintDC, (j+1-startDay)M+S5, 145 load*5); 
if ((j-startDay)%6 == 0 ) 

{ 
sprintf(Name, "%d", j); 
SetTextAlign(PaintDC, TA_CENTER); 
TextOut(PaintDC,(j-startDay)*4+35, 155, Name, strlen(Name)); 
} 

} 
ReleaseDC(HWindow, PaintDC); 
filel.closeO; 
} 
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/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * • * • * * * * * * 

DsplyDyWindow::DsplyDyWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATitle): 
TWindow(AParent, ATifle){} 

void DsplyDyWindow::Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ) 
{ 
char Name[50]; 
fstream flie; 
flle.open(MACHFILE, ios::in); 

SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(100,100,0)); 
TextOut(PaintDC,50,10,"Dynamic Machine Loading Status",30); 
SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(0,0,0)); 

for(int j=1; j<max_mach; j++) 

{ 
file.seekg(rollForwardMach * j , ios::beg); 
flle»dmc; 
sprintf(Name, "%d %s Load = %6.2f", dmc.getMachldO, dmc.getMachName(), dmc.getTotalO); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 50, (j * 30 + 10), Name, strlen(Name)); 
} 

ReleaseDC(HWindow, PaintDC); 
file.closeO; 
} 

//**************************************************************************************/ 

// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File part.h 
// Description: 
// Object class definition for 
// Part Module 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
§ 1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I 

#ifndef PART_H 
#define PART_H 

#include <string.h> 
#include "top.h" 
#include "feature.h" 

******************* // Deflniflon of class Part 
class Part { 
protected: 

char* pName; 
int pId; 
int arrivalTime; 
int dueDate; 
int batchSize; 
int procReqCode; 
fioat procTime; 
Feature * feature[maxjeature]; 
void setArr(int); 
void setBatchSizeO; 
void setDueDate(int arr); 
virtual void setProcTime(); 

public: 
Part (int id=0, char *nm=" Virtual_Part "); 
Parts operator =(const Part &p); 
-PartO; 
void storeFeature(fstream &outfile. Feature *myFeature){outfile«*myFeature;} 
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void retrvFeature(fstream &infile. Feature *myFeature){infile»*myFeature;} 
virtual void setPart(int id); 
char *getPartName(){return pName;} 
int getPartldO; 
int getPartBatchSizeO; 
int getProcReqO; 
int getDueDateO; 
int getFeatureld(int); 
char "getFeatureName(int); 
fioat getProcTime(int); 
virtual void setFeature(){} 
virtual void setProcReqCode(); 
friend fstream &operator»(fstream &in. Part &m); 
fnend fstream &operator«(fstream &, Part &); 

}; 
//***************************************** 

// class Shaft is a type of Part— 
class Shaft: public Part { 
public: 

Shaft(int id=0, char *nm = "Shaft"):Part (id, nm)0 

}; 

// class PriShaft is a type of Part 
class PriShaft: public Shaft { 
public: 

PriShaft(int id=pPriShaft, char 'nm = "MainShaft"):Shaft (id, nm){ 
setProcReqCodeO; 
setFeatureO; 
setProcTimeO; 

} 
virtual void setProcReqCode(){procReqCode = pPriShaft;} 
virtual void setFeature(); 

}; 

// class SecShaft is a type of Part 
class SecShaft: public Shaft { 
public: 

SecShaft(int id=pSecShaft, char *nm = "DrivenShaft"):Shaft (id, nm){ 
setProcReqCodeO; 

setFeatureO; 
setProcTimeO; 

} 
virtual void setProcReqCode(){procReqCode = pSecShaft;} 
virtual void setFeatureO; 

}; 

// class Gear is a type of Part 
class Gear: public Part { 
public: 

Gear(int id=0, char *nm = "Gear"):Part (id, nm){ 
setFeatureO; 

} 
virtual void setFeatureO; 

}; 

// class Gearl is a type of Part 
class Gearl : public Gear { 
public: 

Gearl (int id=pGear1, char *nm = "MainShaftGear"):Gear (id, nm){ 
SetProcReqCodeO; 

setProcTimeO; 

} 
virtual void setProcReqCode(){procReqCode = pGearl;} 

}; 
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// class Gear2 is a type of Part 
class Gear2: public Gear { 
public: 

Gear2(int id=pGear2, char *nm = "DrivenShaftGear"):Gear (id, nm){ 
SetProcReqCodeO; 

setProcTimeO; 
} 

virtual void setProcReqCode(){procReqCode = pGear2-} 
}; 

// class GearBox is a type of Part 
class GearBox: public Part { 
public: 

GearBox(int id=pBox, char *nm = "GearBoxCase"):Part (id, nm){ 
setFeatureO; 
SetProcReqCodeO; 

setProcTimeO; 
} 

virtual void setProcReqCode(){procReqCode = pBox;} 
virtual void setFeatureO; 

}; 

// class Flange is a type of Part 
class Flange: public Part { 
public: 

Flange(int id=pFlange, char *nm = "ShaftFlange"):Part (id, nm){ 
setFeatureO; 
SetProcReqCodeO; 

setProcTimeO; 

} 
virtual void setProcReqCode(){procReqCode = pFlange;} 
virtual void setFeatureO; 
}; 

// class Housing is a type of Part 
class Housing: public Part { 
public: 

Housing(int id=pHousing, char *nm = "BearingHousing"):Part (id, nm){ 
setFeatureO; 
SetProcReqCodeO; 

setProcTimeO; 

} 
virtual void setProcReqCode(){procReqCode = pHousing;} 
virtual void setFeatureO; 
}: 

// class Cover is a type of Part 
class Cover: public Part { 
public: 

Cover(int id=pCover, char *nm = "GearBoxCover"):Part (id, nm){ 
setFeatureO; 
SetProcReqCodeO; 

setProcTimeO; 

} 
virtual void setProcReqCode(){procReqCode = pCover;} 
virtual void setFeatureO; 

}; 

#endif//PART H 

11**************************************************************************************1 

II 
II Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File part.cpp 
// Description: 
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II Object class methods for 
II Part Module information 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
ll********************1<*************************************i,i,i,t**********i,t********,:„„i,, 

#include <iomanip.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include "part.h" 

Part::Part(intid, char *nm){ 
pId =id; 
pName = new char [strlen(nm)+1]; 
strcpy(pName, nm); 

for (int i=0; i<maxjeature; i++) 
feature[i] = new Feature; 

setPart(pld); 
} 

Part& Part::operator = (const Part &p){ 
if (this ==&p) 

{return (*this);} 
pId = p.pid; 
strcpy(pName, p.pName); 
arrivalTime = p.arrivalTime; 
dueDate = p.dueDate; 
batchSize = p.batchSize; 
procReqCode = p.procReqCode; 
procTime = p.procTime; 

for (int 1=0; i<max_feature; i++) 
{ 
*feature[i] = *(p.feature[i]); 

} 
return (*this); 

} 

Part::-Part(){ 
delete pName; 

for (int i=0; i<maxjeature; i++) 
delete feature[i]; 
} 

void Part::setProcTime() 
{ 
procTime =0; 
for (int i=0; i<max_feature; i++) 

procTime += feature[i]->getTime(); 
procTime = batchSize * procTime; 
} 

void Part::setBatchSize(){batchSize = (rand()%max_batch)+1;} 
int Part::getPart!d(){return(pld);} 
int Part::getPartBatchSize(){return(batchSize);} 
int Part::getProcReq(){return(procReqCode);} 
int Part::getDueDate(){return (dueDate);} 
int Part::getFeatureld(int f){return(feature[f]->getfid());} 
char" Part::getFeatureName(int f){return(feature[f]->getfName());} 

fioat Part::getProcTime(int h){return feature[h]->getTime()*batchSize;} 

fstream &operator »(fstream &in, Part &m) 

{ 
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}//-

in»se tw(5)»m.p ld ; 
in»setw(20)»m.pName»setw(5)»m.arr ivalTime; 
in»setw(5)»m.dueDate»setw(5)»m.batchSize»m.procReqCode; 
in»setw(10)»setprecision(2)»m.procTime; 
for (int i=0; i<maxjeature; i++) 

{ 
m.retrvFeature(in, m.feature[i]); 
} 

return (in); 

fstream &operator«(fstream &out. Part &m) 
{ 

out«setw(5)«m.p ld ; 
out«setw(20)«m.pName«setw(5)«m.arr ivalTime; 
out«setw(5)«m.dueDate«setw(5)«m.batchSize«setw(5)«m.procReqCode; 
out«setw(10)«setprecision(2)«m.procTime«endl; 
for (int 1=0; i<max_feature; i++) 

{ 
m.storeFeature(out, m.feature[i]); 

} 
return(out); 

1 / / * * * * 

void Part::setPart (int id) 

{ 
int restart=FALSE; 
if(id==1) 
restart=TRUE; 
setArr(restart); 
setBatchSizeO; 
setProcTimeO; 
setDueDate(arrivalTime); 
SetProcReqCodeO; 

}// * * * *—-

void Part::setArr(int restart) 

{ 
staflc int flag, count, limit; 

if(restart==TRUE) 

{ 
flag=0; 
count=0; 
limit=0; 
} //re-initialize staflc variables-

count++; 
if (limit ==0) 

{ 
limit = rand () % 100; 
if (limit > 80) 
limit = mean_arr +1; 

else if (limit >20) 
limit = mean_arr; 
else 
limit = mean_arr-1; 

} 
if (count < limit) 

{ 
arrivalTime = flag; 
} 

else 

{ 
count = 0; 
limit = 0; 
fiag++; 
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arrivalTime = flag; 

} 
}// * * * * — 

void Part::setDueDate(int arr) 

{ 
int slack; 
slack = mean_slack + (procTime)/work_hour; 
dueDate = slack + arr; 

}// * * *—-

void Part::setProcReqCode() 
{ 
procReqCode = pNotDeflned; 
} 

*********** // classes specific PARTs ***************** 
void PriShaft::setFeature() 
{ 
fstream file; 
file.open(FEATFILE, ios::in); 
int ftype[]={fExCylinderLong, fGroove, fExCylinderShort, fChamfer, fThreadHole, fKeyway}; 
for (int i =0; i<6; i++) 

{ 
file.seekg(rollForward*ftype[i], ios::beg); 

file»*feature[i]; 
switch(ftype[i]){ 
case fExCylinderLong: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.50);break; 
case fGroove: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.05);break; 
case fExCylinderShort:feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.20);break; 
case fChamfer: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.05);break; 
case fThreadHole: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.20);break; 
case fKeyway: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.20);break; 
default:break; 

} 
} 

file.closeO; 

} 

void SecShaft: :setFeature() 

{ 
fstream file; 
file.open(FEATFILE, ios::in); 
int ftype[]={fExCylinderLong, fGroove, fExCylinderShort, fChamfer, fThreadHole, fKeyway}; 
for (int i =0; i<6; i++) 

{ 
file.seekg(rollFonA/ard*ftype[i], ios::beg); 
file»*feature[i]; 

switch(ftype[i]){ 
case fExCylinderLong: feature[i]->esflmateTime{0.75);break; 
case fGroove: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.08);break; 
casefExCylinderShort:feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.40);break; 
case fChamfer: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.08);break; 
case fThreadHole: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.40);break; 
case fKeyway: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.20);break; 
default:break; 

} 
} 

file.closeO; 

} 

void Gear::setFeature() 

{ 
fstream file; 
file.open(FEATFILE, ios::in); 
int ftype[]={fCentrHole, fChamfer, fSlot, fBevelGear}; 
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for (int i =0; i<4; i++) 
{ 

flle.seekg(rollForward*ftype[i], ios::beg); 
file»*feature[i]; 

switch(ftype[i]){ 
case fCentrHole: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.20);break; 
case fChamfer: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.05);break; 
case fSlot: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.25);break; 
case fBevelGear: feature[i]->esflmateTime(2.50);break; 
default:break; 
} 

} 
flIe.closeO; 

} 

void GearBox::setFeature() 
{ 
fstream file; 
file.open(FEATFILE, ios::in); 
int ftype[]={fSurfaceMilling, fSideMilling, fCentrHole, fFourThruHoles, f8ThreadHoles}; 
for (int i =0; i<5; i++) 

{ 
file.seekg(rollForward*ftype[i], ios::beg); 
file»*feature[i]; 

switch(ftype[i]){ 
case fSurfaceMilling: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.50);break; 
case fSideMilling: feature[i]->esflmateTime(2.00);break; 
case fCentrHole: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.60);break; 
case fFourThruHoles: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.90);break; 
case fSThreadHoles: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.50);break; 
default:break; 
} 

} 
file.closeO; 

} 

void Flange::setFeature() 
{ 
fstream file; 
file.open(FEATFILE, ios::in); 
int ftype[]={fExCylinderShort, finCylinder, fSecflonCut, fCentrHole, fChamfer, fFourThruHoles}; 
for (int i =0; i<6; i++) 

{ 
file.seekg(rollForward*ftype[i], ios::beg); 

file»*feature[i]; 
switch(ftype[i]){ 
case fSecflonCut: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.60);break; 
case finCylinder: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.25);break; 
casefExCylinderShort:feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.25);break; 
case fCentrHole: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.20);break; 
case fChamfer: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.05);break; 
case fFourThruHoles: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.30);break; 
default:break; 
} 

} 
file.closeO; 
} 

void Housing::setFeature() 

{ 
fstream flIe; 
flle.open(FEATFILE, ios::in); 
int ftype[]={flnCylinder, fSecflonCut, fCentrHole, fChamfer, fFourThruHoles, fSurfaceMilling}; 
for (int i =0; i<6; i++) 

{ 
file.seekg(rollForward*ftype[i], ios::beg); 
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file»*feature[i]; 
switch(ftype[i]){ 
case fSecflonCut: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.50);break; 
case finCylinder: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.25);break; 
case fCentrHole: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.20);break; 
case fChamfer: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.05);break; 
case fSurfaceMilling: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.40);break; 
case fFourThruHoles: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.30);break; 
default:break; 
} 

} 
file.CloseO; 

} 

void Cover: :setFeature() 
{ 
fstream file; 
file.open(FEATFILE, ios::in); 
int ftype[]={fSurfaceMilling, fSideMilling, f8SmallHoles, fMarking}; 
for (int i =0; i<4; i++) 

{ 
file.seekg(rollForward*ftype[i], ios::beg); 
file»*feature[i]; 

switch(ftype[i]){ 
case fSurfaceMilling: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.80);break; 
case fSideMilling: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.90);break; 
case fSSmallHoles: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.35);break; 
case fMarking: feature[i]->esflmateTime(0.10);break; 
default:break; 
} 

} 
file.closeO; 

} 

y ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , ^ ^ , t , ^ , t y , , ^ . , ^ . 

// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File mach.h 
// Description: 
// Object class definition for 
// Machines Module 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
1 1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1 

#ifndef MACH_H 
#define MACH_H 

#include <string.h> 

#ifndef PROC_H 
#include "proc.h" 
#endif 

class Mach { 
protected: 
int mid; 
char *mName; 

// float load[max_day]; 
fioat tLoad; 

public: 
Mach (int id = NoMachine, char *nm="No_Machine_Defined", fioat t=0); 
Mach & operator = (const Mach &); 
~Mach(); 
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int getMachld(){return mid;} 
float getTotal(){return tLoad;} 
char * getMachName{){return mName;} 
friend fioat loadMach(Mach &, Proc &); 
friend fstream &operator»(fstream &in, Mach &m); 
friend fstream &operator«(fstream &, Mach &); 

}; 

// class MachCentr is a type of Mach 
class MachCenter: public Mach { 
public: 
MachCenter(int id=MachineCenter,char *nm="MachineCenter",float t=0)-
}; 

//end of specific machines module-—// class NC_Lathe is a type of Mach 
class NCLathe: public Mach { 
public: 
NCLathe(int id=NcLathe,char *nm="NC_Lathe",float t=0)-
}; 

// class NC_Minlling Machine is a type of Mach 
class NCMill: public Mach { 
public: 
NCMill(int id=NcMillingMachine,char *nm="NC_Milling",float t=0); 
}: 

// class Drilling Machine is a type of Mach 
class Driller: public Mach { 
public: 
Driller(int id=DrillingMachine,char 'nm="Drilling_Machine",fioat t=0); 
}; 

// class Gear Hobbing Machine is a type of Mach 
class GearHob: public Mach { 
public: 
GearHob(int id=GearHobbing,char *nm="Gear_Hobber",float t=0); 
}; 

#endif //MACH_H— 

//**************************************************************************************/ 

// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File mach.cpp 
// Description: 
// Object class methods for 
// Machines Module information 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997. David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
11**************************************************************************************1 
#include <iomanip.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include "proc.h" 
#include "mach.h" 

// define methods for class machine 
Mach::Mach (int id, char 'nm, float t){ 

mld=id; 
tLoad = t; 
mName = new char [strlen(nm)+1]; 
strcpy(mName, nm); 
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} 

Mach& Mach::operator = (const Mach &m){ 
if (this ==&m) 

{return (*this);} 
mid = m.mid; 
strcpy(mName, m.mName); 

tLoad = m.tLoad; 
return (*this); 
} 

Mach::~Mach(){delete mName;} 

fioat loadMach(Mach &m, Proc &n) 
{ 
// int day; 

for (int j=0; j<max_feature; j++) 
if ((n.operlnMachOJ == m.mId) && n.operlnMachO]>0) 

II day=n.operOnDayO]; 
II m.load[day] += n.operTimeO]; 

m.tLoad += n.operTime[j]; 
} 

return (m.tLoad); 
} 

fstream &operator »(fstream &in, Mach &m) 
{ 

in»setw(5)»m.mld ; 
in»setw(20)»m.mName»setw(20)»m.tLoad; 
return (in); 

}// * * * * 

fstream &operator «(fstream &out, Mach &m) 
{ 

out«setw(5)«m.mld; 
out«setw(20)«m.mName«setw(20)«m.tLoad«endl ; 
return (out); 

}// * * * * — 

//end of machines module-— 

MachCenter::MachCenter(int id,char 'nm,float t):Mach(id,nm,t)0 

NCLathe::NCLathe(int id,char *nm,float t):Mach(id,nm,t)0 

NCMill::NCMill(int id,char *nm,float t):Mach(id,nm,t){} 

Driller::Driller(int id,char 'nm,float t):Mach(id,nm,t)0 

GearHob::GearHob(int id,char *nm,float t):Mach(id,nm,t){) 
//end of specific machines module— 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File proc.h 
// Description: 
// Object class definition for 
// Process Planning Module 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
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#ifndef PROC_H 
#define PROC_H 

#include "dtable.h" 
#include "part.h" 

class Mach; 
class Proc { 

int procld; 
int volume; 
int totalOperaflon; 
int operlnMach[max Jeature]; 
int operOnDay[max_feature]; 
fioat totalTime; 
fioat operTime[max_feature]; 
void setTotalOperaflonO; 
void setOperDay(Part &); 
void setMachTime(Part &); 

public: 
Proc (){} 
-Proc(){} 
int getOperlnMach(int h){return(operlnMach[h]);} 
int getOperOnDay(int h){return(operOnDay[h]);} 
int getTotalOper(){return(totalOperaflon);} 
char * getMachName(int); 
float getOperTime(int h){return(operTime[h]);} 
friend fstream &operator «(fstream &, Proc &); 
friend fstream &operator »(fstream &, Proc &); 
friend fioat loadMach(Mach &, Proc &); 
void setProc(Part &); 
void selectMachine(Dtable &, Part &); 

}; 

#endif//PROC H — 

If************************************************************************************** I 

II 
II Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File proc.cpp 
// Description: 
// Object class methods for 
// Process Planning Module information 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
11**************************************************************************************1 

#include <iomanip.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include "proc.h" 

***************** // Define methods for class Proc 
fstream &operator«(fstream &out, Proc &m) 
{ 
out«setw(5)«m.procld«setw(5)«m.volume«setw(5)«m.totalOperaflon; 
for (int i=0; i<maxjeature; i++) 

{ 
out«setw(5)«m.operlnMach[i]; 
out«setw(5)«m.operOnDay[i]; 
out«setw(10)«setprecision(2)«m.operTime[i]; 
} 
out«endl; 
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return{out); 
\ii _ * * * _ _ * 

fstream &operator»(fstream &in, Proc &m) 

{ 
in»setw(5)»m.procld»setw(5)»m.volume»setw(5)»m.totalOperaf lon; 
for (int i=0; i<maxjeature; i++) 

{ 
in»setw(5)»m.operlnMach[i] ; 
in»setw(5)»m.operOnDay[i] ; 
in»setw(10)»setprecision(2)»m.operTime[i]; 
} 

return(in); 
\lf * * * * 

void Proc::setProc (Part &pPointer){ 
procld = pPointer.getPartldO; 
volume = pPointer.getPartBatchSizeO; 

}// * * * — -*—-

char * Proc::getMachName(int h) 

{ 
char" machName; 
machName = new char [20+1]; 

switch (h){ 
case NoMachine:strcpy(machName, "NaMachine");break; 
case MachineCenter:strcpy(machName, "CNC_Center");break; 
case NcLathe:strcpy(machName, "NC_Lathe");break; 
case NcMiHingMachine:strcpy(machName, "MillingMachine");break; 
case DrillingMachine:strcpy(machName, "DrillingMachine");break; 
case GearHobbing:strcpy(machName, "GearHobbing");break; 
default:break; 

} 
return (machName); 

} 

void Proc::selectMachine(Dtable & tbI, Part &pPtr) 

{ 
int ReqCode; 

ReqCode = pPtr.getProcReqO; 

for (int i=0; i<maxjeature; i++) 

operlnMach[i] = tbl.get_m_element(ReqCode,i); 

} 
setTotalOperaflonO; 
setOperDay(pPtO; 
setMachTime(pPtr); 

}// * * * * - -

void Proc::setTotalOperaflon() 

{ 
int flag=0; 
for (int i=0; i<maxjeature; i++) 

{ 
if{operlnMach[i] > 0) 
flag++; 

} 
totalOperaflon = flag; 

}//- * * * * - -

void Proc:;setOperDay(Part &pPointer) 

{ 
intprevMach; 



int isDiffMach = 0; 
int countNoDiff = 0; 
for (int 1=0; i<max_feature; i++) 

{ 
if (KtotalOperaflon) 

{ 
if (i==0) 

{ 
isDiffMach = 0; 

countNoDiff+= 1; 
prevMach = operlnMach[i]; 
} 

else 

{ 
if (prevMach == operlnMach[i] && countNoDiff < no_diffJimit) 

IsDiffMach += 0; 
countNoDiff+= 1; 

} 
else 

{ 
IsDiffMach += 1; 
prevMach = operlnMach[i]; 
countNoDiff = 0; 
} 

} 
operOnDay[i] = pPointer.getDueDate() - (totalOperaflon) + isDiffMach; 
} 

else 
operOnDay[i] = 0; 

} 
}// * * .*... .*.... 

void Proc::setMachTime(Part & pPointer) 
{ 
for (int i=0; i<max_feature; i++) 

{ 
if(operlnMach[i] > 0) 
{ 
operTime[i] = pPointer.getProcTime(i); 
} 
else 
operTime[i] = 0; 
} 

} 

//end of process planning module— 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *>^ A ; 

// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File d_table.h 
// Description: 
// Object class definition for 
// Decision Table Module 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
//**************************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef DTABLE_H 
#define DTABLE_H 

#include "top.h" 
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const enum RTtype { 
RTO=0, 
RT1, 
RT2, 
RTS, 
RT4, 
RT5. 
RT6, 
RT7, 
RT8, 
RT9, 
RT10, 
RT11, 
RT12 

}; 

const int procAlt [][max_alt] = { 
RTO, RTO, //NoType 
RT1, RT2, //MShaft 
RT1, RT2, //DShaft 
RTS, RT4, //MGear 
RTS, RT4, //DGear 
RT7, RT8, //Flange 
RT9, RT10,//Housing 
RTS, RT6, //Gearbox 
RT11, RT12 //Cover 

}; 

const int routeXQ[max_feature] = { 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,//route#0 
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0,//route#1 
2, 2, 2. 2, 4, 3, 0, 0,//route#2 
1, 1, 1, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0,//route#3 
3, 3, 3, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0,//route#4 
1, 1, 1, 1, 1. 0, 0, 0,//route#5 
3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 0, 0, 0,//route#6 
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4, 0, 0,//route#7 
2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 4, 0, 0,//route#8 
2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 0, 0,//route#9 
2, 2, 4, 4, 3, 3, 0, 0,//route#10 
1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,//route#11 
3, 3, 4, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0,//route#12 
}; 

const int InitTable [][max_feature] = { 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,//NoType 
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0,//MShaft 
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0,//DShaft 
1. 1, 1. 5, 0, 0, 0, 0,//MGear 
1, 1, 1, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0,//DGear 
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 4, 0, 0,//Flange 
2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 0, 0,//Housing 
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0,//Gearbox 
1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 //Cover 

}; 

************************** // Define class Decision Table 
class Dtable { 

protected: 
int mtable[maxjype][max_feature]; 
virtual void modifyRoute(int []); 
virtual void modifyElement(int, int[]); 

public: 
DtableO; 
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int get_m_element(int, int); 
virtual void getCurrentData(Dtable &); 
virtual void modifyTabte(fioat []); 

}; 

// Define subclass Integrated Decision Table ************ 
class InDtable :public Dtable { 

virtual void modifyElement(int, int[]); 
public: 
lnDtable():Dtable(){} 

}; 

#endif//DTABLE H 

I l * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * v , v , * * i , 

// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File djable.cpp 
// Description: 
// Object class methods for 
// Decision Table module information 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
//* 
#include <iomanip.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 

#include "dtable.h" 

I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I 

******************** // Class Methods for Dtable ** 
Dtable::Dtable(){ 

for (int i=0; i<maxjype; i++) 
for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 
mtable[i]0] = InitTable [i]0]; 
} 

int Dtable::get_m_element(int a, int b) 

{ 
return(mtable[a][b]); 

} 

void Dtable::getCurrentData(Dtable &m) 

{ 
for (int i=0; i<maxjype; i++) 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
mtable[i]0] = m.get_m_element(i,j); 

} 

void Dtable::modifyTable(float mJoadQ) 

{ 
int fl[max_mach]; 
for (int 1=0; i<max_mach; i++) 

fl[i]=0; //Iniflalize Relaflve Load Flags 
for (1=0; i<max_mach;i++) 

for (int j=0; j<max_mach; j++) 
if (mjoad0]<mjoad[i ]) 
fl[i]++; //Determine Current Relaflve Load Flags 

modifyRoute(fl); 
}//—- *— * * * — 

void Dtable::modifyRoute(int fl[max_mach]) 

{ 
for (int 1=0; i<maxjype; i++) 
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{ 
switch(i){ 
case pNotDefined:break; 
case pPriShaft:modifyElement(pPriShaft. fl);break; 
case pSecShaft:modifyElement(pSecShaft, fl);break; 
case pGear1:modifyElement(pGear1, fl);break; 
case pGear2:modifyElement(pGear2, fl);break; 
case pFlange:modifyElement(pFlange, fl);break; 
case pHousing:modifyElement(pHousing, fl);break; 
case pBox:modifyElement(pBox, fl);break; 
case pCover:modifyElement(pCover, fl);break; 
default: break; 

}//-

void Dtable::modifyElement(int partType, int fl[max_mach]) 

{ 

int routeY [max_alt][max_feature]; 

// INITIALIZE routeY matrix *************** 
for (int 1=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] =0; 

// FIND Correponding Altemaflve Routes ** 
for (i=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

{ 
switch ( procAlt[partType][i]) { 

case RTO:break; 
case RT1:{ 
for (int j=0; j<maxjeature; j++) 
routeY[i][j] = routeX[1]0]; 
break;} 
case RT2: { 
for (int j=0; j<maxjeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[2]0]; 
break;} 
case RTS: { 
for (int j=0; j<max_feature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[3]0]; 
break;} 
case RT4: { 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[4]0]; 
break;} 
case RT5: { 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i][j] = routeX[5]0]; 
break;} 
case RT6: { 
for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[6]0]; 
break;} 
case RT7: { 
for (int j=0; j<maxjeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[7]0]; 
break;} 
case RTS: { 
for (int j=0; j<max_feature; j++) 
routeY[i][j] = routeX[8]0]; 
break;} 
case RT9: { 
for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[9]0]; 
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} 

break;} 
case RT10: { 
for (int j=0; j<max_feature; j++) 
routeY[i][j] = routeX[10]0]; 
break;} 
case RT11:{ 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[11]0]; 
break;} 
case RT12: { 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[12]0]; 
break;} 
default:break; 
} 

// COMPUTE Relaflve Load Weight ************ 
fioat loadWeight[max_alt]; 
float heavestLoad = 0; 
for (i=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

{ 
loadWeight[i] =0; 
for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 

for (int k=0; k<max_mach; k++) 
{ 
if (routeY[i]0] == k && routeY[i]0] > 0) 

loadWeight[i] += fi[k]; 

} 
if (loadWeight[i]>heavestLoad) 
heavestLoad = loadWeight[i]; 
} 

//NORMALIZE loadweight ********************* 
for (1=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

{ 
if (heavestLoad != 0) 
loadWeight[i] = loadWeight[i]/heavestLoad; 

} 

// MAKE Modifying Decision upon Load ******* 
int tDecision = 0; 
float decisionWeight = 999999; 
for (1=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

if (loadWeight[i] != 0 && loadWeight[i] < decisionWeight) 

{ 
tDecision = i; 
decisionWeight = loadWeight[i]; 

} 

// CHANGE Corresponding RowElement in DTable 
for (int j=0; j<max_feature; j++) 

mtable[partType][j] = routeY[tDecision]0]; 

}//-

void lnDtable::modifyElement(int partType, int fl[max_mach]) 

{ 

int routeY [max_alt][max_feature]; 

// INITIALIZE routeY matrix *************** 
for (int i=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

for (int j=0; j<max_feature; j++) 
routeY[i][j] =0; 
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// FIND Correponding Altemaflve Routes 
for (i=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

{ 
switch ( procAlt[partType][i]) { 

case RTO:break; 

} 

case RT1;{ 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[1]0]; 
break;} 
case RT2: { 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[2]0]; 
break;} 
case RTS: { 
for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[3]0]; 
break;} 
case RT4: { 
for (int j=0; j<maxjeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[4]0]; 
break;} 
case RT5: { 
for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[5]0]; 
break;} 
case RTO: { 
for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 
routeY[i]G] = routeX[6]0]; 
break;} 
case RT7: { 
for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[7]0]; 
break;} 
case RTS: { 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[8]0]; 
break;} 
case RT9: { 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[9]0]; 
break;} 
caseRT10:{ 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[10]0]; 
break;} 
case RT11:{ 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[11]0]; 
break;} 
case RT12:{ 
for (int j=0; j<maxJeature; j++) 
routeY[i]0] = routeX[12][i]; 
break;} 
default:break; 

} 

************ // COMPUTE Relaflve Load Weight 
float loadWeight[max_alt]; 
fioat heavestLoad = 0; 
for (i=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

{ 
loadWeight[i] =0; 
for (int j=0; j<max Jeature; j++) 

for (int k=0; k<max_mach; k++) 
{ 
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if (routeY[i]0] == k && routeY[i]0] > 0) 
loadWeight[i] += fi[k]; 
} 
if (loadWeight[i]>heavestLoad) 
heavestLoad = loadWeight[i]; 
} 

//NORMALIZE loadweight ********************* 
for (i=0; i<max_alt; i++) 
{ 
if (heavestLoad 1=0) 
loadWeight[i] = loadWeight[i]/heavestLoad; 
} 

// COMPUTE Relaflve Integrated Weight ****** 
fioat integrtdWeight[max_alt]; 
float heavestlntegrtdWeight =0; 
for (1=0; i<max_alt; 1++) 

{ 
if (qualityWeight[partType][i] == 0 || loadWeight[i] ==0) 
integrtdWeight[i] =0; 

else 

integrtdWeight[i]=quaFact*qualityWeight[partType][i]+loadFact*loadWeight[i]; 
if (integrtdWeight[i] > heavestlntegrtdWeight) 
heavestlntegrtdWeight = integrtdWeight[i]; 

} 

//NORMALIZE integrtdWeight ********************* 
for (1=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

{ 
if (heavestlntegrtdWeight !=0) 
integrtdWeight[i] = integrtdWeight[i]/heavestlntegrtdWeight; 

} 

// MAKE Modifying Decision upon Load ******* 
int tDecision = 0; 
float decisionWeight = 999999; 
for (1=0; i<max_alt; i++) 

if (integrtdWeight[i] != 0 && integrtdWeight[i] < decisionWeight) 

{ 
tDecision = i; 
decisionWeight = integrtdWeight[i]; 

} 

// CHANGE Corresponding RowElement in DTable 
for (int j=0; j<max_feature; j++) 

mtable[partType]0] = routeY[tDecision][j]; 

} 
// End of D-table module 

//**************************************************************************************/ 

// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File analysis.h 
// Description: 
// Analysis object class definition for 
// IPPPS application 
// Date 07-12-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
11**************************************************************************************1 

#ifndef ANALYSIS.H 
#define ANALYSIS.H 
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#include <owl.h> 
#include <owlrc.h> 
#include "part.h" 
#include "proc.h" 
#include "mach.h" 

class Analysis 
{ 
protected: 

Part *pp; 
Dtable *dt; 
Mach 'mc[max_mach]; 

int sampleSize; 
int orderSize; 
fioat dataLoad[max_mach]; 
float cumuData[max_mach]; 
void showLoad(float [], PTWindow); 

public: 
Analysis(){sampleSize = 0;orderSize =0;} 
-AnalysisOO 
int getSampleSize(){return sampleSize;} 
void putSampleSize(int sz){sampleSize = sz;} 
float * getDataLoad(){return dataLoad;} 
void reset(int,int); 
void cumulateO; 
void clearCumulateO; 
void averageO; 
float getAverage(int h){return cumuData[h];} 
int dataCollect(int, int, PTWindow); 
friend fstream &operator « (fstream &out. Analysis &m); 
friend fstream &operator » (fstream &in. Analysis &m); 

}: 
#endif//ANALYSIS.H 

// 1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1 

// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 

Project IPPPS 
Author David D. Zhang 
File Analysis.cpp 
Description: 

Analysis Event Manager 
IPPPS project 

Date 07-12-97 
Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
All Rights Reserved. 

// 
//**************************************************************************************/ 
#include <iomanip.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 

#include "analysis.h" 
#include "dsplywin.h" 
staflc prevLoad[max_mach] = {0,0,0,0,0,0}; 

//ANALYSIS event manager methods 
int Analysis::dataCollect(int planType, int orderSize, PTWindow totalWindow) 
{ 
float fl[max_mach]; 
int err = 0; 

for (int i=0; i<max_mach; i++) 
{ 
switch (i){ 

case MachineCenter: 
mc[i] = new MachCenter;break; 
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case NcLathe: 
mc[i] = new NCLathe;break; 
case NcMillingMachine: 
mc[i] = new NCMill;break; 
case DrillingMachine: 
mc[i] = new Driller;break; 
case GearHobbing: 
mc[i] = new GearHob;break; 
default: 
mc[i] = new Mach(iJ; 
} 

}//lniflalize machines 
Proc *po = new Proc; 

//SELECT planning method 
switch (planType){ 

case CM_PLAN_SP: dt = new Dtable; break; 
case CM_PLAN_DLFM: dt = new Dtable; break; 
case CM_PLAN_IN: dt = new InDtable; break; 
default: e r r = 1 ; break; 
} 

for (int k =0; k<orderSize; k++) 

{ 
//GENERATE part 
int pType = (rand()%12)+1; 
switch (pType){ 
case pSubPriShaft: pp = new PriShaft(k+1); break; 
case pSubSecShaft: pp = new SecShaft(k+1); break; 
case pSubGearl: pp = new Gearl (k+1); break; 
case pSubGear2: pp = new Gear2(k+1); break; 
case pSubFrtFlange: pp = new Flange(k+1); break; 
case pSubLeftFlange: pp = new Flange(k+1); break; 
case pSubRightFlange: pp = new Flange(k+1); break; 
case pSubFrtHousing: pp = new Housing(k+1); break; 
case pSubLeftHousing: pp = new Housing(k+1); break; 
case pSubRightHousing: pp = new Housing(k+1); break; 
case pSubBox: pp = new GearBox(k+1); break; 
case pSubCover: pp = new Cover(k+1); break; 
default: err = 1; break; 

} 
//SELECT machine 
po->setProc (*pp); 
po->selectMachine(*dt, 'pp); 
// UPDATE mach load ~ 
for(int j=1; j<max_mach; j++) 

{ 
fiO] = loadMach(*mcO], *po); 
dataLoadO]'= fl[j]; 

} 
// UPDATE Decision Table 

if (planType != CM_PLAN_SP) 

{ 
dt->modifyTable(dataLoad); 

} 
delete pp; 

}//END of order size (one sample) 

showLoad(fl, totalWindow); 
delete dt; • 
for (i=0; i<max_mach; i++) 

delete mc[i]; 
delete po; 
return err; 
} 
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||*********^,************^,^,^,^,^,^:„t^,^,^,^,1,^,^,1,^,^,^,,,^^^,t, 

void Analysis::reset(int size, int osz) 
{ 
orderSize = osz; 
sampleSize = size; 
for (int 1=0; i<max_mach; i++) 

dataLoad[i] = 0; 
} 

/ / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , * * * * * * * * * * * , n , ^ i ^ j „ , ^ , j , j , j 

void Analysis::cumulate() 
{ 
for (int 1=0; i<max_mach;i++) 

cumuData[i] += dataLoad[i]; 
} 

II* * * * * * * ******************-***********ifif if irifificit*** 

void Analysis::clearCumulate() 
{ 
for (int 1=0; i<max_mach;i++) 

cumuData[i] = 0; 
} 

//*********************************************** 

void Analysis::average() 
{ 
float days = float(orderSize)/float(mean_arr); 
for (int 1=0; i<max_mach;i++) 

cumuData[i] = (cumuData[i]/sampleSize)/days; 
// average total load divided by days 
} 

//*********************************************** 
fstream &operator«(fstream &out, Analysis &m) 

{ 
out«setw(10)«m.orderSize; 
for (int i=0; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
out«setw(10)«setprecision(2)«m.dataLoad[i]; 

} 
out«endl ; 

return(out); 
} 

//*********************************************** 

fstream &operator»(fstream &ijn. Analysis &m) 

{ 
in»setw(10)»m.orderSize; 
for (int 1=0; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
in»setw(10)»m.dataLoad[i]; 
} 

return(in); 
} 

//*********************************************** 

void Analysis::showLoad(float Load[], PTWindow TotalWindow ) 

{ 
char Name [50]; 

HDC DC; 
DC = GetDC(TotalWindow->HWindow); 
i f (DC==0) 

exit(1); 
else { 
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staflc LOGPEN IpGm = {PS_SOLID, 1,1, RGB(100,255,0)}; 
HPEN hGrnPen; 
hGrnPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpGrn); 
staflc LOGPEN IpRed = {PS_SOLID, 3, 1, RGB(255,0,0)}; 
HPEN hRedPen; 
hRedPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpRed); 
staflc LOGPEN IpWht = {PS_SOLID, 5, 1, RGB(255,255,255)}; 
HPEN hWhtPen; 
hWhtPen = CreatePenlndirect(&lpWht); 

SelectObject(DC, hGrnPen); 
MoveTo(DC, 40,160); 
LineTo(DC, 300,160); 

sprintf(Name, "%s","Center Lathe Milling Drilling Hobbing"); 
TextOut(DC, 40, 165. Name, strlen(Name)); 

// DISPLAY machine load -
float top=0; 
char Name[50]; 

for (int i=1; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
if (top < Load[i]) 

top = Load[i]; 
} 

if (top 1=0) 

{ 
for (i=1; i<max_mach; i++) 
Load[i] = Load[i]*120/top; 
} 

//CLEAR previous drawing 
SelectObject(DC, hWhtPen); 
MoveTo(DC, 40, 160-prevLoad[1]); 
for (i=2; i<max_mach; i++) 

LineTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-prevLoad[i]); 
for (i=1; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
MoveTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-prevLoad[i]); 
LineTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160); 

} 

//DRAW new loading status 
SelectObject(DC, hRedPen); 
MoveTo(DC, 40, 160-Load[1]); 

for (i=2; i<max_mach; i++) 
LineTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-Load[i]); 

SelectObject(DC,hGrnPen); 
for (i=1; i<max_mach; i++) 

{ 
MoveTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160-Load[i]); 

LineTo(DC, (i-1)*65+40, 160); 

} 
for (1=1; i<max_mach; i++) 
prevLoad[i] = Load[i]; 
ReleaseDC(TotalWindow->HWindow, DC); 
} // end of if DC != 0. 

} 

//*********************************************** 

DsplxAnWindow::DsplxAnWindow(PTWindowsObject AParent, LPSTR ATifle, Analysis& Ans): 
TWindow(AParent, ATifle){analysis = Ans;} 

void DsplxAnWindow::Paint(HDC PaintDC, PAINTSTRUCT _FAR & ) 
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fstream file; 
file.open(ANALFILE,ios::in); 
char Name[50]; 

SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(100,100,0)); 
sprintf(Name, "%s", "Daily Average Load"); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, 20, Name, strlen(Name)); 

for (int i= CM_PLAN_SP; i<=CM_PLAN IN; i++) 
{ 
SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(100,100,0)); 
sprintf(Name, "%s %d","Method:", i-5); 
TextOut(PaintDC, 20, (i-6)*20+40. Name, strlen(Name)); 
SetTextColor(PaintDC, RGB(0,0,0)); 

analysis.ClearCumulateO; 
for (int j= 0; j<analysis.getSampleSize(); j++) 

{ 
flle»analysis; 
analysis.cumulateO; 
} 

analysis.averageO; 
for (int k=1; k<max_mach; k++) 

{ 
sprintf(Name, "%10.2f', analysis.getAverage(k)); 
TextOut(PaintDC, k*60+50, (i-6)*20+40. Name, strlen(Name)); 

} 
}//END of for plan type 

ReleaseDC(HWindow, PaintDC); 
flIe.CloseO; 
} 

/ i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , j , j , t , ^ , j , . 

// 
// Project IPPPS 
// Author David D. Zhang 
// File top.h 
// Description: 
// Major definitions for 
// constant variables 
// Date 12-09-97 
// Copyright (c) 1997, David D Zhang 
// All Rights Reserved. 
// 
/#**************************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef TOP_H 
#define TOP_H 

#define FALSE 0 
#defineTRUE 1 

#deflne PARTFILE "c:\\ippps\\part.dat" 
#define FEATFILE "c:\\ippps\\feature.dat" 
#define PROCFILE "c:\\ippps\\proc.dat" 
#define MACHFILE "c:\\ippps\\mach.dat" 
#define ANALFILE "c:\\ippps\\analysis.dat" 

#define CM_PART_GEN 1 
#define CM_PART_DSP 2 
#define CM_INIT_FT 3 
#define CM_UPDATE_FT 4 //not allowed on window version 
#define CM_DISP_FT 5 
#define CM_PLAN_SP 6 
#define CM_PLAN_DLFM 7 
#define CM_PLAN_IN 8 
#define CM_PLAN_SW 9 //not yet implemented 
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#define CM_PLAN DSP 
#defineCMJNIT MACH 
#define CM_DISP MACH 
#define CM_DISP MC 
#deflne CM_DISP LT 
#defineCM DISP ML 
#define CM_D1SP DR 
#define CM_DISP GH 
#defineCMJNIT TBL 
#define CM CURR TBL 
#defineCM DATA 
#define CM_ABOUT 
#defineCM PLAN RESET 
#define CM_EVALUAT10N 

const int max_part = 500; 
const int maxjype = 9; 
const int max_subtype = 13; 
const int mean_arr = 6; 
const int mean_slack = 8; 
const int max_batch = 4; 
const int max_mach = 6; 
const int work_hour= 6; 

//Set 
//Set 
//Set 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

max order numbers 
max part types 
max subtypes 

//Set average orders per day 
//Set mfg lead flme slack 
//Set 
//Set 

max batch size for one order 
max number of machines 

//Set average work hours per day 

const int max_day= 120; 
const int show_day= 60; 

const int no_diffJimit = 2; 
const int avail Jeature = 20; 
const int max_feature = 8; 
const int max_alt = 2; 
const int max_pref = 2; 

const long rollBack = (76); 
const long rollForward = 76; 

//Set max planning days 
//Set show plan flme window 

//allow max oper per part per day 
//feature base 
//max feature per part 
//max altemaflve process plan for each part 
//max preference of machines per feature 

//PC is 76 
//PC is 76 

const long rollForwardMach = 47; 
const long rollBackMach = - 47; 

const float ZeroTime = 0.0; 
const enum Dimension_T{ 

not_known = 0, 
small, 
middle, 
large 
}; 

const enum Tolerance_T{ 
not_required = 0, 
loose, 
medium, 
flght 
}; 

const enum Surface_T{ 
not_deflned = 0, 
heatjrtment 
}; 

//PC is 47 
//PC is 47 

const enum Mach_T{ 
NoMachine = 0, 
MachineCenter, 
NcLathe, 
NcMillingMachine, 
DrillingMachine, 
GearHobbing 
}; 
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const enum Priority_T{ 
NoPriority=0, 
Low, 
High 

}; 

const enum Ftype { 
fEmpty = 0, 
fExCylinderLong, 
fExCylinderShort, 
finCylinder, 
fCentrHole, 
fFourThruHoles, 
fSSmallHoles, 
fThreadHole, 
f8ThreadHoles, 
fSectionCut, 
fGroove, 
fChamfer, 
fBevelGear, 
fSlot, 
fSurfaceMilling, 
fSideMilling, 
fKeyway, 
fMarking 
}; 

const enum Ptype { 
pNotDeflned = 0, 
pPriShaft, 
pSecShaft, 
pGearl, 
pGear2, 
pFlange, 
pHousing, 
pBox, 
pCover 

}; 

const enum Psubtype { 
pSubNotDeflned = 0, 
pSubPriShaft, 
pSubSecShaft, 
pSubGearl, 
pSubGear2, 
pSubFrtFlange, 
pSubLeftFlange, 
pSubRightFlange, 
pSubFrtHousing, 
pSubLeftHousing, 
pSubRightHousing, 
pSubBox, 
pSubCover 

}; 

const enum Manu { 
EXIT = 0, 
GEN_PART, 
SELECT_MACH, 
UPDATE_FEATURE, 
1N1T_FEATURE, 
D1SP_FEATURE, 
INIT_MACH, 
DISP_MACH, 
DISP_PLAN, 
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DISP_PART 
}; 

const float quaFact = 1.0;//small number (except zero)=>high weight for min Goal, 
const float loadFact= 10.0; 

const float qualityWeight[][max_alt] = { 
0.0, 0.0, 
0.5, 1.5, 
0.5, 1.5, 
0.5, 1.5, 
0.5, 1.5, 
0.5, 1.5, 
0.5, 1.5, 
0.5, 9.0, //assume we really want using machine centre for gearbox case, 
0.5, 1.5, 
}; //small number (except zero) => high weight for min Goal. 

#endif//TOP H 
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